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PREFACE 
This dissertation is concerned with·assembling information that 
adequately explains the problems of· .financing state· and local governments 
in Oklahoma. Thus, ·the study.·is an analysis of taxes used to ra;l..se reve-. 
nues .and the expenditures made from these by state and local governments. 
Revenue efforts and .expenditures of local and state governments are.pre-
sented in relationship to several variables, some of which a.re not ordi-
narily contained in statistical datii available on the subjects. The use 
of these criteria changes the relative position of Oklahoma in performance 
comparisons with other states,: 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Legislators and other government officials face increasing pressures 
for revenue tq finance·. public facilities and services. This was a bi-
ennial problem for O~lahoma legislators and administrators until 1967. 
The legislative session that year was no exception.in respect to revenue· 
problems but differed from prior ones in.that it haq to appropriate 
funds for one year only. Th~ 1968 Legisiature faced the situation of 
meeting requests for more facilities·and services with relatively little 
more anticipated revenue than· available in the prior session. The 
problem was .intensified by demands ,for· salary increases for employees 
of established agenci.es ~ 
Problems of financing by state and local·governments remain, despite 
alleged growth .in the role of federal government in local affairs. Al-
though there may·be evidence·of·a trend toward more stringent require-
ments.for eligibility of federal grants to local·and, state.governments, 
performance of most civil funct.ions remains a state-local responsibility. 
Federal grants often require locU.- rev~nue .in some ·matching proportion 
as one condition for eligibility. 
Oklahomans are conceri:,.ed with the rising costs of local and state 
governmen,t -- as providers of revenue and/or recipients of the services 
financed from that revenue. Increasing costs may arise .from introduction 
of new government functions or expansion of established ones. 
1 
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Traditional functions of state and local government have not·on],.y grown 
in size_ but have undergone a vast change in content.· Educational func-· 
tions have g:i;own faster than -others as more -children go __ to -school . .for a, 
long~r period of-time and study more complex subjects which require more 
equipment and better trained personnel. Highway expenditures have also 
expanded in response to a greater number of automobiles~ the need for 
faster moving traffic, and increasing dependence on truck transportation. 
State,legislators are generally faced with more_requests for funds than 
existing revenue measures will provide. They must __ decide whether to 
levy new taxes for additional revenue or cut budg~t requests to fit 
available funds. County and city commissioners face similar situations 
but their authority for raising revenue b more limited. Each of these 
governing bodies are-periodically confronted with requests by formal or 
informal groups.for new or expanded expenditures for public services. 
However worthy these .requests may be, lack of _revenue to finance them is 
usually a critic!:J-1 factor; 
Seldom do legislators.get organized-support for seeking new sources 
of revenue except by.some requesting more funds. A better understanding 
of what functions are expanding and why they are growing should result. 
in a more c;ooperative public to assist legislators and other officials 
in-providing more efficient services of•state a~d local governments. 
How the tax burden-is.distributed and who gets the benefits-from the ex-
penditures are two broad topics that may -take on mor.e meaning when looked 
at objectively from the standpoint of all functions rather than part_icu-
lar ones of interest,to specific groups~ 
The problem of government officials is .compounded by public 
controversies which often develop among groups concerning goals to _be -
3 
achieved and methods. of financing activities'connected with the· 
attainment of these goals. This does not necessarily label citizens as 
taJ.Cpayers versus beneficiaries· of ,.the revenue· since they often .are both. 
But lines .are often. drawn· according··to· t~e degree of impact of revenu.e 
collections and expected·benefits :from tne expenditures upon di.ffer~nt. 
groups of persons or segmen,·ts of tqe ·public. Due .suggests that this 
situation should be resolved by government officials: 
It is the·responsibili~y of.the government to sel~ct 
that level .which· appears' to··be ·most closely i'Q. conformity 
with the·consensus of opinion·in:society with respect to 
various goals~· This process 'requires the. careful weighing 
of the gains from the variotis:a.ctivities against one another 
in the light of the· government·'s est:i.riiate of the consensus 
of· opinion of society toward· the desiral;lility of various 
degrees of attaimnent--of, the goals·.· '·Li~ewise·, the1ben,e;fits 
must· be weighed .against·;the· real· costs to. society. 
Need and Purpos~ ·.pf .. St.udy. 
This writer_became·aware·of .. tb,e:apparertt inadequacy of local reve-
nues to meet changing conditions·du;ing· the latter forties while serving 
as a county agricultural--agent· ..... This··contact· with the. problem and ob-
servation of political· developments .. •associ1:1,ted with state revenue .matters 
revealed the abserice of any positive coordinated movement to improve the 
total ·tax and revenue structure· .in Oklahoma. 
Interest in. public finance··prol:ilems was .;intensified whi.ie .. the 
writer studied economic problems:·of" community development· at North 
Carolina StateUniversity as'·a·Kellogg··Feilow during 1963-64. This in-
terest was· further· stimulated··brworking with the Southern Regional 
Extension .Public Affairi;; Com111ittee~ · ·· The·: need• for a study of the subject 
1 John F. Due, Government· Finance. · An Economic Analysis prd ed. , ·· 
Homewood, 1940), p. 25. · ' ' 
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in Oklahoma became more evident in early 1965 when the crisis developed 
over state appropriations for cormnon.school aid. 
A fundamental purpose of this study.is to collect .information for 
use.in an .educational program to create a better public understanding of 
government functions and finance. A well informed public should result 
in improved government operations and a more cooperative attitude .in 
providing needed public services and.facilities. Many worthwhile com"'" 
munity projects, or statewide programs, may oft~n be defeated while 
less worthy ones pass in referendum votes because of a lack of·knowledge 
of all.the factors.involved. General understanding of the principle$ 
involved could result in more orderly·campaigns connected with issues 
that othefwise become more emotional than educational. 
Objectives 
The major objectives of this study are: 
1. To describe the·tax and revenue structure of Oklahoma, determine 
tren<is in revenue raised from various sources, and compare total revenue 
raised with adjoining or similar states in terms of accepted finance 
principles. 
2. To present a descriptive analysis of Oklahoma expenditures, de-
termining the extent to which they meet public needs.in terms of distri-
bution of benefits, and comparing these expenditures with those for like 
functions in other states·• 
3. To anal:yze property taxes in terms of equality among counties 
aud ~1as;es of property~ and determine the relationship of these findings 
with the revenue problems of.the state. 
5 
4. · To estimate .federal, state, and local taxes per ·capita for e~ch 
county in Oklahoma, and analyze the incidence of these ta:xes relative to 
levels of income·and wealth. 
5. To explo;re possible changes or alternatives open td citizens 
concer.ning the. financing of pt,tblic. facilities and seJ;"vices, and t.o ap- .· 
praise the.se in terms of .taxation .principles. 
The information assembled in this study c~n serve as a_guide to 
those investigating the possibilitiei;i for tax and budgetary reform. The 
analysis presented should be helpful in measuring the i~Ract. and eco--. 
)i·: . 
nomic·effects of any proposed changes. Although the dat~ used in this 
study· are available .in various forms at different places, . this study 
serves a useful purpose by assembling the data in·a quick.reference form. 
The Research Division of the Oklahoma-Tax Commission compiles biennial 
reports, ,which are com.plete and informative,· on tax. collections an_d 
apporti.oriments. The-material- presented in this study ·relates this in-
formation to the state budget and· to .local expenditures and ·.taxes, 
Previous Studies 
A search of the- literature when starting the study revealed no 
published study Of Oklahoma taxes anci expenditures, made in recent years~ 
The-most recent study·found at that time .dealt wi-th budget procedures 
and practices by· the ·state government. 2 Waldby made a comparative study 
3 
of .methods of control and supervision employed among the sev:eral states. 
2teslie .AJleti,. Oklahoma· State Budget Procedures and Practices, 
Bureau of Government Research, University of'OklahOI!la (Norman, 1957). 
3». O. Waldby, Recent Trends·iri State Supervision of-General Proper': 
!Y_:Ass.~ssments, Bur~~u .of, 'Govei;nment Research, ,Un:i.vers'i.ty of.Oklahom.a 
(No~m~,P:~ 11)51). 
6 
After .the data for· th:l;s · study· had·--been· ass.embled and the fi-rst draft 
completed, Sharp released· a·,study· of· trends in Oklahoma revenues and ex-
4 pendi tures. . 
Several studies made in other states .have· .been examined in prepara--
t:i.on fqr this analysis. ·All of ,these have. been made in the past:teI). 
years, mostl:r :i,n tb,e lai;ft five years.· Lutz .used, 1957 data to make a com-. 
parative study of state and·local finan,cing in the United States ·and New 
York. He found that for the year studied, state and·local taxes·per 
capita varied from $104 in Arkansas to $250 in Cal.ifornia. 5 His conclu-
sions. were that .state-local expenditures were destined for substantial 
growth. Growth during the .. past seven years seems to Justi,fy this pre-· 
diction. 
Oklahoma was included in·•a regional study of. ten states compiled by 
Thompson in· 1966. 6 This i:;tudy was more .. descript:i,ve than analytical but 
did make a comparison·of :the tax· structures of each state. The primary 
emphas.is was on. recent changes in·· rates·• and types of taxes. 
The effect of removing personal property from the tax rolls in North 
Dakota was .examined and appraised .by Ostenson ·and Lof tsgard, 7 · Their a-
nalysis was prompted by c.r.iticism ·of the personal property tax within 
4AnseLM. · Sha-rp·;··State··and· tocal"'(foverrunent·:Gene-ral ·Expenditures· 
and Revenues· In Oklahoma:·· ·i'.Past'··and· Future. Trends. (Sti,llwater, 1965). 
- . - ·--- .. 
5E. A. Lutz, .Local and State'Financing l!!.the.UnitedStates and New 
York, Cornell· University A.· E. Ext·,' 51 {Ithac;.a; 1960). 
6Layton S. Thomp.son} Recent· Developments in Taxation in the Great. 
Plains, Montana Agricul'tural· Experiment. Station Bulletin. 608 (Bozeman, 
1966) •.. 
7Thomas. K. Ostenson alld Laural D. Loftsgard, An Appraieial of Per-
sonal Proper,ty Taxes in North Dakota-, North Dakota Experiment St·ation 
Bulletin No. 467 (Fargo, 1966), pp. 3-4 •. 
7 
political subdivi$ion$. The·study appraised alter~a.tive ·sources of 
revem1e, and presented a method, of replacing locally collected personal 
property taxes with state revenues·. ·Under thi~ ·method if persona+ proper-
ty·ta.xes were eliminated; all repia.cement revenue appropriated from state. 
collected taxes could·be a.pportiqned.only to the public schools; Major 
revenue for the remaining·units of local government would depend on tax 
_levied upon real proper~y. The apparen,t·effect would be: 
1. Greater reliance upon state revenue for publ:l,c schools from 
sales and income taxes. 
2. Less· relia.qce upon property ta.xe.s for public school purposes. 
3. Development of a.tax system placJrtg _more emph9.-Sil;l on."benefits 
! . • . . • 
received" in its a.llocat:l,on of ta.JC respq~~ib;i.lities. 
In a study of cost and fina.n.cing public services in Nebr_a.ska., 
Peterson, Olson and Timmon.s ·found that lc;,ca.1 governments in that state 
provide a greater proport;i.ori of services thap. in most other states. They 
also found·. that th.~· .. ~t~te government: .depemded mor~ hea.v,ily on property 
' . 8 
taxes than other states. 
Jones. and Corty studied ·the·· tax problems--a.ssocia.ted with a rural 
parish in Louisiana wh:ich ·was .. unde1rgoing · econ,oritic and. social adjustments · 
typical.of ma.ny·rura.1 a.rea.s:-which--have,1ost popula.ti.on. 9 They found that 
expenditures in the unit studied'ha.d··grown'from $559,000 in 1940 to 
slightly more than $3 million (ex.eluding. $1. 5 million for public welfare) 
8Everet't E. Peterson; Fred L •. ·Olscm, and Jack D. Timmons, Public 
Ser.vices: ·.Cost·~ Financing (Univ.· of Neb. -Let's Discuss Nebraska. 
Taxes, EC. 62-817 .B [Lincoln, 1962]), p. 16 •.. 
9ca.rl E. Jones,: and Floyd ·L. Corty, An .Economic Appraisal of Public 
Revenues.and Expenditures on Lincoln Pa.rish .. Louisiana., · Louisiana. Agri-
cultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 561 (Ba.ton Rouge, 1962), p. 66. 
8 
by .1959. Furthermore, the·. big increase in, revenues. occurred in the form 
of state grants and· the.se were primarily--fot the ·parish school syatem • 
. The study was applicable to, over, fifty ·percent ·Of the pari,shes in the· 
state~ 
Incidence of taxes by income ... occupation categories in Iowa was· an""'. 
10 
alyzed by Thoma~. · The overall.incidence of Iowa taxes showed·a strong 
regressive tendency although not·as .dist:i;nctly·as the sales tax incidence. 
Self-employed per.sons paid 22 - 28 percent of their income· for taxes, 
farmers 15 - 21 percent; and other occti1>~tioI1:al groupe:; paid only 8 - 12· 
percent of·their in,.come; · The Iowa income tax was progressive and took a 
fairly.un:i,form percent qf·incoIIie among the seven occupation groups an-
alyzed.: Ro;3.d use taxes were found to be re'gressive ·in all groups except 
for semi-skilled and. unskilled workers witq under $4,000 family :i,ncome. 
Real and property taxes fell heavily on the self.:.employed and farmers, 
and tended to be ·regress:i,ve with··respect to income. · 
Procedl.lre 
This study was designed"to provide ,information tb a$sist state citi-
zens in evaluating .the effect of ·public expenditures on•· them as individu ... 
alsQ Iri_order to accomplish·theobjectives of the study, it waa neces-
sary .· to provide data ,on ·.a per capita .basis.. If these were not available, 
neces·sary computations we.re made·. · · The relationship of taxes, income, and 
wealth is sho~ ·.by: appropriate statistical methods which are described 
as used. 
10 Robert Thomas, Who·Pays·for ,Iowa's.Public Services?, Iowa State 
University of Science .and Technology MA--1347 (Ame~, 196'4). 
9 
One prob.lem conne_cted with the. study was obtain~ng data which · 
directly·associated.personal lncomewith ta~es paid. Famqy and iridi-· 
vidual income as reported by the Census were not directly'associat;ed 
I . 
with taxes. In order to associate .costs·.arid l;>enefits w;l.th various reve- · 
nues and expend.itures, per capita incomes for each county were used fn 
this study~ This approach does .not supplant the .need to ·study indi- . 
vidual and family difference$ in tax patterns within counties or the 
state. However~ data to estimate incidence of taxes•and be"nefitf:!by 
various income groups.of .families are simply not available. 
Local revenue and taxe$ per capita used in this study were reported 
in the Census ·of Governments. Certa,in f?tate ta,:xes are repo;:r;ted on· a 
county basi_s ~ These :were use·d E\-s · a base . ap.d · proport.ional · estimates were . 
made to equate total.state tax_~ollectio~s to arrive at the.distribution 
of state taxes· per capfta by counties. · Jhe . state. income tax was .used as 
a basis for distribution of federal-income-taxes by counties and propor-
tional estimates applied to determine an ·estimate-of total federal.taxes 
paid per capita by counties. 
Data compiled by the ·Research Division of the Oklahoma Tax Commiss·ion 
provided info:t;:'mation on the _-state taxes· and assess·ed value for counties. 
The Census of Governments in·Oklahoma was used as a source of county da,ta 
on expenditures· and revenue. · The State Budget. provided data on sources 
of non-tax revenue and distribution of-state funds to different functions· 
of government. Personal income. for each county was obtained from infor-
mation compiled by Peach, Poole; and Ta:t;:'ver, 11 Data compiled by the.Fi-
nance ,Division of the State Board of Education were used in a.,nc1lyzing 
. -~ . 
11 W. Nelson Pead)., Richard w. Poole.and Jani.es D. ·Tarvert County 
Building Block ·Da:t;a for Regional· Analysis: Oklahoma (Stillw~tei, 1:965) • 
10 
local school expenditures;· Other sources· are used, as· the need arises .in 
the progress of the.study. 
Outline of·Following· Chiipters 
The general organization'·of information presented in the remainder 
of this dissertation is as follows:· 
Chapter Il briefly:reviews the principles of.public finance and the 
theoretical basis fo.r application of: the~e. The. role of -government in. 
the political economy and'the necessity for the political process are 
described. Functions of .taxes and .the .types used in Oklahoma are pre-
sented. Basic philosophies of allocating tax. burdens ar.e ·discussed. 
Chapter· III describes .the· speci'fic sout."ces of revenues for· Oklahoma 
and presents. aggregate -data· on .collections from these sources. Specific 
taxes. are discussed in detail,· and· their ·historical and proj ecteq. growth 
is presented and. analyzed .• ··Earmarking .of ··state revenues is described 
and evaluate.d. The relationships of state and local revenues· are ex-. 
plained and the importanc!'= of federal grants.is.examined. Recent changes 
in taxes anq. administration of the-re:veriue system.are briefly presented. 
Revenues are compared with those of other·states. 
. . . . ' : . 
Chapter IV exaritiries state and local. expendit-µres . in detail as to .· 
speci,fic ·functions. · Selected agency requests ,fot ft.mds are compared· with 
appropriated amount.~. Compitrisons 'of experidi tures for various·· functions 
are·tnade. Educational expe.,:iditures irt·®klahoma are compared with adjoin-
ing states and the na-tional average. The relations.hip of these expend.i-
tures. to presonal i,ncome is presented. The .co.ntributions -of· each level. 
of. government·.· to educational e~penditures are ·shown.. Trenq.s 'in local 
and state expenditures are shown and discussed.· 
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Chapter V presentsresultsobtained by,sU:bjecting per capita tax 
estimates for each·countrto,·.regress±on·analysis .• Local, state, federal 
and .. grand total ·tax ·estimates ·are--present~d · anq .. ··each":is stati~tical:,ly · 
tested· to determine· if regressive" or' progressive '·and to what extent, 
Deviations of individual• .. county •taxes· from: tl:le equation estimates .are 
explained in teIJUS .of. -different cot;lnty. characteristics. · Local tax. effort, 
state st;ipport·of .local revem.ie· and p~r capita :personal incomes in each 
county are compared.by means of an index. 
Chapter VI discusses-possible alternatives.for Oklahoma citizens in 
financing public services and facilities •. Some -general suggestions ·are 
pres.ented and state practices compared with them. Alternative solutions 
are presented and evaluated.in terms o( the.extent to.which each might 
solve revenue problems. Specific proposals · for taxes· are also ev-aluate_d 
in terms of .meeting acc.epted ·principles of taxation. 
Chapte.r VII. summarizes the· results revealed by the· study and pre-
sen.ts . ccmc'lusions as to ·the pe,rformance of· the sta~e in meeting public 
revenue needs. .The alternat:L,ve.s for improving ,performance and the im-
plications of. using each. is P,;reseDrt·eq, 
CHAPTER II 
PRINCIPL.ES OF PUBLIC FINANCE 
The purpose of this chapter is ·to e~amine briefly the basic 
principles :underlyin,g -the· tax .structures of various levels of government. · 
An understanding of these will help.explain why.taxes and oth,er revenue 
measures · are necessary·· and h9w they are applied to individual members of 
society. The functi<;ms of taxation ·will be presented along with an ex-
planation .of the general types -of· taxes used in the Oklah_oma system. The 
philosophies under which ,tax burdens are ·allocated wil_l be -described a-
long with the progression··of tax rates. 
A better understanding of these··principles wi·ll result from a brief 
rev:i,ew of the role of ·government.in the social and economic.use of the· 
citizens for which it is formed.. A knowledge· o:E the. relationship .of· 
government to the private s.ector ·of the economy· is. necessary to fully . 
appreciate the functions ·performed by government. In ·order to recogniz_e · 
the importance of these·functions, some notion ·of the political process 
and pu~.lic decision making ·mus·t · be possessed by the citizens that the 
government is serving. 
The state citizen occupies a·key .position in making public ·decisions 
concerning inter-gove·rnmental relations. The· decision making process 
within the local, state and .federal levels of government is very complex. 
Since all local powers· and authority flow from the. state, a subdivision 
of the nation, the·citizens·of cities, towns, countiea, ·and districts 
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shoul_d first meet their···obligatic,ns::to;-:higher ·levels· of-government before 
they act as local citizens. 
The Role of Government 
Down through the ~ages ·'man-·: has·'. contributed· in some ·manner· to the 
society· of. which he was a part,··· Tribal societies had certain functions 
performed by chie-fs who ·received tribute in goods. or services from ,the 
members.· The European fuedal · lords provic;led protection and other ser-,-
vices ·for the peasants and demanded specified returns from them. The· 
latter type of society wasa smaller·part of some form of governmental 
organization under a ruler, Men··have · recognized throughout history that 
many economic and politic:a],··goals were··best achieved through an organi_zed 
government. Early day kingdoms·were·supposedly organized.to serve the 
inter.es ts of the whole society. Much turmoil and· sometimes wars occurred 
because there were differences 'of .opinj,on ·as to how these interests were. 
served. 
Government was created in·the United States with a·responsibility 
to society and .to mee.t the expressed···desires of that society. Thus, our 
government exists tc, serve· the people of the .United States and to provid'e 
those services whic.h they demand through ·their. elected_. representatives, 
In our early history~ fewer.demands were made on government because 
people were relatively· isolated and.· devoted most· of· their time to pro-
viding basic needs of family-- l:i,fe, As the···economy. of the country con-
centrated population into small=areas, the need for more public services 
developed. · Men .found that ··.in· their·new specialized jobs they could af-
. ford to pay a part .of· their increased production for services which they 
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formerly 'provided· for themselves ... ··Thus·, .. the .. political' economy takes on 
added importance with ·ecop.6i:nic growth, -
A political ec.onomy:•fuust : .. solve the •probiem of' balancing the use of . 
scarce resources among:'·competing--·economic ·· and··sociai·--goals, Economic 
goals · include efficient use -- of· resources ·.and· attain.ment of growth in the 
economy, Social goals·include.such things as economic, political and 
soc:Lal freedoms, equity or justice, .. and .the best levels of living attain-
able. · To meet these· -goals requires the following decisions: 
1. What and how much to produce •. 
' 2. How.should the·use of resources be distri'buted among private 
and public activities·to get the most satbfaction for society, 
3. How to .distribute products among members of society to provide 
a minimum standard o~·living for all households in the economy, 
4. · How to maintain· and expand ·.the economic system. · 
These decisions are made by org1:1nization of activitie1? thr9ugh the, family, 
the market, and the gove'rnment. 
The price system.is generally recognized as·a basic :Patt of American· 
capitalism. However, government .. economic functions play .an· imporq.nt role 
in the e~fective operation ·of·"a·market oriented economy, Government pro-
vides the ne,cessarylegal·fr'amework through which the economy operates. 
In additions government provides certain.basic services that supplement 
and. strengthe_n · the_ operation of the price ,system. 
However~ the price syst'em operates in r~sponse to decisions ·mad_e ·by. 
individuals and does·not take into·account·social 'costs o:t;" social benefits 
which result· from specific economic· activities·• Certain types of goods 
and services are not produced .in sufficient amounts in an :economy that 
relies entirely on the price system. These are-social goodf;l arid services. 
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If society is to secure ·the ·desired ·am.aunts,. their. product:i,op. musi: be 
directed by government.· · ·Thus;··:a~number ·of·· strategic economic;: decisions· 
must be:made .col:l;ectiyely-through·government rather than by individuals 
actii:,.g as .consumers or business firms. 
The Political Process 
Goals which are attained by government require policy decisions made 
through the political process.· Th~ nature and scope of, public activi,.ty 
is determined by these decisions •. Commqn social objectives rather than. 
profit -motives or· consumers' choice· serve· as a basis for the de.cisions. 
In the public sector the benefits may '.not always accrue to those·who pay_ 
. J· 
,, 
the taxes.. The benefits "'may not be . in proportion to the taxe'~ paid. In 
this respect .government differs .. from btisiness .. and most phases cannot be 
run in the · same ·-manner. 
Public policies are carried otit ·through··government programs.· These 
programs are·framed by.legislator~ in response to demand from special 
interest groups and the ·general public. ···After establishment, t4e execu-
tive is·responsibile for .. administering the. program-within guidelines pre-
scribed by the legislatots.'···Administration of.the·progr1;1.m is .checked 
through budgets. arid.· audit.a. · "'Private citizens and interest groups have 
access to tl).e courts for review·of legislation and c1:dministration of it. 
In the United States citizens ask, .and expect, a wide variety of ser-
vices from governmental units·• Meeting the. demand for basic services that 
benefit society as a whole is one important reason for government activi-
ty. Road .systems, mail. services,· police and fire :protection, and national 
security :are examples of· this.. Anothel;' reason for public activity is to 
provide services such as ·education, he_alth and. welfare that benefit 
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individu_als and society. Certain activities, when social costs. exceed 
the value· of individual· freed om of choice,,. require regulat.ion through 
public programs~- The_ present emphas·i'S···"on ··air pollution· control is· a 
prime example of this type of function. 
There are. two ~ther. groups· of governme11t :!;unctions which have taken 
on added significance in recent years. One group consists of activities 
concerned with reducing interfe;i;:ences··with· competition such as contr<;>l of 
moi;1opoly power, establishing.grades· and standards, and providing econoxµic 
informatfon. Another group of functions has to do with economic growth 
and- resource development. · In this group of goverpment activ-ities are 
such projects as.reclamation, munic:i;pal·water supply, flood control, de-
velopmeI).t of tran~portation systems;· and similar. programs~ 
Many of these_ activities ·have.been ''l;l part 9f governm!a?nt for years ; 
but may have expanded,· Others :may::.be new p.rojec-ts or activities_ initiated 
through some g~erning body·--to"'me-et'"'.puh":l:t~·demand·s·,. · One~ legislators. or 
other government units undertake·'sp·ecif-:ted, activities, then they must 
decide on the level of spending-·foreach ·a.ctivity and the· gover~ent as 
a whole. Aft~r reaching·· a ··d·e·cisio1;r:on·~the· level of· spe-o,ding the -o,ext 
question :i,s. how to obtain··the· revenue. 
The "government financi:e1:11 ··±s· described ·as a convenient fiction by 
Edere:r and_ Riley. 1 They· use·:"the term: in. explaining the. decision process 
but emphasize that planning ·and making· ·expenditures, obtaining revenues, 
and managir1g the public debt' are· .al:l: .interrelated· aspects of· one com-:-
ple::ic activity, llO one of· which is independent of the others. At any. 
level of government, the responsibil.i:ty exteni:ls from the executive 
1 . · 11 Rupert J. Ederer, and Robert G .• ,. Riley, Financing the J;>ublic Econo-
my," Public Finance, ed. Richard··w.· Lindholm .'(New York, 1959), pp. 5-8. 
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branch all the :way to. the-members ·of ··the·:electorate who choose -and• 
influence their poMti.c~l, ··rep;esen.t~t~ves. 
: ' I 
Available ·to the :.government :.are ·s.everal .. sources 0 of 1·income including 
' . 
higher to lower governmental units; '..(-4) '. the creation of new money, ·and 
(5) borrowing. The number· fo\,lr ·source, is reserved to the federal govern-
ment ·and will not: be deal th ··.with·' in this study. . Neither will much at ten"'." 
tion be devoted·to ~he fifth sourcei The first three sources are·vital 
to the analysis planned. 
The efforts•of legislators and budget executives.to obtain revenue 
are.limited by federal and state constitutions, laws; and.public taler-
anc.e. The Constitution of the United States imposes certaiIJ. limitations 
upon .both federal and·. state governments as to what taxes may be used and . 
how they may be applied. Local government units are dependent upon state. 
constitutions and.laws which often·set absolute limits as well as the· 
range 0£ taxes·. Public tolerance· has been an important factor in. taxa-
tion in this country since the·Americ,9;n Revolution. 
Taxation and Taxes 
Any discussion of-taxation principles are incomplete without·the 
famous tax canons .stated in 1776 by ·Adam Smith in his book, The Wealth-
of Nati.oris.. According to -Smith, a tax should be: 
1. Equitable, or levied according to .ability to pay. 
2. Certain as to time, manner, and amount of. payments. 
3. Convenien.t as . to time and manner of payments. 
4. Economical to.levy, collect, and administer. 
Tbese laws have weathered the times arid most authorities agree that for 
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the most part.they are still appropriate. They seem t6 meet the 
requirements·of .the.individual. quite welL 
It may·or may not:be·a coincidence .. that .. Smith pt,1blished his book 
the $ame year that the American Colonies had declared themselves inde-
pendent of his nat'iv:e country. ·Opposition to.taxes had been the main 
issue leading up to the.declaration and eventual·formulation of the 
United. States of America. , But taxes have grown right along with this 
great nation and some would argue that a good tax system has.enabled it 
to grow. 2 Ederer and Riley summed up the role of tax·: in this manner. 
Taxation is, and seems destined to remain, the primary 
source of•revenue for all levels of government. Throughout 
history public servants have shown·remarkable ingenuity in 
devising new types of taxes. From time to time the emphasis 
has shifted from one type of tax to anoth_er,.but when new 
taxes are contrived,.·· they are more often, used in addition · 
to, rather than in.place of older methods. Thus we have at 
all levels of .government a variety of taxes. It is a moot 
question whether a single tax might not be-a desirable alter-
native both from.an administrative viewpoint and from the 
standpount of taxpayer morale. If _there is such a trend at 
present it may well.be a·moyement toward an ever increasing 
reliance .on the income tax. Income seems today. to be the 
most,. reliable :gauge of·· ability to pay, whereas property tax-
ation was.better ,suited to rural, agricultural conditions. 
There might be some·argument about the last two.statements quoted. 
above, 'considering the rapid expansion of the .sales tax and the heavy 
burden of property ta~es on agriculture. Agreement should be fairly 
general on the.point that numbers and types of•taxes which may be im-
posed. on the ·public. are ·limited on~y · by human ingenuity. Regardless of 
the type or number of taxes used; t}:iey are·leyied to perform one or more 
of three· functions: . 
2Ibid., P· 8 •. 
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1. Raise revenue. This is the most important fun,ction -of taxation . 
as most .taxes provide some reven1.1:e even when levied for some 
other .fuii.cti.on. 
2. Regulation· of activities~' ,-rm.port levies teD;d to protect do-
mestic industry~ · License- ;f.ees··;may control" the number of outlets 
for a specHi'c activity· ·as we'.1.1 as provide a .means of checking 
on them, 
3. Contribute'to.fiscal·policies of.government. B~siness activity 
on a national level can be.expanded or curtai:led partly by 
changing types and amounts of taxation. Tax concessions are· 
made for local·. development of il).dustry. · Income· transfers can· 
be affected ,by·variation in rates and types'of .taxes. 
Types of·Taxes 
The major types o;E taxes used in.Oklahoma are:· 
Property Tax. Leyied against real'.' estate and both tangible and intangi-
ble personal property. ,Property· taxes have been a part .of ·the ove~-
all tax system of the United· States since Colonial days. They were 
the ,main source of revenue·fot·state and.local governments through-
out the nineteenth century. ··Since· that time there has been .a de-
cline in the importance of property tax as a source of revenue·fo:r: 
state governments. In_Oklahbma·pr6perty taxes are levied and col-
lected by the. county government according tci proced,ures! prescribed 
in state laws, with no part going to state government. · 
Income Tax •. Levied on individual and corporate income by both state and 
federal governments, 
l, 
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'General Sal.es Tax. This is· a ta.x··,on~;the·"consomption·>of commodities and 
services. It is usoalty· applied:., tb' a'wide range of retail items 
and is added to the retai:1·; price" as"·a' specified percentage of that 
price. The federal g.crvettunen.t':' does' not levy a ·sales tax. The State 
of Oklahoma collects a 2%' tax"atid·':some" cities are collecting a 1% 
sales tax. 
Exc.ise Tax. This is a form···of··sa1;es~·tax on-:selected items and is usually 
incorporated in the final.price~ ·This tax may· be levied against· 
the manufacture .of items or at any point of distribution. · In Okla-
homa thif:! ta.;x.is.applied· to gasoline, motor vehicles, tobacco pro-, 
ducts, alcoholic beverages and other items. The motor vehicle·. ex-
cise is collected.at timeeof·title transfer on all new and used 
sales. The federal ,governriient··also levies excise taxes on these. 
Esta.te Tax •.. Levied, on the··· assets•of·' the· deceased by both federal and 
state, 
Gift Tax •. Closely related· to· the''eState·· tax-, it is designed to prevent 
avoidance of the esta.te''tax•·thrb.ugh· gifts and also applies to .other 
large gifts tq individuals. 
Severance Tax •. This isa specific·duty.perunit or percentage tax.on· 
value of. a natural resource· that' is extracted~ In Oklahoma o:U · and 
gas are the chief soutces··of·'this· tax, designated as gross produc- · 
tion, but it is .also levied· on'··other minerals. 
Use Tax~ This is· a type of sa:les·· or' excise· tax levied on gc:wds imported 
into.the state·for storage;,use or consumption and on which no sales 
tax has been paid. 
Franchise Tax. This is a privilege·· tax pn ce;rtain c01;po:t;'ations, .organi-
zations, and tri.ists levied each fi!;!calyear, 
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Licenses,. Fees and Permits·~"' These···ie:vies·c·over a number of items 
including mot·or vehicle: registration",~nd title: .fees·, license .. and 
mileage taJf:, drivers licenses·;.:·cteaiership perril.:i,ts and licenses for 
a wide variety of· specified ':operations~ 
The merits of these· and"' other~ taxes'· in' Oklahoma·· are evaluated, and 
are. supported ·or attac~ed. ··'Most·· arguments·· for or againet a particular. 
tax involve some·· idea of· justice .1n·,.·the· allocation of the .burden of that 
tax.to individuals~ Allocation·of tax-burdens ci;Ln be.made on·one. of.. two· 
basic philosophies: 
l, Cost of the Benefit, Under· this··principle those individuals · 
who benefit from,an·act·or·service of a government unit should 
pay· the cos,t of· the benefit·;· ··Turnpik,e·;tolls, hunting and fish-
ing licenses; and'gaeoline'taxes·are examples of those appli-
cable to this basis~-: .. Some·· government activities such as educa-:. 
tion do not lend themselves·to·easydetermination of the ulti-. 
mate beneficiary· against··whom· to· levy- the cost. In the case of 
assistance to lqwa..income" ;fam:i;lies•; · the .recipient is .easily · 
identified but the·cost""Gannot·be·allocated on the benefit basis. 
2. Ab;Llity ·to· Pay~·', This·· principle of-'- taxation rests on the idea 
that the tax burden·· shooid·· be apportioned according to the, tax-
payer's financial· positioil:;:-· ···Application ,of· this principle in 
the.United Sta.tes.has>come~tormean a·higher percentage-of in-
come is ·paid in taxes· by- those· with h:i,.gh incomes than those w:Lth 
mqre modest·· or· lower- incomes;· · Wealth is also considered in the 
ability~to-pay principle, 
Proponents of this pr.inciple ,argue that each additional 
dollar of income acquired by a person will ·return progressively 
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smaller amounts·· of· satisfaction~ - · Th:ts··ts'.otherwis1:1 known as the 
declining marginal' ot::tlity· i:>f'·money·i·· ·· Since' consumers usually 
spend the first· doUat:er' of'.':incoine'· for basic· needs, successive 
dollars spent will· go''for''iess~ urgent·· needs·~· ·Thus, a dollar in 
taxes collected' ftotti- a .. p·bt>t"'man·'allegedly causes him a greater 
· sacrifice· than' that'· ca:q:sed~ a'.',rich··man•-paying·-a dollar. There- . 
fore, .. it is contended that· .taxes· should··be appor.tioned accorc;ling 
to one's income. to ha.lance· the sacrifices. This balance is 
difficult·to:achieve in· practice, but the federal income tax 
rate is an atte~pt to do so. 
Closely rel~ted. to the· concept·· of·· paying for benefits is the tax 
consc:i,ousness theory.· This·ho:ld13 that·since·every·citizen benefits from 
government they should pay-taxes·and pay them in such. a manner.that he· 
is aware of paying them.· Those"who·· favor this' theory argue that unless 
citizens are contributing directlrto"'"government support; they will vote 
for uncessary or extravaga,nt· goverrufiental· expenq.:ltures. Ellickson and 
Jancauskas state that application:'·of·' this·· theory- can effectively retard 
the expansion o( government· activities'.· of all types. 3 
Associated W'ith the· above·· principles· of tax· burdens is the question 
of tax rates and the manner' in- which· these·-rates change as the size of 
the tax base increases. ··.The' tax" base· is··the-vaiue- of· that which is being 
taxed. Taxes may be classified'" atcotding· to· the··manner in which rates:· 
are applied to.this base and ate·labeled .as progressive, proportional, 
or regressive. 
3 Donald L. Ellickson; and'Raymond_ c. Jancau_skas, ·"Criteria for Allo-
cating Taxes," Public Finance, ed. Richard w. Lindho-lm (New York, 1959), 
pp. 297-321. 
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1. A progressive tax is one :i,.n which the higher. valued ba.se pays 
a.higher percentage rate than the lower valued ones. A taxable base of· 
$1,000 may be taxed at an effective rate· of ,_.2 percent _while one .of $2,000 
value is taxed at 4 percent. 
2. A regressive tax h one. that has a .declining rate as the value 
of the tax base increases, This type of tax takes a smaller proportion 
of the ·base but may.or.may not·take a larger absolute amount as.the base 
increases. 
3. A proportional tax has the.same rate regardless -of·the size of 
the base~ The sales tax is proportional when expenditures are used as 
the base but is regressive when measured against inc;ome. One basis for. 
the proportional tax-is the tithe principle stated in the.Bible. 
Oklahoma rates , for- specific taxes are discussed. in· the next chapter, 
but .it should be -stated: that labeling a tax as progressive, ·regressive, 
or proportional is difficult. The case of-the sales tax is a good ex-
ample of this problem. In this study wealth and income will be used to 
determine the progression of taxes. 
The federal income tax. is an. attempt to. levy a progressive tax based 
on ability-to-pay. The state·income tax has some progressiveness but is 
not as extensive in its application as the federal tax. Gasoline taxes 
are·proportional when based on gallons.used.but may be regressive when 
applied to income. Franchise taxes, licenses~ fees, and permits are also 
regressive when each pl:lrticipent ·pays·the same amount for the privilege 
or service. -
Property. taxes. are generally considered proportional when measured 
in terms of market value but may become regressive if measured on income 
producing ability. Property_taxes may not meet the-ability-to-pay 
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principle in other-ways since property is taxed irrespective of the 
owner's equity. 
Flexibility has to do with the increase or decrease in total.tax 
revenue as business .activity rises or falls, A flexible tax will show 
responsiveness to changes in incorii.e of citizens. This results in high 
revenue when incomes · are high and less revenue when incomes · are low,. An 
inflexible tax provides about the same money revenues regardless of busi-
ness conditions. The property tax is inflexible while the income·tax is 
flexible. ' 
Impact · and .Incidence 
The impact of a tax is on the.first person or firm liable fQr pay-
ing the tax, But, this . firm may be able to shift the tax · to others. The ·· 
term shifting refers.to the transfer of sc;,me, or all, of the tax burden. 
from the one·on whom it was imposed to·another. Shifting of -taxes can. 
be measured in terms of marginal or equilibrium analysis. Collins; 
' 
Dillingham, and Rosenberg explain how this is done .. to detennine who pays 
the tax. They presertt the axiom: "if no price change occurs, no shift-
4 ing is possible." · Collection of .sales tax.iri most instances is on the 
consumer~ However, the seller may lower the price of his goods enough 
to cover the tax and in this case there has·been backward shifting on a 
voluntary basis. This is a special ·case·and is not the specific kind of 
shifting mentioned above~ 
4Robert T. Collins, Willi9-m P •. Dillingh.im, and· Samuel. A. Rosenberg, . 
"Shifting and Incidence of Taxation," Public Finance, ed. Richard W, 
Lindholm (New York, 1959), PP.• 322-349, · 
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Incidence of taxation refers to the final resting place of the money 
burden of the tax. If ·shifting does not occur; all of the in.cidence is· 
on the same taxpayer 4pon whom the tax was levied. Taxes.levied on cor--
porations or other .types of business firms,and professional and service 
groups are usually passed on. Corporate income taxes may be passed on 
to the owners or stockholders in lower dividends. Gr~cery stores may 
pass most'of.their business taxes on.to·the consumers~ A.grain elevator 
or meat packer may be able to shift business. taxes back to .the producer 
in terms of lower prices. 
The incidence -of the personal income tax usually falls on the otie· 
upon whom the tax is levied. The corporate income tl\lX incidence is de-
batable; one view is that;: it is born by the·stockholders while others 
argue that part is.passed on to consumers in form of higher prices and 
to resource suppliers through lower prices. Sales taxes are easily 
shifted but excise taxes are more difficult.to shift in some instances. 
The difference.lies in the range·of goods covered by each tax. There 
may be.substitutes avail9-ble for goods on which the excise tax is placed. 
In-many cases, property taxes cannot be shifted.and are·borne by 
the.owner. Rental property may be an exception, since the tax can be 
shifted in the .form of higher rent. · Jfowever, in some instances, compe-
tition may prevent rents from being raised to meet new levies. Business.· 
taxes are treated as a cost and are .taken into account in establishing 
prices for goods. and se_rvices. Farm and business taxes may be considered 
the same; but the farmer is seldom able to set price. 
In this study, incidence. is treated· in broad general terms with no 
intention of fallowing the various taxes to the ultimate taxpayer. 
Generally, this means mea~uring obvious tax loads borne,by various 
segments of the economy. 
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This chapter has presented a brief explanation of the principles of 
finance, taxes, government in. the political. economy and the types of. 
of taxes employed in Oklahoma~ This material is intended as an aid to 
understanding the analyses to follow and should not be regarded as com-
prehensive nor complete. The cost-of-benefit and ability-to-pay princi-
ples are basic considerations in.the .allocation of ta:x; burdens and the 
distribution of benefits. The incidence of a tax, or the final resting 
place of the money burden, does not always follow these principles. 
It should be .emphasized that taxes are not only allocated but play 
an important role in the allocation of·resources. Higher taxes and 
government expenditures direct resources from the private sector to the 
public sector of the economy which results in more goods and services · 
channeled through government and less through.private enterprise. This 
is the natur~ of the political economy, and th~ citizens determiqe the 
growth of public servic;.es through the politic~;!,. process. 
CHAPTER III 
SOURCES OF REVENUE FOR STATE AND 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN OKL.AIIOMA 
From the complex arrangement of decision making described in the 
preceeding chap.ter. there arises an equally complicated system of public 
finance. It is not only a question of who decides but also who pays. 
The dete~inaticm .is· usually made by representativ~s of the citizens in 
the.particular level of government concerned with the issue. The indi-
vidual citizen may be involved with the·decisions at all three general 
levels of government --.local, state .and federal. Likewise, he may be 
involved in paying revenue to all three governments. To this extent he 
need~ to be·aware of revenues collected by each.government and how he 
shares.in payment of these. 
This chapter .will present th.e general sources .of state revem1es, 
describe .the groups of sources for Oklahoma and set out each group's con-
tribution to the.state total. Tax revenues will be .discussed individu-
ally in. detail. The function of the Oklahoma Tax Contmission is also 
briefly described, The relationships of state and local revenues are 
explained and then specific local revenues are presented. 
Earmarking of revenues will be discussed and appraised in terms of 
tax·principles :and th,e·effect on·total revenue;. A comparison of-Oklahoma. 
revenues with. other states of the natio.n is also presented. Statistical 
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trends of tax.collections for both state and local governments will be 
traced and compared to ec.onomic growth. 
Growth in Taxes 
In April, 1967, ·~ Wall Street Journal displayed a graph credited 
to the.Tax Foundation. This graph depicted the rapid rise of taxes per 
capita .since 1940 and a somewhat lesser growth from 1915 to that date. 
The report showed $899 as the.per capita tax load for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1966. This was a rise· of $39 or 4. 5 percent from the 
previ0\1s year. The federal government .received $597 of the total while 
$161 went to state and $141 to local,governments. · By reporting per capi-
ta figures, thi$ measure.did take into ac:count population change in.the 
growth of taxes. 
State.Revenues 
The income tax is the most important.source of revenue for the 
federal government and this limits its expanded use by states. Wi~consin 
started use of this tax in.1911 and thirty-four states.were using person-
al income.as a sourc~ of tax revenue in 1962. 1 New Jersey adopted the 
personal income tax in 1962 to become the first state since 1939 to do 
2 
so. Thirteen states raised, their inqividual .income tax rates from 1959 
1Everett E. Pe~erson, Fred L. Olson, aild Jack D. Timmons, An Evalu-:-
ation of the Major Taxes.(Univ. of Neb. Let's Disc:uss.Nebraska.Taxes, · 
EC 62-817D[Lincoln~· ,1962]), pp. 18-19. 
2Ibiq. 
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3 to 1963 with seven increasing rates ·in 1965. Comparable-increases have 
been made in corporate.income tax rates but not always in conjunction 
with the above. 
The retail sales ·tax has become the most important source of · tax 
revenue for state governmen_ts :in the. United States _and was· used by 34 ·. 
4 
states in 1960. Its growth is demonstrated by the fact.that nine states 
imposed a new general sales tax.from 1959 to 1966, and rates were in-
creased by 14 states and the District of Columbia from 1959 to 1963. 5 
Oklahoma enacted the sales tax in 1933 with a"Q. initial levy of 1% be-
ginning July 10 of that year. The 2% levy became·effective July 8, 1936 
and has remained in effect up to the present time. Revenue from this 
tax is allocated to the.State Assistance Fund. 6 The1965 legislature 
authorized cities to levy a sales tax upon a favorable -vote of the people. 
More discussion of this will follow. 
For the fiscal year 1964-65 the State Budget Officer reported near-. 
ly $625 million in revenue handled through state agencies. Taxes ac-
counted for sJightly less than half this amount while the remainder was 
non-tax. revenue.and intergovernmental transfet;"s, Table I shows a gener-
al summary of the·main groups of revenue. sources. Each of these revenue 
groups is made up of a number-of different categories according to source 
of collection and/or nature of disposition. Twenty different specific 
3 Layton S. Thompson, Recent Developments in Taxation in the Great 
Plains, Montana Agricultural Experiment 1Station'""Btilletin 608 (Bozeman, 
1966), p. 8. 
4 ' Peterson, p. 12, 
5 Thompson, ,.p. 7. 
6oklahoma Tax.Commission~ Oklahoma Sales and Use Tax Statistical 
~=== == .... ·- - -- .;;c..;;..;;;;.;;..;;;;=..;;.=.;;,= Report (Oklahoma City, 1966), P• 3. 
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taxes comprise the tax group and some of these are'actually further 
divided. For instance> gross production taxes are.divi~ed into those. 
coll~cteci f±oin natµral gas and fr9m other mineral production. Gasoline 
taxes are divided according to the use for which the money is to be used. 
In·this case ·1:Jil! taxes aie levied under different statutes or sections 
of the particular law. These ta~es will be discussed in ciet?il below. 
TABLE I 
SUMMARY·OF REVENUE.BY SOURCE 
STATE OF-OKLAHOMA 
FISCAL 1964-65 
Total.Taxes 
Total·Licenses, 
Permits and Fees 
Total Fines, ·Forfeits, 
and Penalties 
Total Revenue from use,of· 
Money and Prbperty 
Total Revenue Received from 
Other Agencies 
Total Sales and Current 
Services 
Total Non-Revenue Receipts 
GRAND TOTAL 
Amount 
$301,535,478.38 
52,651,509.09. 
29,640 .•. 70 ... 
. 9, 5;37_,,o.s;2. 60 -
192,799,725.53. 
29; 715,505. 71 
28,465,619.78 
$614,734,531.79· 
Percent of·Total 
49.05 
8.56 
1.55 
31.36 
4.83 
100.00 
Source: Schedule II, Division of the Budget, Executive Department, 
State of Oklahoma, 1965 •. 
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Licenses; permits, and· fees are closely·. related to the, tax group. of 
revenues·. as most of · these sources ·are required to pay some sort ·of.· fee 
in connection with operations. For instance, beverage licenses and per-,-
mits are purcliased by those .who handle the goods on which the tax is 
levied. Alcoholic·beverage licenses are issued by the Alcoholic Beverage 
Control Board while licenses .. for sale of beer are . issued by the Tax Co-
mission. A division of· the Commission also issues· cigarette licenses to 
retailers, vending machine operators, jobbers, wholesalers manufacturers, 
and distributing agents and tobacco licenses to wholesalers; Most of 
these licenses.serve the primary purpose of simplifying the.tax adminis-
tration as well as a source of revenue. However; auto and farm truck 
license fees, as ·well as others, are· a prinie source of revenue. ·. 
The relatively small amount of reve.nue from fines has as its chief 
source those collected under.the Fish and Game Law. All other fines and 
penalties .listed together comprise slightly over half.the total revenue 
from this grqup. 
Revenue from use of money and property is composed of interest on 
bank deposits· and investments·, mineral rights, rents, royalties from gas. 
and oil, and school land earnings. 
Revenue from other agencies is shown in more detail in Table :n and 
includes Federal grants~in-,-aid and reimbursements which supply most of 
the funds received in this group. Reimbursements from local subdivisions, 
refunds,. transfers from other state agencies,. and revenue from private 
sources complete this. group. 
Sales and current services as a. group yields a.sizeable proportion 
of revenue which comes from 36 spec;ified sources and a number listed as 
other squrtes. Some of those specified are student fees, sales oLfarm. 
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products, marketing.and inspect:i,on fees, hospital fees·and a wide variety 
of others.· 
TABLE II_ 
REVENUE FROM OTHER'AGENCIES 
OKLAHOMA 1964-65 
Grants-in~Aid, Federal. 
Reimbursements, Federal 
Reimbursements, Local 
'subdiv:isions 
Private Sources 
Refunds. 
Receipts from other 
State Agencies· 
Transfers from Other 
State Agen.ciea 
Other 
TOTAL REVENUE RECEIVED FROM 
OTHER-AGENCIES 
Amount 
$ 17,196,435.39 
170,459,008.98 
642,062.66 
921,372.60 
1,910,329.43 _ 
6,879,80 
1, 193 ,.857 .01 
469,77?,66 
$192,799;725.53 
Percent 
8.92 
88.41 
.33 
.48 
.99 
.004, 
• 62 · 
• 24 . 
100.00 
Source: · Division .of the Budget, Executive Department, .State of 
Oklahoma, Schedule II, 1965. 
Non-revenue receipts consist of retirement an4 personal fees., con-
tributions, sales of ,foundation lives·tock, . treasury. transfers, and sales 
of machinery. 
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Tax Revenues 
The sales tax produces the largest amount of -revenue of. the·• taxes 
list_ed in Table III. The tax is collected at. the .point of final -sale on 
all consumer: items except drugs. , The 1957 legislature exempted . feed used 
for livestock in farm production and the value o~ farm machinery traded 
in on replacement items. The 1965 legislature exempted agricultural fer-
tilizer from-the general .sales tax.and the 1967 Legislature exempted farm 
machinery~ The use tax applies to items purchased outside the ·state that 
are ·otherwise subject to the sales :tax, 
The gross production tax was $1. 6 million in 1915-16, and is one of 
two state taxes in existenc;:e then that remain on the ·books, This tax is 
levied on production of all. pet·roleum or other crude oil, natural gas, .· 
casinghead gas, asphalt, and, all ores,bearing lead, zinc, jack,, gold, 
silve:r;, copper and uranium,· Lead and zinc ·mining _has been curtailed in·· 
recent years by economic competition. Oil prqduction, which supplies 
most ·of this tax, has been threatened by depletion.of fields in recent 
years-, but some new: ones have opened and new. techn:ique_s used to get more 
produc;:tion from some which had closed or were producing a low volume. 
The .1964-66 bienni.al produced a healthy increase in thia. revenue, despite 
a depressed market,, unstable prices, reduced drilling activities, and 
other restrictions,· The increase occurred because of recodifiqation and 
7 increased efforts..of those collecting this tax, 
The income tax is the other present tax in existence in 1915-16 but 
only yielded $1,200 that year.. This is- presently .the large$t single 
7oklahoma Tax Commission, Seventeenth Biennial Report (Oklahoma 
City, :1966), p, 135, 
TABLE III 
STATE TAXES BY SOURCE 
FISCAL YEAR 1964-65 
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.Amou"Q.t. Percent of Total 
Sales Tax 
Gasoline Excise · 
Income Tax. 
Gross. Production . 
Insurance.Premium Tax 
Cigarette Tax 
Motor Vehicle Tax 
Inheritance ·:and Estate 
Alcoholic Beverage Excise .Tax 
Beverage 
Special Fuel Use 1ax 
Franchise -Tax 
Use .Tax . 
Tobacco Products Ta~ 
Gift Tax · 
Fuels . Excise · 
Petroleum Excise 
Rural Electric Codperative T~~ · 
Bus Mileage Tax 
Freight Car Tax 
TOTAL TAXES 
$ 66,018,746.80 
64,638,302.62 . 
43,987,0Q4.23. 
37 ,072 ,561.,51 
19,520,892.81 
19,094,616.20 
11,205,274.17 
8,635,238.58 
7 ,162,146.99 
6 ,.731,300.,90 
4,614,384.27 
4,100,300.35 
2,967,498!06 
2,303,678.03 
970,967.82 
869,241.94 
674,277.18 
594,.503.39 
162,928.33 
211,554.31 
$301,535,478.38 
21.89 
21.44 
14. 59 · 
12 .29 
6.47 
6.33. 
3. 72 
2 •. 86 
2.38 
2.23 
1.53 
1.36 
.98 
, 76 
.32 
.29 
.22 
.20 
.05 
.• 07 
100.00 
Source:· Report by Div:(.$ion of the Budget, Executive Department, 
State of Oklahoma, Schedul.e·· tr, 1965. 
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s.ource of. rev~i;l,:u~ for the general fund and amounted to $57 .6 million in 
fiscal 1965-66, an increase of 16 percent over the previous year.· With-
holding was started .in 1961 and, along with oiher measures,- has provided 
more . revenue from this so.urce in addition .to that: due to grqwth in income. 
The income·tax. laws apply to.individuals, estates, trusts, and .corpora-· 
tions. The individual 'income tax rate is 1 percent of :the first _$1,500 
taxable income and ranges up to .. 6 percent. for taxable income over $7 ,500. 
' . ' . 
The corporation inc.ome rate is 4 percent of .the ne.t ·income.derived from 
property owned and busine.ss done within the state. 
The fuels excise. ;ta:x:, ,gasoline tax, and special .fuel ·use tax .are 
all collect:ed by. the Motor Fuel Division of .the Tax Co~ission •. The 
gasoline tax of·6.58 cents per gallo:n is.included in the pump. price paid· 
by cori.st,tmers. The tax is leyied tinder, separate sections of Title 68, 
Oklahoma Statutes, providing for 4 cents, 1 cent, 1 cent; ~.cent, and 
8/100_ cents based on designated funds. Other sections of the same Title. 
provide for the. same. distribution on special fuel use except the last · 
fraction of· a cent. The purpose . of·. this tax is to collect on fuels con.;, 
sumed by· commercial vehicles using state. highways. Exemptions are .. 
allowed on 4 ·~ cents per gallon for ·gasoline used .in· agricultural ·pro-
duc:tfon. · Certain exemptions are also 111aqe for U ~ S •. Goverriment use, 
aircraft: fuels a,nd fue..;1.,s .used by school.districts. Agriculture and air-
craft exemptions are ·based on non .... highway use .while the.others are 
governw~mtal un:i,t exemptions. 
Since·1965 the. cigi;trette·tax has been 8 cents per. pack but the 1968 
Legislature raised the levy to 13 cents. An equivaJ,.ent increase in the· 
tax of 4 .mills each on little cigars at1:d • the· $20 _per thousand on cheroots 
and stogies was.also levied. 
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The motor· vehicle · excise . tax iei collec-ted on ·each new or used car .·· 
at the time a title is issqed or changed. The levy on new vehicles is 
2 percent of factory .list price and an equivalent scale. is applied to 
used vehicles :according to age. 
Estate taxes are col],.ected frc;>m the. estate of any:person who- dies 
while .a resident of Oklahoma. Al~ real or personal property, tangible 
or in.tangible, of _the deceased is included in the estate.. The gross 
value of.the estate is determined by including the value of·the homestead 
in excess of. $5,000, gifts made two years prior to deat·h, certain .trans-
fers, joint tenancy property aIJ,d·life insµrance p9licies payable to the 
estate (also the excess over .$20,000 paid to .all other beneficiaries). 
8 After :determination of the grass value ,certain deduct.ions are allowed •. 
The·net value .is taxed at 1 percent on the.first $10,000, 2 percent on 
the :next, 3 p,ercen~ on the next $20,000, 4 percent on, the next $20,000, 
5 percent on the next $40,000, 6 percent on the next $150,000, and up 
to 10 percent ·on $1,000,000 or more~-
The Oklahoma gift tax applies 'to real and personal property when 
transferred as gifts. The purpose is to salvage some of the.tax that 
would .have· been collect·ed. as estat~ taxes had the gift not been made. 
The first $3,000 to·each doriee for each year is not taxc:1,ble. The tax 
rate is the.same.as.for the estate tax. 
The beverage tax . on beer is $10 per barrel ,and ha.s bee_n in, effect 
at the same rate since 1933. Alcoholic ·beverages have been taxed since 
1958 when prohibition was repealed. The .tax rate if:! $2. 40 -per gallon on 
8 Cecil D. Maynard; D. B. Jeffrey, and Glenn E. Laughlin, Estate . 
Planning, Oklahoma State .University Circular E-726 (Sti-llwater; 1962), 
PP• 39-'41. 
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distilled spirits, 36 cen.ts per gallon on light wine, 50 .cents per gallon . 
on wine with more tb,an 14 perc.ent alcohol and. 75 cents per gallon on 
sparkling wine. 
The insurance premium tax is collected by the State lnsµr_ance Co- .. 
mission •. A tax-of 4 percent on:the premiums collected by fire insurance 
companies ·is levied with a portion allocated to the·Insurance· Commission 
Fund and . the bulk of, the : revenue going into ._the firemen's relief pension 
fund.· Another 4 percent ort premitJms of companies, other than fire in-
surance; on automobile liability and property damage, burglary and theft 
insurance is lev;i.ed. Up to $600,000 annually from this revenue goes to 
the .police pension and. retirement funds of• the cities and towns of the · 
state •. Other fees and taxes on specific insurance activities are col:-
lected by the Insurance Commission. 
The rural electric.cooperatives .of the state·pay monthly-2 pe;rcent. 
of gross receipts from sale of electric energy in · lieu of . ad valorem. 
taxes.· The Tax Commission gets 5 percent of the .total. for coll~cting · 
the tax and the remainder is allocated to the sc:hool districts·. accord:i,ng 
to mileage of the ri.1t:al electric li_nes in them. The franchi!!le tax is 
$1. 25 per $1, 000 invested or employed in Oklahoma· by corp<;>rations. The 
bus mileage tax is collected :from public bus. routes a11,d · is divided among. 
state, counties and. towns for highways arid. streets. 
Oklahoma Tax Commission 
The, 1931 _Session of the Legislature of Oklahoma created.the Oklahoma 
Tax Commission and charged · thj,s body wHh the col+,ection of all state 
taxes~· As of June 30, 1966, the Tax Conm:iission administered approximately 
96 percent. of .the revenue. from tax~s, licenses and fees levied for the 
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state. Some fees and licenses are.collected by other departments of the. 
' 9 
state government. The Tax Commission prepares a monthly apportiqnment 
of revenue collections and distributions ··to the various state funds and 
to other units of government, .as provided by.law. 
Other duties hi'!ve peen imposed on. the Commission over the years. 
Amon~ these. is a.ssistan1;::e to the State Boa.rd of Equalization in the Ad _ 
Valorem tax assessment of railroad and public service -corporation proper-. 
ty. Certain assistanc~ _is al.so provided county. assessors in local 
' ' ' 
asse,eistn.en( of propertr~ · Th~ Commission also maintains a cont:i.nuing study 
of tax.laws .and recommends improvements to the legislature. 
Revenues are appe>rtioned to various funds by_the Tax Commission and 
other agencies all of ~hich are designa,t.ed to appropriate funds by the 
Bud&et Diyision as sl:lown in Table IV. The ·General Revenue Funds consti-
tute ·the. amount .which i,s usually public~zed as each session .of the legis..:. 
. . I 
lature divi~es this ~mong various.agency and institution requests. 
Assi,stance funds, the . larges~-, Jnclu,des both _.:f;ederal and state 
monieS,i going to ptil;>l:i.c welfare and.felated services. Special Revenue 
Apportionment is compoi;;ed mostly of revenues that: go to local units of 
governmep.t. · County rocid · fm:ids are in the spec·ial group while state roads 
are financed from Highway Funds. Over half· the revenue ,.in Sinking Funds 
is.contributed by that portion of the cigarette tax which is earmarked 
to r~tire public institution building bonds. 
9oklahoma Tax Commission,: Seventeenth Biennial Report• (Oklahoma 
City, 1966), p. 131~ 
·• 
TABLE IV 
STATE REVENUE BY TYPE OF FUND FOR F+SCAL YEAR 
ENDING JUNE•30, 1965 - OKLAHOMA 
Funds Amount 
General Revenue Funds $138,711,533.65 
Revol\Ting.Funds 26,208,956.33 
Highway Funds 102, 615, 507. 30. 
Special Funds 72,674,483.02 
Land Grant Furids 1,117,954.94 
Assistance ·Funds 158,187,785.92 
Sinking Funds• 5 , 44 7 , 1.2 9 , 6'9 · 
Trust · and Agency' Funds 22,649,912.95 
Special Revenue· .Apportionment 87,121,267,99 
TOTAL $614,734,531,79 
Pe~cent 
22 .57 · 
4.27 · 
16.69 
11,82 
.18 
25.73 
.89 
3.68 
14.17 
100.00 
Source: · Divi~ion of ·the :)3u'dget, ,Executive Department, State of 
Oklahoma, Schedule II, -1965, 
State artd.Local Revenues 
State·revE\nue and expenditures were presented above-without any. 
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explanation of total revenue and general revenue. At this point it will 
be helpful to distinguish between these and present a brief review of 
state revenue in relation to local -revenue a11,d expenditures; In order· 
to have comparable-data it.is necessary to use information for the fiscal 
4 year ending June 30, 1962. A summary of state and local revenue for that 
period is presented in Table V. 
Item 
TABLE'V 
SUMMARY·· STATE AND LOCAL REVENUE 
BY SOURCE OKLAHOMA 1962 
State and Local Gov. 
Total Amount 
State.· 
Amount 
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Loca+ 
Amount 
(Thousands of Dollars) 
Total Revenue 
General Revenue only. 
Intergovernmental· Revenue 
From Federal Gove.rnment 
From State Government . 
Revenue from own sources 
General.Revenue 
Taxes 
Property Tax 
Charges and Misc.: 
Util:i, ty Revenue 
Insurance· Trust Re.venue· 
828,672 
752;874· 
161, 962 
161, 962 
666, 710 
590,912 
458,139 
142,916 
132,773. 
46,180 
29,618· 
550,198 399,627 
521,712 352,315 
151,341 131,774 
148,724 13,238 
118,536 
398,857 267,85~ 
370,371 220;541 
307,881. 150,258 
142,916. 
62,490 70,283 
46,180 
28;482 1,132 
Source;.·· U, S, Census of'Goverru;nents., 1962, Vol. V];_L No. 36, 
Table 16, p,· .23, 
General revenue as used here includes all revenue except that raised 
through insurance trust funds and utility revenue o:f; local units of 
government., Revenue from own sources is the amount raised·by the par-
ticular governmental unit involved without con,!;lidering .revenue from other 
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units of government. ·General revenue from own sources excludes transfer 
from.other units as well as util:i;ty ap.d·insuran.ce fund revenues. 
The state government raised 72 .8 percent of total revenue from it's : 
own sources in fiscal· 1961-62 .• · Local units of government in Oklahoma 
raised 67 percent. of their total revenue through their own sources. Of. 
the total revenue of $666.7 million raised from own.sources by state and 
local governments for . this :fiscal year, 59. 8 percent wae; state revenue 
and 40.2 percent local. Table VI shows selected revenue items for Okla-
homa compared with the national average. Another method of comparison 
is based on income. General revenue from all sources per $1,000 personal 
income in Oklahoma ·amounted ·to $161.42 or 122 percent of average. Reve-
nue from federal sources measured in the same manner amounted to $34.73 
or 194 percent of .ayerage for tb,e states. Revenue raised by state and 
local sources at $126.70 per $1,000 income was 111 percent of average. 
While propert:y.taxes were relatively low on a per capita.basis they were 
71 percent of . the average at $30. 64 per. $1, 000 personal income. These 
measures reflect·the .lower personal income.per capita in Oklahoma which· 
was only 81 percerit of the national average in 1962. 
Another way of comparing the performance of Oklahoma with other 
states .in the nation is her ranking in relevant factors connected with · 
revenues. These are shown in Tables V, VI and VII of the Appendix. 
These comparisons·are for 1962 state and local revenues. State revenue 
comparisons-will be presented later for more recent years. 
Local School Finance -
The local school districts of Oklahoma receive half the revenue 
made available to all local ,units of government. ·Transfer of state and . 
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federal funds largely. account .for this high proportion, The percentage 
of revenue allocated to local.schools from different levels of government 
in Oklahoma. are.shown in Table -VII,, 
TABLE VI 
SUMMARY OF PER CAPITA GENERAL REVENUE UNITED STATES . 
. AVERAGE AND OKLAHOMA - 196.2 
United States · Oklahoma 
Item· (doilar~) (dollars) 
All Sources 313.,.48 307.55 
Federal Government 42~36 66.16 
State and Loca.1 Gov, ·sources 271.13 241.39 
Taxes 112. 62 187.15 
Property Taxes 102.54 58.38 
Non-Jiropert;:y Ta~es 12i.08 128 '· 77 
Charges and Misc. Sources . · 47.50 54.24 
Source: · Census of .Government; Vol. VII, No, 36, 1962, 
Oklahoma 
as Percent 
of U, S, 
98 
156 
89 
84 
57 
106 
114 
The total revenue.for common scho.ols grew by.26 percent for the 
period shown while local revenue for .this purpose increased by 14 per~ 
cent, state revenue by 22 percent, and federal revenue by 135 percent. 
State dedicated or earmarked funds increased by only 12 .percent while 
approp.riat;:ed funds .grew by 29 percent, Ba~dc operational .and equaliza-
tion aid (labeled fourtdation and incentive aid for ;1965'"".66), which makes 
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up about one-fourth of the state reve-nue;. grew: by 30 percent from 1963-64 
fiscal to 1965-66. The growth in -loc_al revenue was due . largely to an 
item, constitutional building fun,d; not -included in -the- 1963-.64 · compila- · 
tion. Excluding.this fund, local'revenue increased by only5 percent, 
, 
/ 
TABLE VII 
SUMMARY OF LOCAL.SCHOOL FINANCES 
BY SOURCE - OKLAHOMA, l963-66 
Percent of Total 
Source- 196.3~64. 1964-65 1965-:66 
Local Taxes 51 •. 6 52.5 46.7 
State Funds 41.1 40.1 39.7 
Federal Funds 7.3 7.3 13.6 
Source:· Finance Division, Oklahoma-state Board of Education. 
The State Basic; Operational and Equilization Aid w1!-tch was used in 
Oklahoma for thirty years was.based _on a·guaranteed teacher salary basis. 
The Thirtieth Legislature·changec;l the_qualitication for aid to a·per 
_pupil allowance which;is known as Foundation Aid. This amounted to 
approximately 80 percent o:f: State Aid in 1965-66. The remaining 20 per.-
cent was distr:i.buted on an incentive basis to those.districts which -were 
willing to vote additional tax levies. 10 
10oklahoma'State Department of Education, Thirty.,-first Biennial 
Report. (Oklahoma 'City, 1966), pp, 218-219. 
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Table VIII shows a comp1ete·list of revenue·sources for local schools 
in 1964-65. along with the amount and percentages of t}:le total from each. 
Auto and farm truck 1icenses ,. gross production tax, .Rural Electirc Coop,-
erative tax. and sc.hool land earnings are. state earmarked or .dedicated 
revenues which together-accounted for nearly 16 percent of the total 
school_ funds;· Some sources argue that the first three are really loca,l · 
revenue since they are allocated according to county collections; Loca·l . 
schools receiv.e 95 percent of the revenue collected in· ea9h county· for 
auto and tr.uck licenses. The same peicentage of the Rural Electric Coop-
erative tax goes to loca,l schools, and 10 percent of:the gross.production 
11 tax is retur~ed to the county schools where collected. 
State aid; as ment.ioned elsewhere, is listed. in· 1966 and subsequent 
fiscal years as Foundation and Incentive·Aid, · Th~ growth in this source 
of revenue is discussed later but at this point it should be stated that 
it is growing faster than other state sources.. If, as pointed out above, 
the first three dedicated sources are classed as loca-1, the proportion. 
of state funds· to local .schools woulc,l be about 26 per.cent. · Since these 
funds originate through state sources, they should be-counted as such;. 
'otherwise, it coul,c,l. be .argued that: all taxes are paid to some·extent by· 
local people. 
Local revenue for school districts comes mainly from property tax 
levies. Each district has different millage levies that vary from 25 (a 
district with no sinking or building fund levy) to 67.75, with most of ... 
11oklahorila Tax.Commission, S~venteenthBiennial Report (Oklahoma 
City, 1966), pp~ 32-34 •. 
TABLE VIII 
SOURCES OF REVENUE AND THE AMOUNT COLLECTED·· FROM EACH 
SOURCE BY THE COMMON SCHOOLS OF OKLAHOMA 
FISCAL YEAR·l964-q5 
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Sourc.e · Amoup.t Percent of Total 
Total Loca-1 . 
Ad Valorem Tax 
County.4 Mill Levy 
County Apportionment 
Intangible Tax 
Miscellaneous 
Constitutional Building 
Fund 
Sinking Fund 
Total State 
Auto License 
Gross.Production Tax 
R. E, A, Tax 
Vocational Aid 
Special Educatiop. 
Free Textbooks 
State Basic Operational 
and Equalization Aid 
School Land Earnings 
Total Federal 
Vocational Aid 
Indian Education 
Defense Education P. L, 864 
Maintenance & Operation P, L. 874 
Building Aid P. L. 815 
School Lu11:ch and Milk 
GRAND TOTAL 
$114,296,469 
66,~60,637 
11,130,088 
871,561 
1,805,881 
2,263,268 
9,915,417 
21,449,617 
87,336,525 
28, 613, 001 
3,753,906 
564, 778 
644.,090 
666,842 
1,571 ,416 
48,522,013 
3,000,461 
15,962,749 
1,945,684 
425,822 
1,295,137 
8,713;714 
599,403 
2,982,989 
$217,595;744 
52.5 
30.7 
5.1 
,4 
.8 
1.0 
4.6 
9.9 
40.1 
13.1 
1. 7 
.3 
.3 
.3 
.6 
22.3 
1.4 
7.3 
.9 
.2 
.6 
4.0 
.3 
1.4 
100.0 
Source:.· Firiance Division, Oklahoma State Board of Ed~c9.tion • 
• 
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12 them in the thirty to fifty mill range. Neatly all cc:iuntie~ have a 
general fund levy of 25 mills with a few at 20. The difference .is in . 
sinking and/or building fund lev:i,es. In addition there is a countywide 
levy of· 4 mills in all. counties that is divided among the· schooli;; •. Of 
course the size of the levy is more.meaningful if related to assessed 
value but this is beyond the scope of this study. However, in Chapter VI 
the general level of assessed values will be briefly discussed. 
Earmarked Revenues 
Maxwell defines eannarking as a restriction imposed on·the use to 
13 · 
which a. governmental revenue may be. put. ·. The legislative body, may be 
reqt;1ired by statute·or by constitutional .provision to channel certain 
revenues to specified. uses. A common method of earmarking is provision 
of· special funds ·.which are not included in the. budget. Th.is practice is. 
followed in Oklahoma.· Sometimes revenues that flow into the general 
fund have restricted use. Public finance authorities are quite often 
critiq.l · of earmarking, and there is some justifi<!atiQn ·for this criti-
cism. However, it seems rational to follow this procedure when there. is 
a linkage of benefits received by particular user.sofa governmental ser-
vice and the taxes collected from them. In the case of the.tax on gaso-
line used in motor vehicles, the use of the tax for highway improvement 
somewhat equates payment for use.of the road. Indirect pricing is the. 
12oklahoma Municipal Surveys, Ad Valorem Tax. Rates, ,1964-65 (Okla-
homa City, 1965). · 
13iames A~ Maxwell, Financing State and Local Governments (Washing-
ton, D. C., 1965), p. 211. 
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term applied to this procedure. In some cases the linkage between cos.t 
and henefit may be accurate, yet earmarking may impair.efficiency in 
budgeting. 
Earmarking may be accomplished by pressure group~ who.wish to ensure 
a specific government expenditure be made from revenue outside the 
appropriation process. In this manner·the periodic:: legislative scrutiny, 
evaluation, and voting of money is avoided. Assignment of all, or part, 
of the revenue from some well established tax accomplishes th.is purpose,· 
The more ··powerful the pressure group· and/or the more socially significant 
the expenditure, the more agreeable .the legislature is to earmarking. 
Very often .earmarking is .assoc.i~ted with a needed and widely approved 
expenditure and a new and unpalatable tax. When Oklahoma·introduced the 
sales tax it was .earmarked for welfare expenditures·. 
Some defects of earmarking are· that· (1) it removes certain govern- . 
mental · revemies · from periodic legislative control, (2) numerous earmark- . 
ing formulas complicate administration and· (3) it may result in abdica-
tion of essential duties by the legislative body. The third case is 
illustrated.when finance of; a general or collective function. of govern-
ment is seg,regate.d from other functions -- 'when earmarking does not me.et 
the·direct linkage test.· Excessive use of earmarking and multiplication 
of special .funds can·build rigidities into the.overall revenue system 
and create an imbalapce. between revenue · and need.s. 
Earmarking can.be provided by const:itutional or statutory provision. 
Maxwell reported a compilation of information on the status of .earmarking 
was made by the Tax Foun.dation in 1954. 14 At that time. only two states, 
14Ibid., pp. 215-217~ 
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New Jersey and Delaware, earmarked none of their revenue. Twenty-four 
states earmarked over half, and three states (Texas, Alabama and Louisi-
ana) more than 80 perce~t. Constitutional earmarking-was-provided in 
thirty-five states in 1960. Michigan earmarked about 60 percent by such 
provision ·and Ma~ell attributes the chronic .fiscal crises in-that state 
to the inflexibility. of the-revenue system. 
Oklahoma had over 77 percerit of total revenue earmarked or dedicated 
in fiscal·1965 ·(See-Table IV). If revolving funds are excluded, then 
the proportion drops to aQout 73 percent. In.fiscal 1965 there were 
forty~six different revenues. channeled into these revolving funds for a 
total·of $26.2 million. Many of these, such as student fees, are'justi-. 
fiably allocated in this manner, and there is no evidence that they 
should-be hand+ed otherwise. 
Highway funds are generally recognized by most public financewriters 
as a case of•justif::(.ed earmarking by nature of the-linkage of costs and 
benefits. In Oklahoma·these are·made from gasoline ·taxes and allocated 
by formulas estabiished by statutes. For instanGe; four cents of the 
total state gasoline excise tax.per gallon is apportioned 70 percent _to 
State Highway Fund, 22 percent returned to counties ·for highways, 5 per-
cent returned to cities and towns for streets and alleys, and 3 percent 
to the Oklahoma Tax Commission. 15 Another one cent is 100 percent for 
the Highway Fund, 16 One cent and a half .. cent go entirely to counties, 
15state of Oklahoma, Statutes, 1965 Supplement, Title 68, Sections, 
504 and 602. 
16rbi·d., Section 518. 
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but each is for different spec.Hied uses •17 Only • 08 cents per gallon·· 
of .the total tax finds its way into the general fund. 18 
The Special Fuel Use.Tax of 4 cents per gallon .is.apportioned 72.75 -
per.cent to the State Highway Fund, 24.25 percent to counties and 3.00 
percent to. the.Tax Commission. The cou,nty pc;,rtion is .for highways and 
bridges and is apportioned on the ·basis of population and area. Another·, 
cent goes to.the State-Highway Fund for farm to market roads, .one cent 
to counties for mail.and bus routes:and one-half cent to countie1:1 for 
other uses. 19 · In -the, case of both gasoline and special fuels ta~es, the 
apportionment .to counti~s is by prescribed formula with rc;,ad mileage and 
population,the main factors. 
The public .assistance·fund·has been financed by earmarked·funds from 
the sales tax and parts of the tobacco and motor excise taxes. Surpluses 
have accumulated in this fund but legislative efforts to divert·them were 
unsuccessful. An exp,lanation of how the legislature transferred func-
tions to·the Welfare _Department and CoIIII!lission to make use of these funds 
will be found in. Chapter IV, With the growth in sales tax revenue and . 
increased social security payments as replacement for old·age assistance 
payments, legislators and·other officials have used this as a politically 
feasible method· of· using these f\,mds. Earmarking in this case does not · 
meet·the criteria of cost-benefits linkage. 
Gross Production Taxes are partially earmarked sin,ce only 78 percent 
of ·the tax, except on natural gas, goes into the General Revenue Fund. 
17rbid., Sections 523, 579 and 604. 
18Ibid., Section 521. 
19rbid., Sections 704 and 706. 
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Counties in which these taxes are collected get 10 pet:cent returned for. 
highways and 10 percent.for schools.· Counties where the gross.production 
ta:ic on gas is. collected share the same as above _.but tl1e 78 .percent goes 
to the, State Teachers.' Retirement .Fund. 20 
In addition to tl1e gross production taxes going to local schools, 
95_percent of the.revenue from auto and farm truck licenses tags is ear-
marked for this use.· The Rural Electric Cooperative tax is apportioned 
the same way. Another dedicated revenue is. the. earni,ngs from state owned 
· school lands. .Three of these seem to meet the co.st-benefit linkage· quite 
well but there may be a question about the gross production as explained 
below. 
Of the total-revenue of $372 million collected by the-Oklahoma Tax 
Conuµissi,on in 1965-66, $154.7 million or _41.6 per-cent was apportioned to 
21 the General Revenue Fund~ A·total of twenty-three different sources 
of revenue contr:1.buted to this fund. The other 58.4 percent·of:collec-
tions.was apportioned-to twenty,..fi,ve different funds as required by law. 
An example of general fund revenue-used for specific purposes is the use 
of part of the cigarette tax for five different .Oklahoma.Public ·Building 
Funds, The amount of this revenue· allocated to. the _general fund is much 
more than the-earmarked portion. 
The special funds used·in Oklahoma.may,.in general, meet·the re-
quirements to justify earmarking.· There might be a valid argument for 
putting all gross production revenue aJ,.located to·· county. schools, when. 
collected, into the general fund and distributing it to schools on the 
20rbid., Sections 1004 and 1021~ 
21oklaqoma Tax Commission, Seventeenth.Biennial Report (Oklahoma 
City_, 1966) , pp. 24-25. 
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same basis as other state aid, There might be.a question as to the. 
formulas used in apP,ortioning highway revenue to counties. Another point 
· associated with these funds is the fact that; some worthy expenditures 
are not give.n an equal opportunity for depenclable sources .-of· revenue 
that might grow along with needs. 
Earmarking of funds in Oklahoma ,was questi01;1.ed by some legislators 
and other·officials in early 1968. In an opinion requested by a legis-
lator concerning earmarked county highway funds; the Attorney General 
ruled that these .funds cou:I.d not be so designated for a period longer 
than two and one-half years without legislative reconsideration, - The 
State Supreme Court took jurisdiction in the matter and promised a 
decision before the legislature convenes in 1969. 
Re.cent Tax Developments 
All of -the tax laws administered by the Oklahoma Tax Commission, 
except those relating to non-intoxicating and, alcoholic beverages, and 
most of those relating to the licensing and registration of motor vehi-
cles, were either revised,, amended and re-enacted, or were re ... numbered-
b th 1965 L . 1 t 22 y e eg~s a ure~ Most of these revisions provided better con-
trol in administering the laws but some·of them may result in more net 
revenue. Numerous changes in the ;income tax law designed to plug loop, 
holes may do just that as evidenced by increased collections, 
House. Bill No. -1118, pag(;! 848, (Sections 2701-2706) passed by. the 
1965 Legislature authorized _incorporated cities and towns to levy and 
collect .certain taxes except·· ad . valorem property taxes; By the end of 
22Ibid, , p, 1. 
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1966, thirty cities and towns had voted.on and passed a 1 per:cent sales 
tax under. this provision, During 1967, 52 other cities and towns had 
levied such a tax. 23 The law provides that the cities may con,tract with 
the Oklahoma Tax Commission to collect and pay over to s4ch cities and 
towns the tB;xes for an agreed consideration. This enabl~s the tax to be 
collected with more convenience.to those paying and more efficient ad-
ministrative.costs to the governing units involved, 
Many of the towns that now have sales tax are smaller rura+ towns. 
Regai.rdless of size or the area of the state in which thE!y ar~ located, 
these new .taxes carty implications for the rural redderi.ts ar9up.d them, 
Those who trade in these cities O'!'.' tows will contribute to the revenue 
without the benefit of redistribution that occurs in the.case of the 
state sales tax. 'l'hese people may not; benefit from the expei:?,diture of 
the tax revenue, depending upon the particul.ar use miade rf it. Altho1,1gh 
I 
the city sales tax is raising revenue for specific needs in local units 
and thereby relieving the state of this responsibility, it i!? e.lso cut-
ting into this avenue as. a·possible source of expanding state revenues. 
Likewise, property owners in and out of these towns are p.ot likely to 
• 
see any relief from property tax except that possible increal;!es without 
the sales tax may be avoided. To the extent that the sales tax is also 
paid by non-property owners, there might be an implied relief of the 
heavy load of local revenue borne by th~ property tax. 
The last major new statewide tax w~s the.enactment of the alcoholic 
beverage tax in 1958. Xn 1965, .the cigarette tax was increased from 
7 cents to 8 cents per pack and the.tax on little c;i.gars was increased 
23 · Oklahoma Tax Commission, Sales Tax Report Form (Oklahoma City, 
1968). 
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from 3 .5 mills to 4 mills each. The tax on chero_ots. and stogies was · 
. . d f $10 h d $20 h . d 24 Th 1 'h li increase ram per t·ousan: to pert ousan. ea coo ·c 
beverage tax raised $6.9 million in 1965r66 whiGh was down from $7.2 
million the previous year •. The cigarette tax rai1;1ed $22.3 million and 
$19.l for the respective periods.which reflected the increased rate. 
The 1967 Legislature.passed House Bill No; 532 which may provide 
subs·tantial revenue in the future. Generally called the "unclaimed 
property aGt", this law provides for the state to acquire unclaimed 
tangible and intangible property in accord with conditions prescribed in 
the law. The revenue .obtained is first deposited by the Tax Commission 
in the Unclaimed Property.Fund. The act prescribes procedure for hand-
ling this fund through the.Unclaimed Property Bo~rd which is composed of 
the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary of the.Tax C9mmission, · 
Attorney General, and State Treasurer. The Board may transfer money to. 
the Treasurer for the general fun4 under certain conditions •. The extent 
of this contribution is debatab:J,.e and largely underterminaqle until the 
law has operated for a few years. 
Another act.was passed by the·same session which ·is designed to im-
prove·property ta~ a1;1sessments in the state. Senate Bill No, 141, as· 
passed in 1967, requires revaluation of.all taxable property within each 
county by the respective county assessor by. January 1, 1972, . The law 
also prc;:,vides · for comprehensive revaluation every five years after that . 
date, Each assessor must have started.the revaluation .program by Janu-. 
ary 1, 1969. The act also requires proper budgets. be granted assessors 
24 Layton S. Thompson, Recent Developments in Taxation.in the.Great. 
Plains,.Montana Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 608 (Bozeman, 
1966), p, 36. 
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for t~e undertaking. Real property must be physically inspected and 
examined sufficiently to .determine an accurate valuation. County assess-
ors may request assistance from the Tax Commission where and when needed 
in this valuati9n but the_ assessor. is not. bound by. their valuations. , 
There was.speculation in early 1968 that some parts of the.act .would be 
changed by amendments.' If this act accomplishes the expectations of -its 
sponsors, loc.a'.!- government revenue in general should increase. 
Tax Revenues Compared 
Before comparing Oklahoma.data.concerning state aqd local revenue 
with other states it will be helpful to examine national figures on tax 
revenue. Table IX shows a sununary of U.S. totals for state and local 
taxes compared to Oklahoma data. As pointed-out in the preceeding chap-
ter Oklahoma raises more state and local taxes-thFough the state tqan 
the national average with 67 percent frqm this source.in 1962. In 1965-
66 Oklahoma raised 66 percent of state·and local·taxes at the state 
level while the national average was 52 percent.· 
Oklahoma has 32 percent of.total state and local revenue coming 
from the property tax compared to 43 percent for the · U. S. average. Non· 
tax revenue as cited elsewhere is a much higher percentage of· total reve- ·. 
nue raised in Oklahoma; tl)..an for other states of the nation and the pro-
portion in each instance hl;!J~ .. changed little since _1962. 
A more detailed comparison of Oklahoma·with the national situation 
in 1962 is presented in Table V of the Appendix. Table X presents per 
capita amounts of revenues and per $1,000 income for Oklahoma compared 
with the, U .. S. averages. In the th_ird column is the percentage Oklahoma 
is of the national average. ok1ahoma generally ranks higher when the 
}> .... .... ~. 
\ r .•. 
,• .. : 
. . ~ ~~·· 
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comparisons.are made on the basis of personal income than when on a per 
capita basis. This reflects the ranking of Oklahoma in income per capita 
"' ,. 
and population as shown in·Table VI of the Appendix. For instance, Okla-
homa ranks number 40 in taxes per capita but in ta~es per $1,000 personal 
income·rises to 22 among the-states. 
Oklahoma-pays more non property taxes by both measures than the 
national ayerage -- ranking 10th otJ. a per capita basis and 7th per $1,000 
personal income.· Charges and miscellaneous sources place Oklahoma in 
18th place on a per capita basis and 8th.measured by income. 
When employment and payrolls of state and local governments in 
Oklahoma are compared to U. S. totals, the rankings are fairly consistent 
at average levels except in.payrolls;· The state is 29th in total state 
and local payrolls in, Table XI. However, the median -annual pay rate in 
the state is below average and ranks the·state as number 39 among the 50 
states and the District of Columbia. Thus, Oklahoma is much below aver-
age in pay scales for public employees in total. 
State and local employees per.10,000 inhabitants are about average 
for all functions as shown by the rankings. The state ranks higher in 
number of employees in education and highways - 21st place in both in-
stances. Employees in local schools·only and hospitals.place the state 
in 24th place. 
Table XII shows a comparison of Oklahoma per capita revenues with 
some neighboring states. This state ranks third among the five in terms 
of.total revenue·raised per capita. Colorado raised 25 percent more 
revenue per capita than Oklahoma. This state receives more.federal 
revenue·than any of the·other four.· In-collecting revenue from own· 
sources, Oklahoma is also in third place behind Colorado and Kansas. 
However, in tax revenue raised per capita, Missouri noses Oklahoma out 
for third. Only Arkansas has less property tax per capita than Okla.homa. 
TABLE rx 
STATE.AND LOCAL TAX REVENUE BY GOVERNMENT 
AND.TYPE OF TAX U. S: AVERAGE ,AND 
OKLAHOMA FISCAL ENDING 
JUNE 30, 1966 
Percent of 
u. s. Total, Oklahoma 
Percent 
Total 
(,Amounts·in Millions of dollars) 
Level.of Government. 
Total 56,878 100 590.1· 100 
State 29,695 52.2 388.7 65.9 
Local 27,183 47.8 201.4 34.}: .. 
. Type of Tax 
Property 24,591 43.2 191.1 32.4 
General Sales and 
Gross Receipts 9,403 16.5 112.1 19.0 
Motor Fuels 4,658 8.2 75.2 12.7 
Indiviqual ~ncome 4,920 8.7 
57.6 9.8 
Corporation net income 2,053 3.6 
Motor Vehicle and 
Operators' License 2,334 4.1 50.7 8.6 
All Other 8,919 15.7 103.4 17.5 
Source · (U. S ~): Bureau of Cens.us Quarterly Summary of State and 
Lo~al Ta~ Revenue, October 1966. 
of 
Source (Oklahoma): Government Finances in 1965-6.6, G. F. 13, p. 31. 
TABLE X 
.Sl'ATE .AND LOCAL . GOVERNMENT RE~NUES IN OKLAHOMA 
COMPARED TO U. S., 1962 
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United• Oklahoma.as percent 
· Item 
Per _capita general revenue · 
(dollars) from-~ 
All Sol.lrces 
Federal Government. 
State and local 
government sources· 
Taxes 
Property Taxes 
Non Property Taxes 
Charges and Miscellaneous 
sources 
General revenu~ per $1,000 6f 
personal income from --
All souree1:1 
Federal·Government 
State and Local 
government sources. 
Taxes · 
Property Taxes 
Non Property Taxes 
Charges and Miscellaneous 
sources 
States· Oklahoma of United States 
313.48 
42,36 
271.13. 
223.62 
102,54 
121. 08 
47,50 
132.47 
. 17. 90 
114. 57 
94.49 
43.33 
51.16 · 
20.07· 
307.55 98 
66.16 156 
241.39 89 
187.15 · 84 
58.38 57 
128. 77 106 
54.24 114 
161.42 122 
34. 73 · 194 
126.70 111 . 
98.23 104 
30.64 71 
67.59 132 
28.47 142 
Source: Census of Governments, VoL VII, No. 36, 1962. 
TABLE XI 
EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS OF STATE AND LOCAL· 
GOVERNMENTS, OCTOBER - 1962 
United 
Item States Oklahoma 
Total·employment (f11ll-time and 
part-time) number of employees 6,849,339 93,685 
October paytolls (thousands of 
dollars) 2,619,254 28,308 
Median annual pay -rate, .. full-
time employees ·(dollars) 4,841 4,183 
Full-time .equivalent 
nu~bet.of employ~es 5,957,967 · 78,495 
Per 10,000 inhabitants for 
All functions 320.6 320.7 
Education, 146.9 159.7 
Local schools only 124.5' 127.9 
Highways 28.2 34.2 
Hosp-itals 33~0 30.7 
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Ranking 
of 
Oklahoma 
25 
29 
39 
26 
27 
21 
24 
21 
24 
Source: Census of. Governments, 1962, Vol. VII, No. 36, p. 8 •. 
TABLE XII 
SELECTED PER, CAPITA STATE AND LOCAL -REVENUE, 
,SELECTED'STATES, 1962 
Oklahoma 
'" 
Kansas .. Colorado. .Missouri 
Total Revenue 338.51 362.20 424,91 -305.83 
General Rev,enu,e 307.55 ;326.28 372.98 272,16 
From Federal 66,16 42,27 60,36 48.69 
REiv~nue from own 
Sources 272, 35 319,93 364. 53 · 257.14 
G~nerl:l.l Rev~nue from 
own Sourcc:u, 241.39 284,02 312,60 223.48 
'l'axH 187.15 234,13 251.30 189.67 
Property 58,38 131. 28 119, 88 80.83 
Source: Census of Governments, 1962, Vol. VII, Table 16. 
Tre.nds in State Taxes 
59 · 
Arkansas 
250.57 
227,99 
55.00 
195,57 
173.00 
138.35 
39, ll 
Collections of the Oklahoma Tax Commission increased by 85 percent 
from ftscal year 1954-55 to fiscal 1965-66. The data for each year dur-
ing this interval is shown in Table XIII with amounts rounded to the 
nearest dollar. Of the 1965-66 collections $3,609,681 represented city 
sales taxes. Adjusting for this still leaves a growth of 83 percent in 
state tax collections for the period. Collections for 1966-67 totaled 
$399,801,496 which included $13,633,518 for city sales taxes. 25 · The 
25 Oklahoma Tax Commission, Annual Report (Oklahoma City, 1967), 
pp. 6-7. 
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alcoholic beverage tax which started in 1959 was the only new tax 
introduced during the period. The treIJ.d for; major individual.state 
taxes is .shown in Table IV of the Appendix.· 
Year 
1954-55 
1955-56 
195.6-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
Source: 
Oklahoma•City, 
TABLE XIII 
COLLECTIONS OF THE.OKLAHOMA TAX COMMISSION 
FISCAL YEARS .1954-55 TO 1.965-66 
Amount 
(dollars) Year 
2oi,204,068· 1960-61 
219,264,528· 1961-62 
224,559,842. 1962-63 
234,381,378 1963-64 
243,000,675 1964-65 
261,433,044 1965-66 
Oklahoma Tax· Commissi.on, Se:venteenth Biennial 
1966. 
Amount 
(dollars) 
269,161,015 
295,086,230 
309,259,760 
324,986,476 
338,450,879 
371,·641,240 
Re:eort. 
The Sales Tax, which yields the largest amount of revenue .in the 
state, increased by 38 percent in the.eight fiscal years ended in 1962. 
26 Harris projected an increase of 48 percent .from 1962 to 197.0. Collec- .· 
tions by th.e Tax Commission increased 29 percent by 1966 which covers 
half the:projected period. Part of ·this increase was for city sales 
26Robert Har;ris, Income and Sales Taxes:. The.1970 Outlook 
(Chicago, 1966). 
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tax collected. After allowing for this, the projected figure appears 
realistic although perhaps on the conservative side. 
State income tax collections ma.de a rapid growth from 1954 to 
1962--increasing by 153 per.cent. They increased by nearly 32 percent 
during the four years from 1962 to.1966, which indicates a slower rate· 
of growth. However, the rate of increase from 1965 to 1966 was greater, 
than.for the three previous years. Harris projeC:-ted.an increase-near 
70 percent for the eight year period 1962-1970. 27 · 
Harris also projected _the increase in gaaolirte taxes from 1962 to 
28 1970 to be nearly 38 percent. · The growth for the four year period 
1962-66 was 17 percent compared to a growth of 30 percent for the eight. 
previous years. Hei:e again, the projection seems to be·consistent with 
actual occurrence. 
Gross production collections increased by only 10 percent for the 
eight year period _ 1954-62, ,but they show a growth of· 16 percent for the 
four years following. that. · This tends to indicate that;: the projection 
made by Harris at 21 percent. increase by .1970 may be an underestimate of 
29 · growth. However, if .oil depletion should continue and no new fields 
are discovered, this source of revenue might well decline in the future. 
Much of the sustained oil production in recent years has·been due to 
new methods of recovery from old.fields, 
Motor.vehicle license collections increased by 26 percent in the· 
four years following.1962 -- almost equaling the 1970 projection of 
2 7Ibid,, , pp, . .Z 1-:23, 
28Ibid,., 
29Ib ·a· l. • ; 
P• 41. 
p. 58. 
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30.9 ·percent increase made·by Harris. 30 This revenue had increased by 
53 percent for the eight years up to 1962. 
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax made a much faster growtq during the four 
years following 1962 than for the period before that.year. No separate 
projection is availab],e for 1970 but with a 57 percent inGrease in col-
;Lectic;ms for the four ·y~ars since 1962, this tax promises to be .much 
larger by .1970. 
Cigarette and Tobacco Taxes increased by 85 percent from 1954 to 
1962 but the rate of increase was-only 21 percent for the four years 
after 19.62. Harris projected these. taxes to increase 30.4 percent by. 
1970, 31 A part -0f the increase is due to higher rates. 
The Beverage Tax is .collected. on beer in Oklahoma. Collection in-
creased by only 4 percent from 1954 to 1962, but grew by 14 percent dur-
ing the four years following. The Alcoholic Beverage Tax has been col~ 
lected since 1959-60. Collections declined after.the first year but 
have increased by 15 percent ayer what they were in 1962, · Harris' pro-
jection .of these combined taxes was for a 15.9 percent inGrease by 
1970; 32 The present rate of growth indicates the projection was·· too low, 
Inheritance and Estate Taxes have increased by 69 percent since 
1962 and had grown by .122 percent in.the preceeding eight year period. 
The total colJ,_ection of $11,4 million in 1965-66 exceeded the projected 
33 $10.5 million for 1970 made by Harris, · 
30lbid., P• 55. 
31Iqid., P• 36. 
32Ibiq., P• 41. 
33Ib"d, 
. :Jr . ' P• 56 • 
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Local Revenue Trends 
Trends in local taxes and other sources of r~venue are not as easily: 
established as those at the state.level. As _pointed out previously, the 
data are not available by counties for each.· year. Tax Commission reports 
contain annual assessed values of property for each county over- a period 
of -years but·. other information is lacking. This leaves the . Census of 
Governments as the.best source of comparable data and this information 
is available only for 1957 and 1962. Table XIV shqws the-change in 
revenue over thir;; five year period, 
Item 
. TABLE XIV 
OKLAHOMA LOCAL GOVERNMENT REVENUES 
FOR .1957 AND 1962 
1957 1962 
(Thousand Dollars) 
Total Revenue 283,259 410,777. 
Gene.ral Revenue 
Intergovernmental 
From Fed. Gov. 
From.State Gov. 
Revenue.from own Sources 
General Revenue from 
own Sources 
Taxes 
Property Taxes 
246,901 352,3.12 
95,882 131, 774 
5,464 13,238 
90,418 118,536 
187,377 267,850 
151,019 220,538 
110, 798 150,2.58 
105 ,217 142,916 
Source: Census of Governments - Oklahoma, 1957 and 1962. 
Percent 
Increase 
45.0 
42.7 
36.0. 
142.3 
31.1 
42.9 
46.0 
35.6 
35.8 
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These short-terJll trends reveal that·local revenue raised from.local 
sources is. consistent with the increi;tse in total revenue, ·· However, tax 
revenue is not rising as fast pe:r;centage,wise as other sources of revenue •. 
The percentage of revenue from federal sources rose sharply, but it a-
mounts to only 10 percent of the total intergovernmental transfers. The. 
low percentage growth in revenue from state sources is quite surprising. 
This trend can be extended to·1966 by fabricattng two other sources·of. 
data.together with the above, 
The·Tax Commission report shows apportionments to loca+ governments. 
by that body for 1965-66. The Finance Division of the State Board of 
Education compiles a complete tabulation of revenue sources for local 
schools for eacl:). year. By combining these two sources and adjusting for 
differences in these and census data, an estimate of $156.3 million is 
made for state revenue received by local governments in 1966. Comparing 
this esti1)1.8te with the $118.5 million as shown in Table XIV reveals.a 
31,9 percent increase for the four year period 1962-1966. Thus, the rate 
of.· increase for the· four years was about the same as for the five pre-
vious, years. The actual increase to local schpols fdr the same.period 
was 38.8, percerit leaving an estimated residual increase of 18.9 percent 
fo.r other functions. 
Data somewhat. comparable with that presented• in Table XIV show 
general revenue for all local governments in 1966 at $485.3 million 
an increase of 38 percent during the four years, Revenue from federal 
sources for local governments in the·state totaled $18,6 million in 
1965-66, ·.or an increase. of 40 percent for four·. years. This is a much 
slower rate of growth than for the previous five years. Local revenue 
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raised from own sources at $298.3 million had increased by 32 percent 
during the period, or about the.same rate of·increase as state revenue. 
In summary it.appears that local revenues increased at a faster-rate· 
than state revenues. until. 1962. The .. increase. in local revenues from 
state.sources fqr functions other .than schools if:l con1;1istent with in-
crease~ in state collections from which these apportionments a~e made. 
The growth in state assistance for local schools was at a faster rate 
during 1962-66 than for the f:ive previous years. With a slower relative 
rate of growth in state revenue this implies a la:rger proportion of .state 
general revenues going to commop l,i!Chools. 
CHAPTER IV 
STATE AND LOCAL EXPENDITURES 
In the preceeding chapter different revenues and their allocation 
to various funds were ·presented •. Expenditures differ from revenues col-. 
lected at different levels of government due mainly to inter-governmental 
transfer of funds. These transfers may be allocations from a higher·unit 
to a lower one or there may be .transfers within·a particular level of 
government. Deficit financing also .causes larger expenditures than reve-. 
nue but this is not_permissible in Oklahoma. Then there are also surplus 
accumulations in some funds causing funds to exceed expenditures. How-
ever, the primary reason for examining expenditures apart from revenue 
is to compare the share of total.expenditures going to each funct:j.on •. 
By this comparison the public is not on],.y able to determine if their 
desired functions are getting a just portion but it also serves as a 
check on over all expenditurea, Another point is that expenditures re-. 
veal the gap between tax revenues and total revenues.which shows·the 
relative importance of non.tax revenue sources. 
This chapter wil],. present .Oklahoma state expenditures according to 
broad functio~s along with a.discussion of activities under each group. 
of ·functions. Detailed explanations will be given about the expenditures 
for the major functions. State and local expenditures will be grouped 
according to functions and the respective parts contributed by state and 
local governments shown separately. State and local expendit.ures for. 
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selected functions will be compared with neighboring states. The growth 
of these various expenditures will also be discussed. But, before pre-
senting expenditures, a brief explanation of budget procedure in Oklahoma 
will be given. 
State Budgeting 
After revenues are allocated through proper channels, the funds are 
expended within the limitations of budgets for agencies and institutions. 
The Budget Division consolidates the approved agency and institution 
budgets into an overall system for controlling expenditures within esti-
mated revenues and approved budgets. It is not intended to present any 
precise discussion of budgeting procedure in this chapter, but, rather 
to give a general notion of channeling state expenditures once the reve-
nues have been allocated. 
Each time the Oklahoma Legislature convenes there is considerable 
publicity devoted to the budget requests. This is particularly true 
concerning the presentation of the Governor's budget which is the amount 
of funds the Budget Division of the Executive Department has designated 
for individual requests from the general funds. Misconceptions are 
usually left with the general public from publicized statements relative 
to the budget presented to the legislature. For instance, when one reads 
that the Governor presented his $177 million budget to the State Legis-
lature, the impression is that this represents total expenditures of the 
state government. Another misconception arises when individual segments 
of the budget are discussed such as statements that 70 percent of the 
$177 million is for education. 
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Thes.e misconceptions are due to 'the structure of the state revenue 
and allocation system. The use of dedicat.ed or earmarked funds as dis-
cussed in.Chapter III eliminates .these funds from the general budg~t re-: 
quest presented to the.legislature unless that body decides to change 
procedures which it has established in the past. Thus, in 1964-65 the 
legislature divided $138.7 million among the requests made for appropria-
tions from the general revenue funds which amounted to 22.57 percent of 
all state e~penditures for that same year. 
State Expenditures 
A summary.of ·state expenditures by functions is shown in Table xv. 
In this context the identity of the general budget is obscured since some 
of the functions listed receive funds both by legislative appropriation 
and from earmarked revenue. The expenditures summary of the budget is 
in more detail than that presented in the table. It shows nine different 
items such as personal services,· travel, etc. , for which each function's 
expenditures may be made. The functions are also further itemized to 
show administrative and other divisions as well as line expenditures made 
in each division. The major functions will be briefly explained in the 
following discussion. 
General government expenditures include legislative, executive, ad-
ministrative and judicial expenses. Legislative expenditures including 
th.e legislativ~ council amounted to $1. 8 million. Executive functions 
include the Governor's office, Economic Opportunity Program, Lieutenant 
Governor, Budget Director, and Secretary of'State. Total executive ex-
penditures .were $.6 million. Administrative functions include a number 
of State Boards as well as State Auditor and Treasurer with a.combined 
TABLE XV 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES ~E THROUGH TREASURY FUNDS 
BY STATE AGENCIES FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 
ENDED JUNE 30, 1965 
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Function of Government Amount Total of Percent 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 
EDUCATION 
Higher Educatiqn 
Common School Education 
Libraries and Museums 
TOTAL EDUCATION 
PUBLIC HEALTH & MEDICAL ASSISTANCE 
MENTAL ,HEALTH 
PUBLIC WELFARE 
PUBLIC SAFETY & DEFENSE 
HIGHWAYS 
State Highways· 
Apportioned to Local.Highways 
Apportioned to Turnpike Authority 
TOTAL HIGHWAYS 
REGULATORY SERVICES 
CONSERVATION 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
TOTAL PAYMENTS ON BONDED DEBT 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND PAYMENTS ON . 
BONDED DEBT. 
$ 12,945,210.76 2.10 
94,575,944.02 15. 35 · 
96,730,490.98 15.70 
6091088.~3 · •. 09 
$191,915,523,53 31.14 
8, 318, 191. 06 1.35 
11,232,136.01 1.82 
205, 738,845. 71 33.39 
9,609,916.85 1.-56 
107,906,002.02 17.51 
43,557;355.83 7.07 
11000 1000.00 .16 
$152,463,357.85. 24.74 
8,329,253.09. 1.35 
ll 1269,282.42 1.83 . 
$611,82.1,717.28 99 •. 28 
· .••.. ,_ ... ;:t------ . 
4,458,342.71 • 72 
~6161280 I 059 • 99. 100.00 
Source: Division of the Budget, Executive Department, State of 
Oklahoma, Schedule I, 1965. 
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expenditure of $9 million. Judiciary expenditures were $1. 5 mi).lion for 
the fiscal year shown·here. l'he cost·of all general government.functions 
was only about 2 percent of total state expenditures for fiscai·l964-65. 
Total state.expenditures .for education as presented here were about 
31 percent of the state total.as contrasted to·the higher percentage of 
general revenue appropr::i.ated for this purpose •. The amount shown·in 
Table XV for higher education does not include certain federal funds nor. 
contractual arrangements, but does include student fees and funds from 
other sources outside the general appropriations. The amount shown for 
common schools includes some federal appropriations. Of the total amount 
shown, $4.2 million was in direct expenditures by the_state with the re-
mainder being al.located .to local subdivisions. A later section will 
discuss.educational expenditures in more detail. 
Public health and medical assistance expenditures include operation 
of the State Health Department which receives $6.3 million of the $8.3 
million total for this function. Over half the.Health Department expen-
ditures are payments to city and county health units. About $2 million 
of the total was for operation of Oklahoma General Hospital and two 
T. B. Sanatoriums. -
Mental hygiene expenses include costs of administering the Mental 
Health Department and four mental hospitals in the state.· About 68 per-
cent of the expenditures for this function came from general revenue 
appropriations with the remainder from,dedicated revenue and other 
sources. 
Public welfare expenditures as mentioned elsewhere, include more 
tl).an public assistance programs •. This is one reason why this function 
places Oklahoma.as .. the leading state in public welfare expenditures. 
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Included in thi1:1 group are Charities and Corrections, Employee Retirement 
System, Veterans Department, and a number of commiss:1:oris and boards re-. 
lated to human resource development. State training and correction 
schaols·and institutions f©r retarded children are also under public wel-
fare. The above functions took nearly 16 percent of total welfare ex-
penditures in 1964-65. In addition, retirement and compensatio~ payments 
of one kind or another share in th~ funds expended under this function. 
Aid to dependent children, usually considered a controversial function 
of welfare, consumed 14 percent of the total expenditures of this depart-
ment. Combined assistance to the aged amounted to over half the total 
expenditures. This part of welfare programs has not been under the 
criticism pointed at othe-r types of aid. 
Public_ safety and defense expenditures include the functions of the 
Ac;ljutant General, state police, penetentiary, reformatory, and related 
boards. Institutional costs comprise 42 percent while administrative 
costs take the remainder of expenditures for this group of.functions.· 
State highways received nearly $108 million in expenditures·· for the 
fiscal year discussed here. County roads received $36 million of state 
funds while cities and towns were allocated nearly $7.5 million for this 
period. Thus, all local highways accounted for 28.6 percent of all state 
expenditures for highways. Apportionment to com;1ties comes from gasoline 
and special fuels tax, gross production tax, commercial vehicle licenses 
and bus mileage taxes,. Cities and towns get some apportionment from the 
latter two sources above, the alcoholic beverage tax, and gasoline taxes. 
Regulatory serviGes cover.a wide range·of services and involve a 
number of agencies and boards. The largest expenditure is.for operation 
of the Insurance Commission which expended nearly 69 percent of the total 
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in this grouping of .functions. The Corporation is the next largest 
recipient of funds in this·group, accounting for 15 percent of tp~ total. 
The remaining 16percent of the expenditures are distribut~d F1,i,nong· 
eighteen different boards, commissions, or departments. N~ne of·these. 
regulatory services are connected with the. State Department of Agriculture .. 
which is covered in the conservation group. 
In addition to. the .Department of :Agriculture, the conservation 
group includes .. the Oil Compact Commission, .Wildlife Commission, Petroleum 
Experiment Statiot).• Planning and Resources Board, Soil Conservation Board, 
and Water Resources Board. ·The Planning and Resources Board accounted 
for 42 percent of .the conservation expenditures, .26 percent went to the· 
Wildlife Commission and 21 percent to the, Department 'of Agriculture. 
The Soil Conservation Board expendec;l 8 percent of the·total,.leaving 3 
percent for all others in this group. 
The expenditures dis.cussed above were for 1964"-65. A summary of; 
the same. expenditures .for fiscal 1966 (except a change in ternrj..nology) 
appears in Table XVI. Formerly a~l functions under the We+f~r~ Col;lltl).ission 
were.listed under the public welfare category. The 1966 budget changed 
the general grouping to Social Services and listed subgroups as shown 
in the table. Total expenditures increased.by 10.7 percent from fiscal 
1965 to 1966. Higher education expenditures increased by about the same 
percentage·but common school expenditures went up 14.6 percent., As·a 
result of thee;e shifts .the proportional shares changes from those for 
the previous year. 
TABLE XVI 
SUMMARY OF · EXPENDITURES MADE THROUGH TREASURY FUNDS 
BY .STAT:E: AGENCIES FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 
. ~NDED JUN_:E. _30 ,: 1.966 
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Futtct.ion of Governmeq.t Amount Percent of Total 
,:• 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 
., $ 12,918,437 
EDUCATION 
· Higher Education 
Common School Education 
Libraries and Museums 
TOTAL EDUCATION 
PUBLIC HEALTH & MEDICAL ASSISTANCE 
MENTAL HEALTH 
soqAL SERVICES 
101,722,702 
141,029,116 
· 951.001 
243, 702,820 · 
8,267,346 
12,380,152 
Veterans.Services 1,621,790 
Department of Public Welfare 183,826,251 
Public Employees Retirement System 8,870,780 
Employment Security Commission 21,211,259 
Other Social Services 315 1389 
TOTAL SOCIAL ·SERVICES 215,845,470 
PUBLIC SAFETY & DEFENSE 11,386,121 
HIGHWAYS:· 
state·Highways 105,926,786 
Apportioned to Local. Highways·• 45, 795, 13.2 
Apportioned to Turnpike Authority 11 000 1 000 
TOTAL HIGHWAYS 152,721,918 
REGULATORY SERVICES 6,889,016 
NATURAL RESOURCES 13,050,493 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $677 1 161. 771 
TOTAL PAYMENTS ON BONDED DEBT $ 3,493 2667 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND PAYMENTS ON 
BONDED DEBT $680 2 655 2439 .. 
1.90 
14.94 
20.72 
.14 
35.80 
1.21 
1.82 
.24 
27,01· 
l.30 
3.12 
• 04,· 
31. 71 · 
1.67 
15. 56 · 
6.73 
.15 
22. 44 · 
1.01 
1.92 
99 ._48 · 
.52 
100.00 
Source:. Division of the Btidg'et~' Executive Department, State of 
Oklahoma, Schedul~ I,· 1~65. • 
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Public Welfare· 
The largest single category-listed in Table XV is the $205.7 million 
expenditures under Public Welfare which accounted for one-third of the 
total. The concept of welfare as used here is broader.than public 
assistance 3rants -- partly due to technical.classification and partly 
by legislative assignment of functions. In the usual sense the terin 
welfare is connected with public assistance grants for which the.Oklahoma 
Departmeµt of:fublic Weifa.re did disburse $122.6 million during the fis-
. . ~-
. 1 
cal year 1964-65. The total disbursed by the Department was-$17.5.9 
million. Thus, some of the welfare expenditures such as the Employment 
Security Connnission and ·Retirement System .of State Employees do not fall 
under the-public assiS:tance category, A summary of assistance expendi-
tures.is presented in Table XVII. 
Part of the .growth in the· Welfare Department expenditures has been 
due to non assistance functions .(as narrowly defined) transferred to it 
by legislative action. A detailed list of the expenditures under Public 
Welfare is .shown in Table VIII ,of the Appendix •. Federal funds provided 
$100.3 million or 57 percent of .the $175.9 million disbursed by the De~ 
partment, while state sales tax revenue financed the remainder. Nearly 
$12 million-of this total was.expended on state programs not federally 
aided, thus federally aided programs received 61 percent of total funds 
fr:om federal sources.? 
1 Oklahoma·Department_of·Public-Welfare, Annual Report (Oklahoma City, 
1965)~·p. 1,. 
2Ibid., Appendix A, Chart_ 5. 
TABLE XVII 
SUMMARY OF PUBLIC WELFARE EXPENDITURES 
OKLAHOMA 1964-65 
Disbursements.of Funds 
Combined Adult Categories 
Aid to Families with Dependent Children 
Medical P9oled Fund 
Schools for the Mentally .Retarded 
Crippled Children 
Training Schools and State Homes 
Department of Mental Health 
Medical Assistance for the Aged 
Child Welfare 
General Assistance 
Disability Insurance.·. 
Rehabilitation 
Cuban Refugee. 
Work·Experience,Program 
General Administration 
TOTAL 
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$ 94,136,850 
28,435,959 · 
24,339,016 
6,382,156 
2,758;142 
2,386,495 
2,000,000 
1, 986 ,277 
1,860,471 
817,599 
400,755 
400,000 
13,293 
5,228 
. 9 .• 994-. 581. · 
$175,916,822 
Source: Annual. Repo;it, o.klahoma Department of Public Welfare, 
Fiscal Year Ending June' 30, 19p5. 
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Publ:l,'c Wel~are program~ in. Oklahoma, are admini,·tered py 1:!,Uthority 
of.the Okl~homa Social Security Act, which provided that.tpe :qepartment 
··: ,, } 
be under, .the -control of .the Oklahoma Public Welfare COlilmis~ioh which 
appoints a.director.to serve as its executive and administt,tive agent •. 
Few state public welfare departments .hav·e the scope. of the Oklahoma De-
partment which has been awarded at.her functions as funds . accul!lulated. 
Transfer of the two stat~ children's homes·and the four.training schools 
to the department were made in 1961. The three schools.for the mentalJ,.y 
ret:arded were transferred in ._1963. These ins.titutions are financed 
3 
solely by state money •. 
Other state functions -transferred to the department were the crippled 
children's program, emergency.relief, now called general assistance, do-: 
nated food commodities, and allocations to the Vocational Rehabilitation 
Division and the Department of :Mental Health. These transfe.rs have re-
sulted in "savings" of over $53 million from the general fund to June 30, 
1966. 4 
Education Expenditures 
The expenditures shown for .higher education include administration. 
expenses -for the Board of Regents.• for Higher Education and the Board of 
Regents for Oklahoma Co117ge~. · About $276 thousand went to these boards. 
in fiscal 1966. 'l'he bulk of the expenditures were div;i.ded among the two 
state universities, fiftee!). colleges, Oklahoma Military Academy, and 
Special Programs. Included are.the University of Oklahoma Medical Center 
3 Oklahoma Department of Public Welfare, Annual. Report (Oklahoma City, 
1966), p. 17 
4Ibid. 
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and Geological Survey. Also included are the College of Veterinary 
Medicine, the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural 
Extension Division,.Okmulgee Technical Training School and Oklahoma City 
Technical Institute of Oklahoma State University. There are fifteen 
other colleges, both junior .and four year, in the higher education sys-
tem that are financed with these expenditures, 
Higher education funds are apportioned by the Regents for Higher 
Education since the leg:1.slature makes one·lump sum appropriation for this 
function, This Board was created by a constitutional amendment, Article 
XIII-A, adopted on March 11, 1941, which also created the Oklahoma System 
of Higher Education, 5 The State Regents' principal duties .are: (1) to 
prescribe standards of higher education applicable to each institution, 
(2) to determine the functions and courses of study at each institution, 
(3) to grant degrees and other forms of academic recognition for com-
pletion of courses of study at instituti.ons, (4) to recommend to the 
Governor and the State Legislature budget allocat:Lons for each institu-
t:j_on, (5) to determine fees to be charged students at institutions, 
(6) to allocate the.various institutions in the State System funds 
appropriated in lump·sum by the Legislature, and (7) to function gener-
. 6 
ally as a coordinating agency for the unified State System, 
State Aid apportionments to local school districts are made by the 
State Board of Education through its Director of Finance. Since the 
Director is bonded by law it is his responsibility to see that no funds 
are apportioned to ineligible districts nor expended improperly by 
5state of Oklahoma, Budget. for Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1968 
(Oklahoma City, 1967), p, 23. 
6Ibid., pp. 23-24, 
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others. This necessitates auditing·and verifying teacher qualifications, 
daily attendance, bus .transportation, and other matters. 7 
As wae shown in _the previous chapter; state funds are divided into 
dedicated and appropriated funds.with.different categories under each. 
State aid is one ·-of four. categories under the · appropriated funds. Of the 
total state funds 95 percent are paid to local subdivisions, and the 
remainder is spent directly by the state in administrative functions 
connected with the various common school programs.· 
Generally speaking, most budget requeets exceed the fiscal appro-
priations .to· specific government functions and agencies.. The. budget for 
higher education is made up from individual budget requests from each of 
the institutions through the appropriate boards to the Regents for Higher 
Education. This board makes certain adjustments before the total is sub-
mitted to the Budget Division. All budgets to be appropriated from the 
General Fund are adjusted within limits of estimated revenue. The fol-
lowing shows the requested artd recommended amounts for fiscal 1968:. 
Requested Recommended 
$69,959,267 $46,836;750 
The Public School Education funds ar1a•submitted in a similar manner 
through appropriate boards. General Fund appropriations requested and 
recommended for fiscal 1968 were as follows: 
Requested Recommended 
$74,295,704 $72, 939 ,616 
7 . Ipi4., p. 37. 
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Public School appropriations from the State General Fund for fiscal 
1967 were: . 
Requested Recommended Actual 
$57,748,160 $66., 726, 111 $67,963,643 
For fiscal 1967 the appropriations for Higher Education were: 
Requested Recommended Actual-
$53,919,050 $38,565,250 $41,896,250 
As a result·of .these appropriations the Board of Regents for Higher 
Education raised student tuition fees at.the colleges and universities 
to be effective in the fall of 1967. Thus, the benefit principle of 
taxation is at work in this instance altqough so~e would argue that the. 
public benefits more from education than the individual. However, until 
some·other solution is offered the trend seems to be toward increased 
costs borne by the individual receiving the higher education. 
Public·School Expenditures Compared 
Despite the growth in state appropriations·for common school aid, 
Oklahoma has not reached the average expenditure for the nation. 
Table XVIII shows a five-year comparison of growth in expenditures per 
pupil in average daily :attendance .for selected states and the average· 
for all states. Oklahoma exceeds Arkansas·and Texas in amount expended 
for 1966-6 7, but falls below the other four· states in the seven-state ·. 
area. · Six of the sev.en: states are below the national average expended 
per pupil, while Colorado spends slightly more than the average. Of the 
contigous states, New York had the highest expenditure per pupil in 
1966:..67 -- $912, while Mississippi had. the .lowest at $315. · ~ew York also 
showed the largest increase at $311 per pupil for the five :rears while 
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Ohio with $70 made .the smallest. · Although below the average increase,· 
Oklahoma increased expenditures per pupil·more than did four of the. 
states for the period shown •. 
TABLE·XVIII 
CURRENT .. EXPENDITURES l'ER I>UPTL _IN l\VEM.GE 'OAlL.Y. ATTENDANCE 
, . ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SQijOOLS -_, SELE,CTE.ll. STATES 
AN.P. U.. S • ·AVERAGE',.- 1962.-6 7 
Percentage 
Amount Increase 
State 1961-62 19~6...,q7 Incre'a~,. 1962-:67 
Ok:J_ahoma $333 $461 $128 38.4 
Texas 372 449 77 20~7 
Kansas 406 533 127 31.3 
Missouri 383 496 113 29.5 
New Mexico 383 556 173 45.2 
Colorado 417 571 · 154 36.9 
Arkansas 266 390 124 46.6 
50 States and D. c. 
Average· 415 564 149 35.9 
Source: Oklahoma State Department of Education, Sta·tistical, 
Pamphlet- (Oklahoma City, 1967), p. 14. (Percentages by the author) 
When the percentage increase in expenditures over the period is 
computed, Texas showed the smallest absolute gain per pupil as well as 
percentage increase. d' Although. Oklahoma. made less.· than the avtrage total 
'·.. -
increase, the percentage gain was greater than the average a~~ was only 
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exceeded by percentage gains .in Arkansas . and New Mexico. Thus, New 
Mexico.appears to have made the best improvement in performance in meet-
ing common school rieeds in the seven-state area. 
Measui-ing expenditures per pupil fails.to reflect some important 
factors in comparing differences among states or other subdivisions.· 
Population density, .income per capita a17,d the proportion that school ex-
. penditures are of the·· total expended by the. governmental unit are a vital 
part of such analysis. The extent of each of these factors is not always 
apparent from a given set of data such as presented above, More tha17, one 
statistical comparison may be necessary to arrive a.t any conclusion about 
the effort put fortl:i by a state or local government in providing educa-
tional funds.· 
A starting point m;i.ght well be .a c;.cimparisonof educatiorial expendi-
. . . : ' . 
tures relative to .total exp'enditureEU;nade tn e~th state as 'shown in 
. . ·. ', '. . . . . ' . 
Table XIX. These expenditures are shpwn as perC:eni::~ges for state and 
local governments. combined and each separa~e.ly~ · · For instance, 39, 9 per-
cent of total direct general expenditures· by Oklahoma .state an~ lo'cal .· 
governments went for .ed.ucation ill 19.65-66. This was hear the average 
for the United States total. Expenditures:for local schools by state 
. . ' . . 
and local governments in Oklahoma amou~ted to 27.2 percent of.t~tal ex-
. . 
penditures for all .functions. ltigher educ1:1,tiort e:l!,:p~nditures amounted to 
11. 6 percent of the same total. the state government spent 25 .• 1 percent 
of total direct expenditures fo:t all education with .4 percent for local 
schools, 22, 5 percent . for. higher education, · an.d 2, 2 for other educational 
purposes suc:.h as the state library, Local governments· in Oklahoma devoted 
55. 8 percent of total direct exp~nditures to local schools. .This amot.mt 
TABLE XIX 
EXPENDITURES ",FOR-EDUCATION_ AS PERCENT OF TOTAL'· DIRECT 
GENERAL EXPENDITURES BY LEVEL OF _GOVERNMENT AND 
' TOTAL UNITEU.BTATES AND SELECTED, STA.TES 
1.965::;-66 
State 'and 
Level of Government 
All 
Education 
Local 
Schools 
Higher 
Education 
Other 
Education 
U. s. Total 
State Government. 
Local Government 
Arkansas Total 
State Government 
Local Government 
Colora,do Total 
State Government 
Local Government 
Kansas Total 
StatElo GovernmEl,nt 
Local Government 
Missouri.Total 
State Government 
Local Government 
New Mexico Total·. 
State Government 
Local Government 
Oklahoma Total 
State Government 
Local Government 
Texas Total 
State Government 
Local Government 
(Percentage of Total Expenditures) 
40.2 
26.0 
47 I 9 • 
38.0 
23,1 
52., 5 
45,6 
38,0 
49.9 
42,6 
31.8 
48,9 
40,6 
20.1 
54.6 
46.6 
30.5 
64.4 
39.9 
25.1 
55.8 
43.9 
25.7 
54.0 
30,3 
.8 
46,3 
26.7 
.3 
52.5 
31.2 
48.5 
30.0 
47,5 
31.4 
52,8 
30.8 
• 7 
64.4 
27.2 
.4 
55.6 
33.9 
1.2 
52.2 
8,7 
21.8 
1.6 
9.3 
18.9 
13.4 
35,0 
1.4 
11. 9 
30.0 
1.4 
8.6 
18.7 
1.8 
14.6 
27 .6 
11,6 
22.5 
.2 
9,5 
23,2 
1.8 
Source:, Governmental Finance.,., G. F. 13; U, S. Department of 
Commerce, Washington D •. C. 
' 
1.2 
3.4 
2,0 
3.9 
1.0 
3,0 
.7 
1.8 
.6 
1.4 
1.2 
2.2 
1.1 
2.2 
.5 
1.3 
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includes ·state and.federal grants which explains the low percentage for 
state government.for this purpose. 
By comparing these percentages for the functions shown·for the. 
different levels of government in. each state; the relative performance 
of each state can be compared to the national average and to the other 
states. For the total of state and local governments~ New Mexico and 
Colorado spent the highest percentage for all education and were above 
average. Texas, 'Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma and Arkansas complete the 
rankings in that orqer for the seven-state area. When the.levels of 
government are taken separately, the rankings .are changed. New Mexico 
and Oklahoma rank highest in.percentage of total expenditures made by 
local governments devoted to.local schools, The other.states.are above. 
average in this respect, Missouri has about·the average percentage of 
state expenditures. made on higher education with the other six states 
spending a higher proportion •. 
These comparisons appear to imply a lack of effort by state govern-
ments in meeting local school needs, but most states channel their reve-
nue through the.local districts. Meaaured in tertJ!.s.of percentage of 
total expenditures devoted.to education Oklahoma shows an average per-
formance. ' 
Another method of measuring the performance of states relative to 
expenditures on specific·. functions is the relationship of the expenditures 
to personal income. . Some of these· are· presented in Table XX. along with 
· revenue measured in the same manner· for state government only. Since 
expenditures by a particular-state do not reflect the.source of funds,· 
it is necessary to look at bo.th revenue. and expenditures in relation to 
income •.. Thus; Arkansas's state. education expenditures., · which were 
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slightly below the national average as a percentage of state and local 
expenditures, amounts to more dollars·per $1,000 of personal income than 
either the average or median for all states. To complete.the analysis,· 
ta~es per $1,000 of personal income equaled nearly 50 percent more for 
Arkansas. than that fol:' the average state •. Of course, it should. be noted·. 
that the revenue part of the table does not show the portion going to 
~q.ucation. 
TA]lLE XX 
RELATION OF SELECTED ITEMS OF STATE GOVER:mmNT 
FINANCES TO PERSONAL IN.COME:. 1966 
Gen, Revenue per $1,000 Gen, ·Expenditures per $1,000 
Personal Income Personal Income · 
Froi:n All Higher 
Total· Taxes Fed. Gov •. Total Educati.on Education 
(dollars) 
50 State Ave. 88.36 55.52 22.19 86.95 33.54 12 .• 00 
Median State 105.92 58.63 27.93 105.50· 40.49 15.98 
Arkansas 128.95 73.95 45. 7 5 · 123.24 46.70 16 .51 · 
Colorado 110.15 61.68 33. 72 106. 00 42.25 24.02 
Kansas 93.64 58.49 22.75 88.03 36.66 16.84 
Missouri 81.17 48.47 26.48 74. 01 · 27 .66 10.25 
New Mexico 189 •. 52 90.79 62. 72 178.86 88.12 34.20 
Oklahoma 129 •. 10 69.37 40.19 128.32 47.70 21.43 
Texas 87.01 51.17 23.24 79.44 39.27 12.35 
Sour~e: Governmental Finances - G. F. 13, u. S. Department of. 
Commerce, Washington D. c. 
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Despite the lack of precise measurements. this affords a better 
comparison than that presented earlier. When measured in terms of income 
paid in taxes, the . states showing the. lowest proportion of·· total expendi-
tures going for education, rank higher in expenditures. and tax revenue 
raised per $1,000 personal income. It should be pointed out that this 
doesn't allow for non-tax revenue which is .a higher proportion of all 
revenue in some states than others. However, these data indicate that 
New Mexico, Arkansas, and Oklahoma are putting more effort into education 
than the other four .. states when measured by income. As was pointed out 
in the previous chapter, Oklahoma raises a higher proportion of general 
revenue from non-tax sources -than the national average. Therefore; the 
effort isn't lacking in this respect.· 
Unfortunately the data used in Table.XX did not reflect expenditures 
on common schools except by implication, Some states have expenditures 
classed as education other than local schools and institutions of higher 
education, Since these data do not reflect local government participa-
tion, the actual expenditures from which the percentages in Table XIX 
were computed are used to compute the proportion of total personal income 
devoted to education functions by-state and local governments. Personal 
income for the calendar year 1965 was used in this computation, The 
results are shown in Table XXI. 
When both state and local expenditures are used it can be seen that 
the influence of local expenditures changes the ranking among the.seven 
states. Oklahoma dropped to third place where state expenditures alone 
placed her second. This reflects a lower participation of local govern-
ments in educational expenditures. New Mexico education expenditures 
represent a higher-percentage of income in .both_instances. while Colorado 
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seems to excell in local effort to finance education. Therefore, it is 
concluded that Oklahoma, ranks. second among the seven states and is about 
the national average in state government effort put into education.· The 
state ranks third among the seven states in the combined effort of state 
and local government when educat.ion expenditures are measured in terms 
of income. 
TABLE XXI 
PERCENT OF PERSONAL INCOME EXPENDED ON EDUCATION 
BY STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT U. S, 
AVERAGE AND SELECTED STATES 
1965-66 
Local. Higher 
Schools Education 
u. S. Average 4.8 1.4 
Arkansas 4.7 1. 7 
Colorado 6.0 2.6 
Kansas 4.6 1.8 
Missouri 4.2 1.2 
New Mexico 7.2 3.4 
Oklahoma 5.0 2.1 
Texas 5.0 1.4 
Total 
Education 
6.4 
6.7 
8.8 
6.5 
5.5 
10.9 
7.4 
6.5 
Source: Computed from data in Governmental Finance - G. F. 13, 
U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington D. C. and Appendix Table IX. 
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Higher Education Expenditures 
The growth in expenditures for higher education in the United States 
is shown in Table XXII. These data show the expenditures by all institu-. 
tions of higher education and separate expenditures each year by public 
or non-public sources. Therefore, private funds going to state schools 
are shown as non public. Although there is some variation in the per-
centage from each source during the period, there is generally an in-
creasing percentage coming from public funds. 
While the last section showed data on expenditures. for state insti-
tutions of higher education, there was no real measure of state effort 
shown due to the inclusion of non-tax revenues in the data. To properly 
measure the relative effort of states in supporting higher education, the 
percentage of income represented by direct appropriations is used. This 
contrasts with the data in Table XXIII which show the growth in state 
tax support for higher education. The validity of this comparison depends 
upon the relationships existing during the base period-"'" in this case 
appropriations in 1959-60. While the data in Table XXIII indicate a very 
high percentage of increase in state taxes appropriated for higher educa-
tion, there i.s no basis for comparing the 1959-60 appropriations among. 
the states. 
·, 
In order to relate the.growth in appropriations to personal income 
and its growth the data from Table XXIII are combined with income infor-
mation and recomputed. By computing the percentage that the appropriated 
funds are of total personal income for each state, a comparison can be 
made of the performance of each in the effort put forth in meeting higher 
education needs. These results are presented in Table XXIV, Missouri 
showed the greatest percentage gain in appropriations over the eight 
Fiscal Ye.ars 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
TABLE XXII 
EXPENDITURES FROM CURRENT FUNDS BY INSTITUTIONS 
OF HIGHER EDUCATION, UNITED STATES 
1955-56 TO 1967-68 
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Total Public Non-Public 
Amount Amount 
Percent of 
Total· Amount 
~) 
Percent of 
Total 
·:•i,• :;,, .. 
(Amount in.billions of curr1nt: dollars) 
3.3 1.8 54.5 1.5 45.5 
3.9 2.2 56.4 1. 7 43.6 
4.2 2.4 57,1 1.8 42.9 
4.9 2.8 57.1 2.1 42.9 
5.4 3.0 55.6 2.4 44.4 
6.0 3.3 55.0 2.7 45.0 
6.8 3.7 54.4 3.1 45.6 
7.9 4.3 54.4 3.6 45.6 
8.9 5.0 56.2 3.9 43.8 
9.8 5.5 56.1 4.3 43.9 
1L4 6.5 57.0 4.9 43.0 
13. 2 7.6 57.6 5.6 42.4 
14.6 8.4 57.5 6.2 42.5 
Source~ Projections of Educational Statistics, U. S, Department of 
Health, Education, ·and Welfare, Washington, 1966, pp. 86-87. (Percentages 
computed by author) 
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years, but the 1959-60 appropriations :were.only· .27 percent of.1960 total 
personal in.come -- the,lowest,: percentage of the seven.states shown. With 
a .151 percent increase in appropriatio~s for the six years prior .to 
1965-66, Missouri appropriated only .48 percent of personal income for 
higher education during that year. Personal income increased by only 43 
percent during the same time. However, appropriations·increased sharply 
to 1968. 
TABLE.XXIII 
APPROPRIATIONS OF STATE.TAX FUNDS FOR OPERATING EXPEN~ES 
OF HIGHER EDUCATION UN1:TED STATES AVERAGE 
. AND SELECTED STA,TES, 1959 - 1967 
Percentage 
Gain 
1959-60 1963-64 1965-66 1967-68 60-66 66-68 
(Thousands of dollars) 
United States• 1,399,904 2,182,473 3,053,698 4 ,392'~980 118 44 
Arkansas 13,551 20,369 28,722 38,985 112 36 
Colorado 17,271 35,279 44,073 61,856 155 50 
Kansas 25,036 38;390 48,598 59,003 94 22 
Missouri 24,744 44,526 62,168 92,934 151 50 
New Mexico 11, 165 15,960 21,649 28,954 94 34 
Oklahoma 27,014 33,505 . 41,867 46,858 55 12 
Texas 71,021 114,924 165,301 234,109 133 42 
Source:. Chambers Report, September, 1967. 
TABLE XXIV 
STATE APPROPRIATIONS FOR INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
AS A PERCENTAGE OF PERSONAL INCOME, UNITED STATES 
AND SELECTED STATES, 1959-196.6 
State 1959-60 1963-6.4 
United States .35 .44 
Arkansas .55 .60 
Colorado .43 • 71 
Kansas .53 .69 
Missouri .27 .41 
New Mexico .62 .76 
Oklahoma .62 .64 
Texas .38 .50 
Source: Computed from Table XXII and Appendix Table IX. 
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1965-66 
.53 
.73 
• 78 . 
• 77 
.48 
.92 
.69 
.61 
Oklahoma.was appropriating .62 percent of total personal income for 
higher.education in 1959-60. This was highest of the seven state$ and 
above the.national average. However, the state did not increase appro-. 
pria~ions as rapidly as the other states and in 1965-66 appropriated .69 
percent of the 1966 total personal inGome for higher education. This 
was only fifth among the seven states -- ranking above only Missouri and 
Texas. Personal income increased by 46 percent during the period while 
appropriations gained 55 percent. Thus, Oklahoma has made modest gains 
in appropriations for higher education but has fallen behind the other 
states relative to .percentage of personal income going to higher educa-· 
tion. Per capita personal income in. Oklahoma in 1966 was 84 percent of 
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the national average while Colorado_was 98, Missouri 97, Kansas 96, 
Texas 85, New Mexico 79 and Arkansas 69 percent. 
Trends in State and Local Spending 
Total genetal expenditures by all stat~ and local governments in 
the United States increased by 123 percent in the decade 1955-65. The 
Tax Founcation projects an increase of 89 percent for the.1965-1975 
period. Education showed the largest percentage gain (144 percent) but 
is projected to increase by 83 percent-from 1965 to 1975. Public welfare 
expenditures incre~sed 99 percent and are projected to grow by 170 per-
8 
cent •. The total amount involved in the.latter will be about one-third 
that spent for education in 1975. Table XXV shows the growth in total 
state and local expenditures and those for selected functions 1955-75. 
There are a number of ways of showing growth in expenditures, but 
the trends when unrelated to other factors become misleading, If only 
the dollar amounts are shown the increase appears staggering. The use_ 
of per capita figures.reduces the.rate .somewhat. When constant dollar 
values, ·which reflect price changes, are used the growth rate becomes 
less. Still a more appropriate comparison is to relate government ex-
penditures to changes in the production of the economy. 
Gates and Hudson found-that government expenditures equaled about 
20 percent of the gross national product from 1932 to 1940. After 
climbing to 50 percent in 1944 they dropped back t9 21 percent in.1948. 
These expenditures were 24 percent of national income prior to World War 
II, rose to 57 percent during the war and dropped down-to 24 percent.in 
8Tax Foundation, Fiscal Outlook for State, and Local Government to 
1975- (New York, 1966). 
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9 the po.st war years. Since 1950, however, defense expenditures and 
other costs have sent both percentages up, · 
Function 
Total, general 
Education 
Highways 
TABLE XXV 
STATE AND LOCAL GENERAL EXPENDITURES 
ACTUAL AND. PROJECTED, FISCAL YEARS 
1955-1975 
Amount. (billions) 
Actual Projected 
1955 1965 1975 
expenditures $33.7 $75.0 $142,0 
11. 9 29.0 52.9 
6.5 12.2 16.6 
Public welfare 3.2 6.3 17.1 
Health and hospitals 2.5 5,4 10.6 
All other 9.7 22,l 44.8 
Percent. Change 
1955- 1965-
1965 1975 
+123 + 89 
+144 + 83 
+ 89 + .36 
+ 99 +170 
+128 + 97 
+128 +103 
Source:. Actual data from U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of 
The Census .. Computations and projections by Tax Foundation. 
When viewed in this manner the growth over time is not as alarming 
as the high percentages during war periods. It should be noted that the 
increa~es due to national defense emphasize the point that-increased 
expenditures mean increased public -services or vice versa. 
9Thomas Virgil Gates, and Phillip G. Hudson, "The Patterns of Public 
Expenditures," Public, Finance, ed, "Richard W, Lindholm (New York, 1959), 
p, 83. 
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In the fifteen years, 1948-1963, state and local government 
expenditures (less federal grants) rose by $40.4 billion ($15.9 to 56.3 
billion). In applying population and price changes.Maxwell reduces this 
10 increase from one of 254 percent to 46 percent. This procedure.reduces 
the percentage growth as shown in Table XXV. 
State .and Local Expenditures for Oklah9ma 
To present combined expenditures for.state and local governments .in 
Oklahonia it:is necessary to return to the.1962 data as explained earlier. 
Table XXVI shows state and local expenditures by function for fiscal 
1962. The percentage that each function represents for each level of 
government is also shown.. Not shown is the percentage of· the expenditures 
made by each level of government but this is reflected by examination of 
the.individual items. 
Of course, it should be pointed O\lt that much of the local government 
expenditure comes from state government. In the discussion preceeding 
this section, these expenditures were counted in those for the state, but 
here it is .the final unit making the expenditure. 
The educational expenditure percentages are of particular ,interest 
when state and local amounts are combined. Higher education, .a state 
function, reflects about the same percentage of state expenditures as 
discussed in the preceeding section for later years. The comm.on school 
educational expenditures are pr.;tctically all reflected at the local level 
· although it was shown earlier that less than half .of these come from 
10James A. Maxwell, Financing State and Local Governments (Washing-
ton_,, D. C. 1 1965), p. 229·. 
TABLE XXVI 
· . STATE . AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDTTURES 
.. : .. OKLAHOMA FISCAL YEAR - 1962 
State and Local State 
Per- Per.,. 
Amount Cent Amount Cent 
(Amounts in thousands of 
Total Direct General 
Expenditures 731, 729 100 377, 736 100 
Higher Education 63,994 8.7 63,869 16.9 
Local Schools 194,734 26.6 1,533 .4 
Other Education 
and Libraries 7,649 1.1 5,898 1.6 
Health and Welfare 190,801 26.1 173,769 46.0 
Highways 135,206 18.5 83,393 22.1 
Safety and Police 
Protection 24,656 3.4 3,017 .8 
Sanitation 10,991 1.5 
Development and 
Natural Resources 33,793 4.6 14,730 3.9 
General Control and 
Administration 24,152 3.3 8,317 2.2 
General Public 
Buildings 8,890 1.2 6,329 1. 7 
Interest on General 
Debt 18,470 2.5 7,845 2.1 
Other . 18,393 2.5 9,036 2.4 
94 
Local. 
Per-
Amount Cent 
dollars) 
353,993 100 
125 
193,201 54.6 
1,751 .5 
17,032 4.8 
51,813 14.6 
21,639 6.1 
10,991 3.1 
19,063 5.4 
15,835 4.5 
2,561 .7 
10,625 3.0 
9,357 2.6 
Source:. Table 16, Census of Government; 1962, -Vol. .VII, No. 36, 
P• 23. 
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local. revenues. These expenditures account: for more .than one-fourth of.· 
state and .local, expenditures comb.ined and.over.SO percent of.total local· 
expenditures. 
Highway expenditutes are similar except that the state makes a 
larger proportion .of these direct. · Health and welfat."e are· primarily 
state responsibilities wh.ile police protection is a local function. 
Sanitation i~ a local responsibility usually carried out by municipali-
ties. Development and natural resources expenditures include a variety 
of .expenditures such as parking facilities, parks and playgrounds, and 
airport ·fa~ilities. This explains why there is more spent at the local· 
level than by the.state for these latter functions. 
Oklahoma state and local expenditures per capita rank below the 
neighboring states of Kansas and Colorado but ahead of Arkansas and 
Missouri for fiscal 1962. Table XXVII shows a comparison of selected 
per capita expenditures for Oklahoma and four other states •. 
A further comparison of Oklahoma with the nation can be made by ex-
amining Table VII in the Appendix. The state ranks no higher than 29th 
(for highways) for general expenditure functions, dropping as low .as 40 
for health and hosp:i,.tal expenditures. 
Summary of .. Expenditures• 
This chapter has presented state government expenditures as allocated 
through the budgeting procedure to various functions. A brief ,discussion 
of the functions.accounting for the.larger shares of the state total ex-
penditures gives a better understanding of· these functions in terms of 
benefits received by citizens of the state. Public welfare expenditures., 
which account for about one-third of the total are described in more 
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detail to distinguish between public assistance expenditures and the 
broader concept of welfare as employed in Oklahoma. Education expendi-
tures, the second largest group in the .state budget, are discussed as 
the division. between lq~a+ schools and higher education. These expendi-
tures. are compared with the same functions in surrounding states. The 
growth of state efforts re.lative to personal income, total expenditures, 
and absolu~e amounts per. pupil are examined and analyzed. Trends in 
state and local expenditures for the .nation and state are presented. 
In summary the data presented in this chapter show that expenditures 
for education in Oklahoma as a percen~age of income are average or above. 
State expenditures for local schools have grown at a faster rate than 
those for higher education during recent years. Likewise state contri~ 
bution to·local schools have grown faster than local revenues for this 
function. Expenditures in these respects must be correlated with revenue 
raising efforts which show that Oklahoma state gove.rnment effort exceeds 
four neighboring states while local effort is lagging behind. 
TABLE XXVlI 
SELECTED PER CAPIT.A.'STATE,AND LOCAL'EXPENDITU?,ES 
SELECTED STATES ·- 1962 
Oklahoma Kansas Colorado Missouri. 
Total Expenditure 335. 3.Z · 362.32 414.34 · 298.16 
Ed1,.1cation 107. 96 132.25. 153_. 06 97.88 
Higher Educati<:?n · 26.14 32.01 41. 78. 12.51 . 
Local Schools 79.55 98.28 108.11· 84.13 
Highways 55.23 71.71 50.58 51.38 
Public Welfare 58.11 26.05 48.92 33.99 
Hospitals 13,. 80 19.54 21.34 17.39 
Health 2.12 3.01 3.08 2.84 
Source: Censu$ of Gqvernmenis, Table 16, Vol. VII, 1962. ·. 
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Arkansas 
243.34 
80.16 
16 •. 60 
60.45 
51.24 · 
27.19 
13.50 · 
2.19 
CHAPTER V 
ANA~YSES OF TAX BURDENS.BY 
.COUNTIES.IN OKLAHOMA 
Chapter III presented the sources of revenue for stat.e and local 
governments along with trends of collections from these sources. Chapter 
IV showed how the revenues were divided among the various 'governmental 
functions an.d these expenditures were compared with c~rtain other states. 
It _was shown,that these state-and local expenditures are financed by a 
combinati.on of ta:,ces and non-tax reveI\ue. In ·this chapter the.tax reve-. 
nues will .be analyzed as they-relate-to income and wealth in each county 
of the state. 
First, local tax revenue will be subjected to statistical tests to 
detertµine the degree of progression and relatioI'!-ship of ·incidence among· 
the seventy-seven counties. Data cqllected.by the Census of Governments 
is used in this analysis. Secondly, the per capita state.tax collections 
for each county are estimated and tested for degrees of progression. 
Next, the per capita coLl.ection of federal taxes is estimated and analyzed 
in the .same manner, and finally the total tax per capita is estimated.and 
subjected .to the same tests. In. each instance an explanation of possible 
reasons .for extreme deviations will be given. 
In 1962 there were .an estimated 2.4 million peep.le in Oklahoma with 
a perscinal income.of '$4,664 million or $1,915 per capita. There were 
about 613,000 family µnits and 180,000 unrelated individuals making up 
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the hcmseholds in the state. How these households share in the income 
of the state and the proportion of that income paid in taxes is of special 
concern in thi~ study. 
In an Iowa study the households of the state were divided into in"".' 
come groups. Each income grouping was classified according to'seven 
1 
occupations; with farmers divideq into owners and tenants.. Incomes were 
estimated for each grouping on a per family basis. The income groupings 
can be .. determined from census data. and certatn occupational groupings ar.e · 
available as well. as individual earnings by industry. But, there is no 
cross classification available for Oklahoma such.as worked out in Iowa 
and certainly no tax payment data that will correlate with the above. 
The Iowa classification was accomplished by figuring taxes fqr each 
family grouping by (1) estimates of. asset holdings for. the property tax, 
(2) estim~tes .of consumption spending by income and occupation for such 
consumption taxes as sales and cigarettes, (3) estimates of .travel for 
road use taxes and (4) estimates of income for the income tax. Of the 
four estimates ~ade, .the second and four1;h are more likely to approach 
the . actual amounts. tha~ the, othe?;' estimates. 
Considerable effort was expended seeking an approprtate procedure 
to use in this study of Oklahoma taxes. Of course, the most desirable 
one would be a representative sampling of income groups by occupation 
classification. This was not feasible within the scope of this study, 
and then too, thiswould·be limiteq by the lack of .knowledge individuals, 
possessed of taxes paid other than proper.ty taxes, Fe~ people keep re-
cords of such payµients·and the.most useful estimates are on income tax 
1 Cooperative Extension. Service, Financing ili!!., Public Services, Iowa 
State Univei::sity Fact Sheet No. 2 - MA-1442 (Ames, 1965).' 
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returns. These returns would not cover. all indiv.iduals nor families if 
they were available (and they are not). In certain respects some of the 
tax estimates might .be mo:re·accurate than sampling but matching these 
with income and .occupation groups might .not b~ as valid. 
After considering the .various alternatives, it Wal':! decided that use 
of secondary.data.from verifiable sources offered the most suitable means 
of studying tax incidence. A search of such sources revealed that the 
1962 Census ·of .Governments offered the most complete information on reve-
nue and expenditures for counties in the state. Reports from the Okla-
homa Tax Conn:µission supplied assessed valuations for different kinds of. 
property.in each county. These reports also gave state taxes colleqted• 
from.different sources.and some of them are listed by counties. The 
Budget Divisiqn of the State also furnished reports of revenues by source 
and expenditures by use. The Finance Division of .the State Board of Edu- · 
cation compiles annual reports of sc:;mrces of revenue and amounts for 
co~on schools by counties.: By· drawing together this information it was 
possible to use the county unit as a basis for study rather than the 
family unit, 
Income and wealth were selected as the best indicators of tax paying 
ability and performance. Instead of applying these measures to paYfll.ent 
of •taxes by individuals and generalizing as to the. relatiot).ship, it seems 
logical to analyze the general situation and use this as an indication 
of individual cases. This is even more appropriate when the aggregate 
data reflects the facts more accurately. With differences in assessed 
valuation and personal 
on the amount of taxes 
in each.case. 
iricome by counties 
s~dent. 
the.effect of .wealth and income 
Per capita figures are used 
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Methodology 
Models were developed for statistically estimating parameters 
r~lated to the variables of income .and.wealth (assessed value). Fifteen 
. . 
variables .. are used as follows.: 
= Total tax per capita - 1961-62 - fiscal 
= 1962 personal income per capita 
= 1961 assessed value per capita 
x4 = . Adjusted )961 .assessed value per .capita 
= 
= 
= 
= 
xrn = 
x11 = 
X13 = 
x14 = 
~15 = 
X16 = 
Total tax as percent of ,income-(1962) 
Property tax as percent of total tax 
1961 personal income·per capita 
Total tax (X1) as percent of income (1961). 
Property tax per capita - 1961-62 - fiscal 
Percent of 1961 assessed value as farm value 
Percent of 1961 personal income from farm 
1962 assessed value per capita 
Grand total tax per capita 
State. tax per capita · 
Federal tax per capita 
Single equation least squares estimates were used in the experimen-
tal models to. analyze.local taxes.·. After.these trials the variables x5 , 
x6 , x7 , x8 , and x13 were eliminated and these results are not reported 
in the following analyses. In ord~r to give a more precise measurement 
an_d provide for.· quickly identifying the. degree of progression the re-
maining variables (except x10 and x;11 ) .. were converted to natural logs and 
appropriate models used. The logarithmic ,regression mo.dels are used to 
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complete the . local tax analysis and ar.e the only equations used in. 
testing state, federal a.nd total.taxes per capita. 
The Iowa study of tax incidence showed that property taxes as well 
2 
as the total.tax bill (state and local) are largely regr~ssive. In ad-
dition to determining this relationship for local taxes·in Oklahoma it 
was considered desirable to test the wealth effects. Consequently, in-
come per capita and assessed value per capita were used in·each equation 
to estimate the relationship lYectween per capita income and taxes and be-
tween wealth and taxes. The nature of this relationship (linear or 
curvilinear) ·is also tested. 
Local Tax Analysis 
The selection of the variables enumerated above wasmade on the 
basis of .(1) correlating local taxes with income and wealth and 
(2) searching for factors that might explain the deviations from the 
predicted values determined.by the models. Discarding certain variables 
was the result of testing these and finding them statistically insignifi-
cant to the.analyses. A total of 23 equations were tested but the co-' 
efficients obtained will be shown for only 13 of these. A brief expla-
nation of the results of; the other 10 equations will be appropriately 
given in the discussion of the.analyses. 
Since local taxes are largely derived from property assessments, 
the nature of payment of these taxes . is an impor.tant; cons.ideration in 
selection of variables. Some common practices in paying.property taxes 
are (1) pay one-half the total amount in the cloeing weeks of the year 
2Ibid., PP• 3-5, 
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for which a$sessed and pay the·remainder in the early months of the 
following year,'. (2) pay tot.al due in the year assessed from income al-
ready in hand and (3) pay all by check at the close.of·the year due and 
cover.this with deposits made.shortly after .the first _of the next year. 
The latter practices may entail income earned in the.tax year or the tax 
may be paid.from proceeds made after January 1. · The relevancy of .these 
practices is that income data are reported for.the calendar year while. 
tax collection data are for .a.fiscal year. A question arises as to which 
year's income to use.so each was tested. Four equations predicting total 
local tax. per capita, are shown in Table XXVI,II. 
The regression coefficients obtained in equations 1 and 3 are sig-
nificantly different from zero at the 1 percent level in each instance. 
These results indic.ate that the use of personal income for either year 
i~ satisfactorr. Equation 2 produces· different coefficient values when 
x4 , · the 1961 adjusted .assessed value per capita, is used inste.ad of ac-
tual assessed values. This adjustment was made by applying an assessment 
ratio of 20 percent to all real property in each county to.simulate uni~ 
formity .in vaiues. 2 Although the R is acceptable the results .did not· 
in(iicate·a significant difference .to explain deviations so actual as-
sesse·d values were used. 
Equation 4 introduces two additional variables ·in order to determine 
if.the agricultural nature of m1;1,ny counties influenced the deviatiot).s· 
from ·the regression fit in equation 1. Since x10 and Xi 1 are percentages, 
the parameters. associated with them cannot be interpreted in the same·· 
manner.as the others. Here a 1 percentage point change in personal in-. 
come from farming causes a 1. 5 percent change in the same direction in 
taxes. Likewise, a 1 pe.rcent change. in rm:al assessments causes .a 
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4.7 percent change in the same direction in taxes; This implies a larger 
proportionate tax load on farm people in counties with a high percentage 
of rural property, · However, the regression coefficients are .not differ-
ent from zero at the 5 percent significance level. Thus, the hypothesis 
of difference in .the rµral-urban tax incidence can be statistically 
rejected. 
T.ABLE XXVI II 
REGRESSlON EQUATIONS,· 'I'OTAL LOCAL TAX PER CAI>:[TA 
Equations 
Variables 1 2 3 4 
R2 
.885 .853 .887 .885 
** ** ** x - 1962 personal . b• .01485 .01639 .01582 2 income per capita t 16.70391 6.61473 5.77063 
** ** ** x - 1961 assessed b .02525 .02425 .02430 3 
value per capita 17.81619 16.54}99 9.89721 t . 
x - 1961 adjusted 
** 4 assess eel b .021084 
value per capita t 15.23531 
** x - 1961 personal b .01559 7 income per capita t 6.88189 
xlO- percent farm 
value of total b .01548 
assessed - 1961 t .13.728 
XlC percent farm 
income of b .04693 
personal t .25413 
income - 1961 
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In ord.er to test for curvilinearity of the functions the x2 and x3 . 
terms were squared and. added to the equation. The coefficient obt;ained ·· 
2 for x2 was not significantly different from zero indicating a linear re-
lationship between income and taxes. The value of the coefficient of the 
x3 term squared showed a downward curvilinear function as assessed value 
(wealth) increases. However, conclusions in thi.s regard .are deferred 
until after the following discussion of the functions in logarithm form. 
The equatiot?,s discussed above .suggest that for each $1 increase in 
assessed value per capita the average county tax per capita rises by 2.5 
cents. Similarily, a $1 rise in income per capita increases the average 
tax by 1. 5 cents. The use of logarithm functions permits a direct inter-
.pretation on percentage increases as well as determining progression. 
If the coefficient value .of a single variable functioP, is less than 1.0 
then the tax is regressive. A value higher than 1.0 indicates progres-
siveness in the tax. These equations are shown in Table XXIX for total. 
local taxes per capita and also for. property tax pe:r capita. 
The ;first two equations 'lJleasure total local ta;x: as 0) a function 
of ·income alone and (2) as a functi9n of .income ·and wealth (assessed 
value). 2 Although the R for equation 1 is lo~, ·. the co~fficient value is 
significantly different from 1.0 at the .05 level and indicates a regres-
sive tax when considered a fu_nction of income alone. Equation 3 shows a 
higher degree of regressiveness for property taxes·re.l.atiye to wealth. 
When wealth at?,d·income are both used as variables to predict each of the 
local taxes the coefficient values seem to reflect a high degree of .cor-
relation between income and wealth. The otb,er regr~!;!sion models dis-
cussed above·also indicat;ed that both these variables should be used, in 
a predictive.model. But the models in either case.suggest that total 
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local and property taxes are regres:sive to income and wealth. A 1. 0 
percent increase in income causes taxes to rise only .78 percent while 
taxes go up .71 percent .when assessed value is raised 1 percent. 
TABLE XXIX 
REGRESSION EQUA'l'IONS, VARIABLES _IN LOGARITHMS, 
LOCAL J,'AXES ··PER CAf>ITA 
Total Local Tax Local.Property Tax 
per capita per capita 
Equations Equations 
Vari~bles_ 1 2 3 4 
R2 
.485 .900 .802 .862 
.78494* ** LnX2-1962 personal b .32306 .33073 
income per capit~ t 2.30134 13.80101 11.47779 
** LnX3-1961 assessed b .63367 
value per capita t 10.15046 
Lnx4-1961 adjusted ** 
assessed value b • 70_999 .58665 
per capita t 7 .11855 10.191_12 
Property Tax Analysis 
** 
** 
Theoretically, property tax as·a function of wealth is expected to 
show a linear relationsh;i.p under a perfect assessment procedure. In 
practice,.the institutional framework of property assessment does not 
approach perfection. Inaccurate assessment is generally listed as the 
most publicized and most serious administrative fault of the general 
property tax~ Maxwell classes this inaccuracy as two types: 
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(a) underassessment, and (b) deviation of individual property values 
from t~e general assessment ratio of the taxing jurisdiction. 3 
There are-differences in assessment ratios between·county units as 
well :as inequalities of assessment within counties of Oklahoma. The 
property assessment procedure-in Oklahoma·starts with the county tax 
assessor in each county. This officer.is responsible for all property 
assessments except that owned by public utilities and railroads which are· 
made by .the State Board of Equalization a1;1sisted by the _Tax Commission, . 
County procedures may ·vary• in some respects over·. the state but gen-
· erally property values are rendered each year by the owner-at ·the asses-
sor's office or some other central point in the ·county, Personal proper-
ty, both tangible and intangible, is declared by the.owner, He also 
files for homestead exemption on-the real property where he resides and 
may be questioi+ed as to improvements thereon. Real property values that 
have been established are likely · to .be carried over from year to year 
unless adjusted individually or raised by blanket percentages.· 
OnGe the assessor has tabulated all property.values on the rolls, 
the county valuations.are reviewed by the County Equalization Board. 
This board may adjust or equalize local assessments -by classes of proper-
ty.and then transm,its an abstract·to the State Tax Commission. The Com-
mission recommends equalized valuations of county assessments to the 
State Board of Equalization.· Th:i,s-Board attempts to equalize county 
valuations and returns them along with the, public service assessments to 
the county assessor who adjusts the tax rolls accordingly. 
3 James A. Maxwell, Financing State and Local GovernJ.11.ents (Washing-
ton, D. C., 1965), p, 137, 
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This system is designed to provide more ·equitable assessments within 
the counties as well as among the counties. Evidence such.as assessment 
ratio studies and other studies, indicate that this has not been achieved 
in Oklahoma. Parcher and Dyke found that rural property was underas-. 
sessed relative to urban properties and unimproved urban lots were as-
4 
sessed relatively lower than improved properties. · This is. contrary to 
generalized statements made by Henson, Paulsen, and Ratliff in reporting 
rural properties assessed at~ higher percentage of true value than urban 
5 property. The latter authors·also reported a tendency of assessors to 
assess low-valued property closer to its true value and more valuable 
property at a smailer perce~tage of true value. 
Since the.measure of wealth is per.capita property assessments and 
the property tax accounts for 95.percent of all local taxes, the same 
functional relationships .should hold·in equations testing property-taxes 
as shown for total.local tax. Four equations·are shown in Table XXX that 
were used to test the validity of this assumption.· Two equations in 
logarithm form were presented in Table XXIX for local property taxes. 
These gave coefficients similar to the two for total local .taxes. 
Equation 1 in Table XXX gives values close .to those for equation 1 
in Table XXIX. Equation 4 in Table XXX compared with equation 3 of 
Table XXIX with similar values.for the coefficients. However, equation 
3 in Table XXX shows some va_riation from the same sort of function as 
shown by the last equation of. Table XXIX. The difference .in the x10 and 
4 L. ·A, Pareher and -Patil T. Dyke, An ,Analy-sis of .Real Property 
Assessments in Payne-County; Oklahoma, Oklahoma State University 
Processed Series P-525 (Stillwater, 1966), pp. 9-11. 
5William G~ Heuson, Ray G. Paulsen and Charles E. Ratliff, "Property 
Taxes," _Public Finance, ed. Richard W. Lindholm (New York, 1959), p. 414. 
TA8LE XXX 
REGRESSION EQUATIONS, VARIABLES IN LOGARITHMS, 
LOCAL PROPERTY TAX PER CAPITA 
Equations 
Variables 1 2 3 
R2 
.886 .925 ,887 
** ** ** x2-1962 personal b .01380 , 01149 .01465 
income per capita t 6.56586 6.42765 5.55097 
** ** ** x3-1961 assessed b .02469 .04713 .02428 
value per capita t- 18~08740 12.30655 10.23128 
** 
x2 b -.00001 
3 t 6.12488 
x7-~961 personal . b 
income per capita t 
x10-percent farm 
value of·total b .05221 
assessed 1961 t .48076 
x11-percent. farm 
income of 1961 b -.01631 
personal income t -.09173 
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4 
.887 
** 
.02380 
16. 77298 
** 
.01466 
6.55291 
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x11 variables appears to in<;licate·some influence by farm income and 
wealth but the co~fficient values are not significantly different from 
zero at: the , 7 level. . 
The · remaining equations pres.ented in each table are different func-
tions. Equation 2 in Table XXIX; as previously explained, shows -taxes 
as a function .of personal income and the adjusted assessed value •. Equa~ 
tion 2 in Table XXX was a test to determine if taxes were·a decreasing 
function of assessed value,· While the-coefficient value is significant, 
the -final determination was made on the basis of .the logarithm functions, 
The hypothesis of rural-urban differences in prop,erty taxing effects is 
rejected. The functions used to predict total local taxes are equally 
effective in predicting property taxes, 
Deviations· 
When the various'equations are used to predict the per capita tax 
in.each county the deyiations become an important consideration.· The 
selected counties in Table XXXI show .a comparison of actual data with 
predictions using tota+ local tax as a function.of·income and wealth, or 
x1 = f(X2 , x3). 
The counties were selected because of minor deviations. The point 
of consideration here.is the. wide variety of conditions in these counties. 
Adair county has the lowest per capita income·and next to lowest assess-. 
ment l?er capita in the state. Oklahoma county·is a metropolitan complex 
with the third highest per capita income in the state but has a medium 
assessment level. Pawnee county has less than half the per capita income·. 
of Oklahoma county but has a higher assessed value per capita. Pittsburg 
county has a higher per capita income than Pawnee but has less than 
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three-fourths as much valuation per capita. Seminole county is similar 
in these respects to Pittsburg county. Wagoner county is characterized 
by a low income per capita and per capita assessed value somewhat higher 
than Pittsburg. 
Adair 
Oklahoma 
Pawnee 
Pittsburg 
Seminole 
Wagoner 
TABLE XXXI 
COUNTIES WITH MINOR.DEVIATIONS ·BETWEEN 
ACTUAL AND PREDICTED TAX 
Actual Tax Predicted 
$29.62 $29.78 
72.82 72. 74 
51.88 51.90 
46.17 46.31 · 
46.05 46.08 
39. 89 - 39.84 
Deviation 
-$0.16 · 
+ 0.07 
- 0.02 
- 0.14 
- 0.03 
+ 0.05 
The counties listed in Table XXXII show the largest deviations ex-
cept a few extremes which will be analyzed separately. Alfalfa, Cimarron 
and Comanche all had per capita incom,es around $2,000, which is among the 
higher incomes in the state. The first two also had above $3,000 assess-
ments per capita while Comanche had the lowes.t in_ the state at $556 per 
capita •. Canadian and Dewey counties -both had per cap:i,.ta incomes and as.-,-
sessments slightly above average. Murray county had slightly lower in-
come but much lower assessed value per capita. All of these counties, 
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except Coman~he, are predominantly.agricultural with Canadian influenced 
by the Oklahoma City Metropolitan development, These examples indicate 
a tendency for higher tax rates in predominantly agricultural counties. 
Alfalfa 
Canadian 
Cimarron 
Comanche 
Dewey 
Murray 
TABLE XXXII 
COUNTlES WITH LARGE DEVIATIONS BETWEEN 
. ACTUAL-AND PREDICTED TAXES 
Actual Tax Predicted 
$128.66 · $117,61 
66.41 76.97 
136.17 124.02 
37.49 50.19 
88.37 75.83 
70.23 57.54 
Deviation 
+11.05 
-10.56 
+12.09 
-12.70 
+12.54 
+12.69 
The unusually large deviation for Beaver county as shown in Table 
XXXIII, is explained by the higher prqportion of corporate valuations in 
the total per capita assessment of $5,600, which is the highest in the 
state. Available figures indicate that income associated with these cor-
porate properties (other than wages, royalties, etc) is not reflected.in 
the county per capita personal income, Also, farm production accounts· 
for nearly 45 percent of personal income. Harper county, which adjoins 
Beaver, shows some of the same characteristic but has only 35 percent of 
personal income from farming, Woodward county which is adjacent to 
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Harper has more .. urban population and only 21 percent of income from farm 
sources while 41 percent of the assessed value is farm property. Thus, 
the complex nature of the economy in these counties seems to account for 
tbe extreme deviations with the model over predicting in one and under 
estimating the other.two. 
Beaver 
Harper 
Woodward 
TABLE XXXIII 
COUNTIES WITH·EXTREME DEVIATIONS BETWEEN 
ACTUAL·AND PREDICTED TAXES 
Actual·Tax Predicted 
$112. 26. $150.9.5 
106.39 90 .12 . 
90.63 75.51 
Deviation 
-$38.69· 
+ 16.27 
+ 15.12 
The use of the function LnX1 = f(LnX2, LnX3) appears to scramble the 
deviation positions of the counti.es. But these deviations must be inter-· 
preted as-a percentage rather than actual dollar values. Where this is 
applied the results are approximately the same. Beaver.county showed the 
largest deviation at -.26866 which means that deviation value is 26.866 
percent of the predicted value or, put another way, the actual tax is 
73.134 percent of.the predicted tax. This computes:to approximately the 
same-value a$ shown-in.Table XXXIII. Harper county shows a deviation of 
.14918 which means that the predicted tax is 85 percent of the actual 
amount. Woodward county shows .similar results.· 
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Analysis of.State Taxes.at the.County Level 
Available data on state taxes paid by counties are incomplete. 
Gross production, sales, income, and rural electric taxes·are all reported· 
by counties as.is revenue from auto and farm truck licen!'les. Total state 
contributions to local units of government are included in .data discussed 
earlier, 
By using available data it was.possible to compile a total of "se-
lected state taxes'' by counties and use this as. a guide to estimate 
county·payments of state taxes. The use of the gross production tl:l.x 
probably distorts the sample since some·counties pay little or none. The 
sales tax may partially off-set bias with a bias of definite .regressive-
ness. A factor was.derived by computing the proportion that the total 
"selected ta~es" was of the total of all state taxes as reported by the 
Tax Commission. This factor was then applied to the county total of 
"selected taxes" to estimate the total state taxes paid in the county,· 
Thenthe per capita tax paid was computed from this total. 
Th~se estimates of per capita state taxes paid by each county were 
then subjected to statistical tests with logarithms of .the functions. 
In these tests, income and wealth were used separately as dependent var-
iables and then jointly~ The results shown in.Table XXXIV reveal that 
state taxes appear slightly progressive as to income. The coefficient 
values for income and wealth are not significantly different from 1.0. 
For practical purposes it may be concluded that total state taxes are· 
about nuetral with respect to progressiveness .. 
It waE;J pointed out in Chapter.IV that local units of government make 
expenditures that are financed by state and federal revenues. Transfer 
funds become an important part of the local financing of government 
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functions. The extent of the use of these funds varies according to 
functions and some of these have.been pointed out in previous sections 
dealing with individual expenditures.· But it should be advantageous to 
make some comparison of local effort with assistance from state govern-
ment in financing local activities. Examination of the actual data re-
veals certain relationships but is.not a.satisfactory means of measure-
ment. A set.of index numbers was developed for this purpose which enables· 
ready comparison of likenesses and differences.· 
R2 
Ln x -
TABLE XXXIV · 
REGRE.SSION EQUATIONS; . VARIABLES IN LOGARITHMS, 
STATE TAX PER CAPI.TA, BY COUNTIES 
Total State Tax per 
Equation 
1 2 
.313 .395 
1962 personal b 1. 02183 
Capita 
3 
.464 
* .56954 
. 2 
income per capita t .L2477 2 .33581 · 
** Ln X - 1961 assessed b .84530 .62050 3 
value per capita t 1.28074 2.79929 
Each county:per capita figure was computed as a percent of·the state 
average. These percentages are listed. in Table XXXV for four relevant 
.items. The .index number computed from selected taxes is listed in the 
third column and labeled "local effort." Sales tax is not·included since 
the benefits are direct state expenditures. Table X of the Appendix 
COUNTY 
Adair. 
Alfal,fa 
Atoka. 
Beaver 
Beckham 
Blaine 
Bryan. 
Caddo 
Canadian 
Carter 
Cherokee 
Choctaw 
Cimarron 
Cleveland 
Coal 
Comanche 
·Cotton 
Craig 
Creek 
Custer 
Delaware 
.Dewey· 
Ellis 
Garfield 
Garvin 
Grady·. 
Grant 
Greer 
Harmon 
Harper. 
Haskell 
Hughes. 
Jackson 
Jefferson 
Johnston 
Kay 
Kingfisher 
Kiowa 
Latimer 
LeFlore 
Lincoln. 
TABLE. XXXV 
COUNT¥ INDEX NUMBERS FOR SELECTED 
TAX·ITEMS_AND INCOME, OKLAHOMA 
1961-62 
STATE CON-
TRIBUTION TO LOCAL EFFORT 
TOTAL LOCAL LOCAL REVENUE FOR STATE 
REVENUE INDEX IND_;EX TAXES INfJEX" ..... 
81 153 23 
148 155 119 
80 165 24 
208 307 642 
229 119 103 
124 140 60 
85 119 44 
102 136 99 
98 86 58 
85 107 232 
80 136 28 
87 142 23 
221 265 150 
85. 86 90 
87 154 70 
79 83 36 
100 150 ·120 
77 99 . 36 
88 109 144 
JOO 115 55 
86 164 29 
135 200 75 
145 201 70 
99 74 77 
91 124 332 
103 114 126 
151 178 164 
104 131 47 
126 194 53 
152 205 ~65 
95 148 38 
94 141 80 
103 113 54 
110 153 94 
104 151 24 
90 75 87 
137 168 368 
109 139 59 
99 154 29 · 
83 142 33 
103 142 189 
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1961 INCOME 
PER CAPITA 
INDEX 
37 
109 
41 
103 
83 
79 
59 
70 
77 
84 
41 
56 
122; 
69 
48 
103 
58 
70 
63 
84 
41 
78 
84 
100 
74 
75 . 
95 
67 
82 
83 
43 
54 
100 
63 
53 
106 
95 
76 
44 
50 
68 
117 
TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
STATE CON-
TRIBUTION TO LOCAL EFFORT 1961 INCOME 
TOTAL LOCAL LOCAL REVENUE FOR STATE PER CAPITA 
COUNTY REVENUE INDEX INDEX. TAXES INDEX INDEX 
Logan 81 95 92 66 
Love 116 180 198 56 
McClain 99 149 335 55 
McCurtain 97 154 23 43 
Mcintosh 89 168 35 47 
Major 117 150 136 74 
Marshall 93 135 142 65 
Mayes 81 134 36 64 
Murray 105 81 44 64 
Muskogee 101 11.4 54 93 
Noble 117 126 169 94 
Nowata 89 134 11.7 76 
Okfuskee 105 164 127 52 
Oklahoma 105 68 87 135 
Okmulgee 79 110 62 76 
Osage 99 136 362 57 
Ottawa 79 103 44 88 
Pawnee 99 133 108 58 
Payne 62 71 68 79 
Pittsburg 85 121 35 72 
Pontotoc 80 92 90 81 
Pottawatomie 91 111 85 72 
Pushmataha 111 188 22 40 
Roger Mills 113 189 40 74 
Rogers 97 113 58 55 
Seminole 101 123 160 69 
Sequoyah 93 153 26 34 
Stephens 95 123 279 96 . 
Texas 178 197 315 112 
Tillman 118 131 65 88 
Tulsa 103 54 98 152 
Wagoner 78 126 14 40 
Washington 111 86 169 166 
Washita 96 126 41 60 
Woods 122 117 70 96 
Woodward 132 126 66 91 
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shows a comparison of the sales ,tax payments and benefits received by 
counties. 
Adair county gets practically .the same per capita contribution from 
state government as Alfalfa county which puts about five times the effort 
into state payment of taxes as Adair county,. However, .per capita income 
in Alfalfa county is about th:t:"ee times that in Adair-county. Likewise, 
the citizens of Alfalfa county spend nearly_ twice as much per capita .at --
the local level, 
Beaver county pays nearly six and one-half times as much.state tax 
per capita as the state average (which equals 100). This is due fo the 
high per capita gross production tax collected.in the county. The county 
also spends twice the average in local revenues, Since a. porti.on of the_ 
gross production tax is _returned to -the county where collected, the state 
contribution per capita is three times the average, 
Comanche-county which has about the state average per capita income, 
puts only a third of the average into payment of state taxes, or about 
the same as Craig county with less per capita income, Garfield county, 
with about the same per capita income as Comanche, pays over twice as 
much into state taxes and receives· a little less in state .contributions. -
Cotton county with slightly over half the income per capita of Alfalfa 
county puts about the same effort into payment of state taxes and re-
ceives about the same contributions. 
Federal Taxes at County Level 
Federal taJi;es paid in Oklahoma are available on a state total-basis 
only, Since the.state income tax is closely related to the federc;tl in-
come tax, data on state.income tax by counties was used to _estimate 
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federal income taxes per capita, The federal income tax and other federal 
tax collections for the state, as reported by the Interq.al Revenue Ser-
vice, were distributed among counti_es ·on the same basis as the state in-
come tax. These estimates resulted in a per capita federal tax of $392 
for Oklahoma. The Tax Foundation estimated $376 per capita in federal 
taxes·for Oklahoma during the same period which was· obtained by applying. 
a special formula to total tax collections reported by the Internal Reve- · 
nur S . 6 ervice. 
Since the·procedure used in this study results in only 4 percent 
more tax per capita than the estimate cited above, the $392 per capita 
estimate seems realistic, 
The per capita estimates of federal taxes paid in each county were 
subjected to the same tests as state taxes. The results show a coeffi"'." 
cient of 1. 78193 for income as an _independent variable alone, indicating 
the strong progressiveness of·federal taxes (Table XXXVI), The coeffi-
cient for wealth showed a regressive tendency but it is not significantly 
different from 1. O. When the two variables are used jointly in the func-
tion,·the coefficient for income remains.relatively high. This is ex-. 
pected since the·income tax is over ha:lf the total and the other taxes 
are estimated from this base. 
To strengthen.the case for progressiveness of federal taxes, the 
data in Table XXXVII show the percentage of income from various income 
levels collected as federal income taxes. These data are for state totals 
and of course for the income tax only. Since these data represent aver-
ages, there can be no definite determination of the degree of 
6Tax-Foundation, Facts and Figures ..Q!!-.Government Finance, (New 
York; 1963), p. 112. 
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progressiveness but the implication is .evident. It mu~t be. remembered 
that the use of per capita personal income in the analyses presente4 a-. 
hove cannot be compared to income data such as presented in Table XXXVII. 
Per capita personal incom~ is estimated after corporate, business and 
certain other taxes have been paid. 
TABLE XXXVI 
REGRESSION,EQUATIONS, VARIABLES.IN. LOGARITHMS; 
FEDERAL TAX PER CAPITA 
BY CO'P'NTIES 
Equation 
Variable 1 2 
R2 
.850 .318 
** Lnx2-.1962 personal b 1. 78193 
income per capita t 9.0354 
Lnx3 ... 1961 assessed b .801.55 
value per capita t 1.46242 
Total Taxes at County Lev.el 
3 
.856 
1. 68141 
6.75332 
.13791 
11.62276 
** 
** 
The per.capita local taxes·as reported by the Census of Governments 
were combined with the per capita state and federal tax estimates to get 
the total taxes paid per capita in the county. These estimates are shown 
in Table XXXVIII. The total tax per capita was statistically tested in 
the same manner' as state and federal taxes and the results are shown in 
Table XX.XIX, The combination of regressive, neutral and progressive 
taxes resulted.in a progr~ssive total tax as related to income. 
Adjusted. Gross 
Income Classes 
Grand Total. 
Taxable Returns 
Total 
Under $1,000 
$1, 000 > $2 , 000 
$2;000 > $3;000 
$3,000 > $4,000 
$4,000 > $5,000 
$5,000 > $6,000 
$6,000 > $7 ,ooo 
. $7,000 > $8,ciOo 
$8,000 > $9,000 
$9 000 > 10 000 
' ' . . ' . 
$10,000 > $15,000 
$15,000 > $20;000 
$20, 000 > $2.:,., 000 
$25, 000 > $50; 000 
$50~000 or more 
TABLE XXXVII 
FEDERAL .INCOME TAX RETURNS BY ADJUSTED 
GROSS. INCOME, CLASSES · 
'OKLAHOMA, 1961 
Percent Adjusted Income Income 
Of.All Income Per Tax 
Returns ($000) Return ($000) 
100.0 3,421,427 $ 4,678 403,733 
71. 9 3,138,223 5;966 403,733 
2.5 14,957 812 480 
6.8 75,344 1,520 5,414 
8.7 156,898 2,470 11,477 
8.4 215,914 3,528 16,268 
9.7 320,519 4,524 27,741 
9., 0 362,975 5,499 34,578 
7.1 338,066 6,515 35,082 
6.3 342,600 7,464 36,808 
3.8 236,595 . 8,427 28,201 
2.3 161,593 9,481 19,575 
5.0 434,609 11,818 61,940 
1.1 135,602 17,070 23,627 
.4 61,109 22,085 12,432 
. 7 158~782 33,038 40,726 
• 2 122,660 102,989 49,384 
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Tax Percent 
Per Tax of 
Return Income 
$ 552 11.80 
768 12.86 
26 3.21 
109 7.19 
181 7.31 
266 7.53 
392 8.66 
524 9.53 
676 10.38 
802 10.74 
1,004 11. 92 
1,148 12.11 
1,684 14.25 
2, 97.4 17.42 
4,493 20.34 
8,474 25.65 
41,464 40.26 
Source:, Indiv:i.dual·Income Tax Returns 1961 Internal Revenue Service 
Publication No. 471, December 1964,,p. 30. 
COUNTY 
Adair 
Alfalfa 
Atoka 
Beaver 
Beckham 
Blaine 
Bryan 
Caddo 
Canadian 
Carter 
Cherokee 
Choctaw 
Cimarron 
Cleveland 
Coal 
Comanche· 
Cotton 
Craig 
Creek 
Custer 
Delaware 
Dewey 
Ellis 
Garfield 
Garvin 
Grady 
Grant 
Greer 
Harmon 
Harper 
Haskell 
Hughes 
Jackson 
Jefferson 
Johns tori 
Kay 
King:tisher. 
Kiowa· 
Latimer 
LeFlore 
Lincoln 
Log art 
Love 
TABLE XXXVIII · 
SUMMARY OF COUNTY PER CAPITA TAXES BY LEVEL 
OF GOVERNMENT, OKLAHOMA, 1961--62 
LOCAL TAX STATE TAX FEDERAL 
PER PER TAX PER 
CAPITA CAPITA CAPITA 
$ 29.62 $ 36.10 $ 61. 08 
128.66 125.21 272. 90 
30.36 40. 68 · 63.97 
112,26 503.17 500.83 
65.79 125,77 · 242.81 
72, 14 85~43 221.59 
37.70 65,39 130,80 
57.54 108,88 161. 35 
66.41 79.81 258, 05 · 
57,60 221. 03 385.12 
25.54 47.73 89.12 
30.97 43.15· 68.48 
136.11 157.74 448.65 
43.62 104.00 287.50 
39.38 72.48 81.20 
37.49 62.23 165.43 
50. 70 117. 69 144.04 
51. 79 57,89. 139.96 
47.90 141. 34 215.50 
70.04 93.50 285. 77 
33. 55 · 39, 75 53.01 
88.37 90.48 206.46 
92.61 89.38 266.95 
80.90 116.90 420.74 
60.50 291. 35 · 195. 96 
58.00 136.21 206 .15 
115. 46 160.15 · 314.35 
55.28 76.08 169.93 
51.38 83. 72. 268.88 
106.39 387.99 200.88 
43.88 53.13 95.12 
52.17 86.37 98.32 
38.99 87.05 253.85 
68,26 97 .so· 159.96 
43.18 36.26 59.16 
78.70 106.95 412.30 
103. 96 351.18 399.01 
70.35 91.07 232.85 
30.67 43.03 71.16 
38.81· 49.26 89.41 
66.30 193.10 144.29 
60.05 100.97 185.45 
61.38 167.35 109.84 
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TOTAL 
TAX PER 
CAPITA 
$ 126.80 
526, 77 
134.94 
1.116.26 
434.37 
379.16 
233 .89 . 
327.77· 
404.27 
663,75· 
162.39 
142.60 
742.50 
435.12 · 
193.06 
265.15 
311. 94 
249.64 
404.74 
449.31 
126.31 
385.31 
448.94 
618.54 
547.81 
400.36 
589.96 
301. 29 
403.98 
695.26 
192 .13 
236.86 
379.89 
325. 72 
138. 60 
597.95 
854.15 
394.27 
144.86 
177 .48 
403.69 
346.47 
338.57 
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TABLE XXXVIII-(Continued) 
LOCAL TAX STATE TAX. FEDERAL TOTAL 
PER PER TAX PER TAX PER· 
COUNTY CAPITA CAPITA CAPITA CAPITA 
McClain- $ 54.69 $287.46 $132.03 $ 474.18 
McCurtain 41.50 38.98 63.90 144.38 
Mcintosh 34.63 57.13 108.95 200.71 
Major 73.24 136.73 174.08 384.05 
Marshall 55.09 142.29 166.15 363.53 
Mayes 40.51 58.41 139. 73 238.65 
Murray 70.23 63.18 115. 25 248.66 
Muskogee 55.03 80. 20 · 301. 22 436.45 
Noble - 84.39 171. 01 265.59 520.99 
Nowata 51. 33 · 112. 92 226.72 390.97 
Okfuskee· 60,92 104.46 89.17 254.55 
Oklahoma 72. 82 · 134.57 620.62 828.01 
Okmulgee . 40.64 81.00 .215. 52 337.16 
Osage 65 .19 . 292.85 187.10 545 .14 
Ottawa 52.07 72.46 208.01 - 332.54 
Pawnee 51.88 108.98 147,10 307.96 
Payne. 39.92 90.54 242 .84. 373.30 
Pittsburg 46.17 60.87 166.84 273.88 
Pontotoc 60.16 · 111.07 236. 34 · 407.57 
Pottawatomie 49.34 107.86· 248.48 405.68 
P\lshmataha 40.74 38.64 48.39 127. 77 
Roger -Mills 55.52 51.30 135.21 242.03 
Rogers 57.01 70.75 157.21 284.97 
Seininole 46.05 16.5.41 193.05 404.51 
Sequoyah 36.93 38.69. 68,92 144.54 
Stephens 60.18 256. 75 - 447. ~o · 764.83 
Texas· 116.10 284.49 414.10 814.69 
Tillman 72.16 87,08 243.37 402.61 
Tulsa, 88.96 138.57 828.42 1,055.95 
Wagoner 39. 89 · 46.54 91.16 177. 59 
Washington . 85.68 178.15 1,166,54 1,430, 37_ 
Washita 51.26 54.61 144.40 250.27 
Woods 96,00 100.70 304.43 501.13 
Woodward 90, 63 - 105.20 299.85 495.68 
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Regressiveness to wealth was indicated but the coefficient est.imate is 
only significantly different from 1. 0 at the , 10 level. The high degree 
of progre~siveness of federal tax.es causes similar results in. total ·taxes 
but at a lower level. _ When wealth and income are both used as indepen..,. 
dent variables, the coefficient for income is slightly greater than 1, 
but is not significantly different from 1. · 
TABLE XXXIX 
REGRESSION EQUATIONS, VARIABLES IN LOGARITHMS, 
TOTAL TAXES PER.CAPITA 
Equations 
Variables 1 2 
R2 
.741 .456 
** LnX2-L962 b. 1.43094 
income per capita t 4.41356 
.1: 
LnX3-1961 assessed b .82566 
value per capita t 1. 67328 
3 
.805 
1.16398 
1. 62212 
.36625 
8.52044 
A few characteristics of the estimates .of total taxes paid to all. 
** 
levels of government should be emphasized at this point. The local taxes 
include 9nly those items labeled as taxes and classified accordingly by · 
the.census.· The estimates of state taxes include items, such as car 
license fees, that are not specifically names. as a tax but are generally 
regarded as such. The federal estimateJ!II inclu.de social security taxes 
and similar .items handled by the Intern~! B.~venue .. Service. 
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Finally, it is emphasized that; the results reported in this study· 
indicate only that total taxes·are progressive among counties. They may 
or may not be progressive .among individuals. Some studies made in other 
states tend to support the results for state and local taxes presented 
in this study. Comparable data on the total tax burden distribution by_ 
income levels are meager. 
Rostvold found the composite rate structure of property, sales, and 
personal·income·taxes in California to be steeply regressive in the en-
tire.range of family income levels from $2,000 to $10,000. In California, 
the family unit with $2,000 of income dedicated 10.7 percent of.its an-
nual income to property and sales taxes •. The family with $10,000 of in-
come allocated·S •. 33 percent of its annual receipts to all three taxes. 
Between $10, 000 and $20, 000 .the burden d.istr:Lbution tends to be slightly 
progr•ssive. 7 Ro~tvold classed the overall pattern of burden distribu-
tion between $2,000 and 1$4,000 as "socially intolerable." He concluded : . 
that social equity demands .that s·ome remedy for lower income households -
8 
must emerge fro~ the legislative process. Since federal t~~es are not 
included in the California study it.is not applicable to the total tax 
i: 
burden but does tend to support results of this study for state and local 
taxes. 
In a study of .. Minnesota state and local taxes, the ratio of tax 
payments to current (1954) income was U shaped as reported by ~rownlee. 9 
7 Gerhard N. Rostvold, Financing California Government (Belmont, 
1967), pp. 82-83. 
8Ibid., p. 84. 
9~~ H. Brownlee, Estimated Distribution of·Minnesota Taxes and 
Public Expenditure Benefits .(Minneapolis, 1960). 
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The lowest income groups paid the highest rate, the middle-sized income 
groups·. paid the lowest, while the highest income groups paid a higher 
rate than the middle. These rates were. 14.8 percent', 5.3 percent and 
9.6 percent respectively. 
Total taxes as . paid. by different income levels in the Unite.a States 
for 1958 were reported as nearly proportional by Weisbroa. 10 - State and 
local taxes showed a regressive tendency while federal taxes were pro-
gressive. 
Summary of County Tax Burdens 
The distribution of per capita tax burdens among Oklahoma counties 
was presented and analyzed in.this chapter. The amounts·of .taxes per 
capita pa~d to county, state and federal governments were tested for 
degree of progression in relation to income and wealth, Regression equa-
tions used in these tests showed local taxes to be regressive to both 
wealth and income. Total state taxes were proportional to income but 
showed a tendency to be regressive to wealth. Federal taxes were pro-
gressive in r~lation to income but were proportional as to wealth. The 
total tax burden was progressive to income but_ at a lesser degree than 
federal taxes. 
The deviations .between the actual·and predicted local taxes were 
analyzed in an attempt to locate factors influencing variation. Lack of 
uniform property assessments, urban and metropolitan growth, and unique 
situations such as military establishments seem to account for the larger 
deviations. 
lOBurton Weisbrod, Spillover of Public Education Costs.and Benefits 
(St. Louis, 1963). 
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Local governments were also analyzed in terms of·relative 
performance~- A set• of· inde:lt numbers for local revenue, contributions 
from state government, local effort for state taxes, and per capita in~ 
come were estimated for each county. 
The total·tax burdens per capita by counties were estimated and 
averaged $580 for the state. Of this total, local taxes amounted to. 
$65, state taxes $123, and feder.al taxes accounted for $392. 
CHAPTER VI 
ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF MEETING 
THE PUBLIC REVENUE PROBLEM 
In the.previous.chapters data.were presented which indicated public 
revenue growing at a slower rate than demands.for public services and 
facil:i.ties. Comparisons and analyses were presented which not·only· 
showed the relative position of Okla,homa with the nation, but aho indi-
cated the impact of taxes and other revenues on· different se.ctions within 
the state.· Some counties have relatively low revenues per capita which 
implies not only less public services but perhaps lower quality, 
In some instances.the low revenues are apparently due to a lack of 
resources.frolll which to tax needed funds. In.others it may be due.to 
failure to extract adequate revenues because of improper assessments or 
other faulty structures.· 
It was shown that state and.federal supporting aids to local.govern-
ments are growing as well as federal aid to the state. Grants-in-aid are 
usually macj.e for a·specific purpose, such as support of a public welfare 
program or local schools. They also may be made for the purpose of 
"equalizing" expendit:ures or revenues between the poorer and more pros-
perous governmental uni ts. In either instance the objective is t.o im-
prove the·welfare of society. If grants-in-aid are to be most effective· 
in meeting th.is objective, then there must be. some means of determining 
equitable distribution of these revenues~ This means .that the tax 
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structure of the recipient government must be equitable in relation to 
that of other governments receiving the same sort of grants. In other 
words, the units should be paying taxes according to their respective 
abilities to pay. A local government may keep revenues down in order to 
receive larger grants-in-aid, 
Obtaining adequate revenue to provide local services, such as 
schools, roads, etc. is the most important problem of county and munici-
pal governments, Although state and federal aids are helpful, the local 
governments have been hard pressed to obtain adequate revenue to meet 
growing demands for these services. This is especially true in rapidly 
expanding urban areas. At the same time local units that are experiencing 
population declines face the problem of. maintaining governmental functions 
at a much higher per capita cost. 
Local governments in rapidly growing areas have not adapted quickly 
to changes necessary to function under the impact of economic growth. 
Cit:f,.es and towns with a declining population find that taxes cannot be 
reduced along with the shrinkage in the property tax base. In fact, 
some local governments in economicly depressed areas show the highest 
assessment ratios as can be seen from examining county assessments in 
Oklahoma. Meeting the impact of .a changing economy on local governments 
requires adjustments which may be mad~ by selecting courses of action 
from numerous proposals. 
The approach to consideration of alternative courses of action to 
follow must be preceeded by an examination of the causes for needed ac-
tion. In earlier sections it was shown that local taxes are a function 
of income and wealth. To this extent the local unit of government is 
prevented from providing adequate public services for its citizens if 
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they have low incomes and/or l9w property values. However, a conflict 
arises with citizens from other local units that are better off when 
revenues of the.latter are used extensively in supportin~ citizens with 
low incomes. · 
Evidence of this type of reaction in Oklahoma ~s ex~mplified by the 
distribution of welfare payments, an extreme example, Of course, the 
sales tax.takes a larger proportion of incom:e from the lower income lev-
els, but these counties ge~ more of the aid. The Welfare :commission 
publishes annual reports.on this assistance and measures the amount re-
turned to the county-against the sales tax payment made by the local 
citizens. Table X in the'Appendix shows.these data for one year. The 
·, 
citizens of Texas County·for instance,.pride themselves in.the.fact that· 
they get much less aid than they·pay for, but they are not elated over 
their tax money going to counties that gets benefits 12 times what they 
pay in, 
This sort of relationship can be applied to some extent in the case 
of federal aid to states as well as that going directly to local units 
of government, Some organized groups and individuals place considerable . 
significance .on the· growth in federal aid to states and local units, 
Table XL shows a long-time trend in a different respect from that pointed 
out in earlier sections; These.data definitely reflect the growing pro-
portion of federal aid to local and state governments. The excess of 
state aids over federal has narrowed as shown-in.the table. 
Before analyzing the choices open to citizens, a brief review of 
the causes of the situationwill be enlightening, Aside from the economic 
reasons, centered chiefly on income disparity, there are many other fun-
damental causes of inadequacies of local governments to meet the needs. 
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of the public. Local and state governments have been analyzed by 
organizations of professors, business men, political leaders, and others. 
1902 
1927 
1952 
Fiscal Year 
1963-1964 
Budgeted-:-
Fiscal 
TABLE XL 
FEDERAL SHARE IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
Total Local 
Direct 
Expenditures 
959 
6,359 
20,073 
50,964 
Federal 
Grants-rn .... Aid. 
To Local 
Units 
To 
States 
State. 
Aids 
To 
Local 
Units 
(in millions of dollars) 
4 3 52 
9 107 596 
237 2,329 5,044 
956 9,046 12,873 
1966-1967 14,700 
Source: Modernizing Local.Govern)Ilent, CED, July 1966. 
Excess of . 
State Aids 
To Local 
Units Over 
Federal 
Aids to 
States. 
49 
489 
2, 715 
3,827 
Local governments collected 53 percent of the total combined taxes 
of national, state, and local governments in the U. s. in 1932. By 1959 
they collected only 14 percent despite substantial increases in local 
tax collections. Bowyer and Stuart list the reasons for these declines 
as: (1) state constitutional and statutory limits on property taxes, 
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(2) the difficulties of .local administration of nonproperty taxes such 
as the income tax, and (3) the unwillingness of·some state legislatures 
. 1 
to give local governments authority to tax nonproperty tax sources. 
These writers also class state supervision of local financial affairs as 
(1) those systems of supervision that tend to be.restrictive by at-
tempting to establish minimum standards for conducting the fiscal affairs 
of the local government or.through outright prohibition of specific prac-
tices such as limiting the amount of indebtedness;.or (2) those tech-
niques that tend to encourage localities to exceed a bare minimum through 
their own initiative. 2 
With reference to .the Oklahoma situation in terms of the relative. 
decline in local tax collections, statutoJ;":y limits are no problem since 
the limit is 35 percent of market value and few counties are close to 
this figure, On the contrary, the Tax Commission and State Equalization 
Board have exerted efforts to get all counties to assess at a minimum of 
20 percent, As to the third point, Oklahoma legislators as previously 
cited have given authority to towns and cities to tax nonproperty tax 
sources. In.regard to the classification of state supervision, Oklahoma 
probably practices both systems to some extent, but this point is not to 
be argued here, except to say that the second point is vital to the 
success of grants-in-aid or revenue sharing programs. 
1 John W. Bowyer, Jr., and Richard Kemneth Stuart, "State and Local 
Administration,'' Public Finance, ed. Richard W. Lindholm (New York, 1965), 
p. 633. 
2Ibid, 
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Inadequacies of Local Units• 
The Committee for Economic Development is.a national nonpolitical 
organization of 200 leading businessmen and educators ·that. has sponsored 
studies of a number of public ,issues and published policy statements 
concerning these. One of these studies lists.the weaknesses of local 
governments as follows: 
1. Very few local units are large enough -- in population, 
areas, or taxable resourees -- to apply modern methods 
in solving current and future problems. Less than half 
contain as many as 1,000 people, less than 10 percent 
have more than 10,000 inhabitants; and less than 1 per-
cent have over 100,000. Even the largest cities find 
major problems insoluble because of limits on their 
geographic areas, their taxable resources, or their 
legal powers. 
2. · Overlapping layers of local government -- municipalities 
and townships within· counties, .and independent school 
districts and special districts within them -- are a 
source of weakness. 
3. Popular con~rol over local governments in ineffective 
or sporadic, and public interest in local politics is 
not high, American·voters collectively must select 
over 500,000 local elective officials -- often obscure 
personalities with inconsequential duties. Less than 
30 percent of American adults vote in separately held 
city elections, while over.60 percent vote in Presi-
dential contests. County, school, township, and 
special district elections commonly attract even 
smaller fractions of voters. 
4. Policy making mechanisms in many units are notably 
weak. The national government has strong executive 
leadership, supported by competent staf:1;' in formu-
lating plans that are then subject to review and 
modification by a representative legislative body. 
Comparable arrangements are found in most.cities, 
but seldom elsewhere among local governments. 
5. Antiquated administrative organizations hamper most 
local governments. Lack of a single executive author-
ity, either.elective or·appointive, is a common fault. 
Functional fragmentation obscures lines of authority. 
6. Positions requiring knowledge of modern technology are 
frequently.occupied by·unqualified personal~ Except. 
in large cities, most department heads are amateurs. The 
spoils system still prevailing in parts of the nation has 
deep roots in many local governments, but is only one 
source of this difficulty •. Pay scales are. usually too 
low to attract competent professional applicants.· Fur-
ther.specialized skills in the public service are3too 
often.held in low esteem by inf],.uential citizens. 
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In earlier writings two authorities present a different view on the 
first weakness.citeq above. Bowyer and Stuart state that this is a com-
mon fallacy-in appraising gover:nmental.admin,istrative efficiency and that 
too much centralization can.be more inefficient than functioning through 
smaller units. 4 These authorities do however generally agree.with the 
second and third poin,ts put forth by CED and perhaps imply recognition 
of some of the others. 
Correcting.these weaknesses is not a simple matter. Proposals often 
made suggest stiffer requirements -for obtaining grants·in-aid from higher 
governmental levels. These proposals tend to overlook the basic needs 
for revenue necessary-to.improve local government, particularly for the 
smaller units,· Of~en local -citizens distrust _the competence of state and 
federal governments to render satisfactory local service.· Some-assist-
ance programs in recent years have tended to perpetuate the problems 
rather than aid in solution of them. 
This study·is concerned with financing public services and not with 
governmental reform. However, CED proposals for changes in local govern-
ments include reducing local units by 80 percent., This raises a question 
as to criteria for select:i,ng the local units to consolidate qr survive 
independently. In the fin1:tl analysis, the ability of the un:i.t to raise 
3committee for' Economic Development, Modernizing Local Government, 
A Statement by the Research and Policy Committee (New York, 1967). · 
4 Bowyer and Stuart, p, 635. 
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revenue may be the determining factor with the low income.communitie$ 
coming under state or federal control.of local affairs. If .the economic 
and soc.ial well-being of· the local. citizens are enhanced by this develop-
ment then this solution may be.the most. acceptable. It would appear, 
however, that a. different set of rules may be.needed for the.small local 
governments than those·applied to larger urban centers. 
In .a later report _CED preseI;J.ts general recommendat.ions and specific 
proposals for changes in state-local .. fiscal relations as follows: 
1. States should take greater responsibility for pay-
ing for education and welfare, either through direct 
expenditures or thrc;mgh grants-in-aid, in order to help 
equalize and improve the financial ability of·local 
governments to meet their needs in these fields. 
2. · States should accept full responsibility for assuring 
state-wide equitable and uniform-assessment of real 
property. Assessment ratios of all classes of real 
property, including land,·should be equalized on the 
basis of market value. Limitations on local powers 
over property taxes·and debts should be removed fr.om 
state constitutions and, where desirable, should be 
imposed only by statute~ 
Property tax exemptions.for special private interest 
gro4ps such as homesteaders .and veterans should.be 
aboiished. If states.continue to require such sub-
sidtes through property tax ~xemptions they .should 
reimburse local governments fo1:' the.reventie losses 
incurred. States and local go~ernments should.also 
negotiate with private tax-exempt ~rganiz~.tions to 
pay for direct public services rendered. States, 
the national government, and other public bodies 
should pay local govetnments a.fair.share of the 
local public service costs applicable to their prop-
erties. 
3. If·they need more revenue, state governments should 
broaden the coverage of services under a general re-
tail sales ta.x, make more effective use of such a 
broad retail sales tax, and make greater use of the 
personal income tax, 
States should permit local governments tq impose 
general retail.sales taxes and personal incom~ taxes 
only in.the form of supplements to state taxes. 
4. The national government through the Congress and the 
Bureau of the Budget should appraise the grant-in-aid 
system and est.ablish procedures for a regular review 
of .individual grant-~n-aid programs. The goal of the 
review should be to promote effi.cient use of public· 
funds, to further beneficial participation by state 
and local governments, and increasingly to distribute 
funds according to the location of poor persons and· 
the.shortage of resources in poor jurisdictions. 
Two major plans have been advanced.to deal with a 
potential federal budget surplus and to overcome re-
straints .on state finance. One is a plan for the 
national government to provide general assistance 
grants to the states. Essentially, this plan would 
transfer.funds from the national government to the 
states primarily on the basis of·population with 
practically no restrictions as to their·use.: The 
other plan would provide federal income tax reduction 
iri the.form of·a partial tax credit--:- on top of the 
deductibility provisions·in the present federal in-
come tax---: allowing individual taxpayers .to offset a 
portion.of their payments of state income taxes against 
their federal income·tax liability. 
The general assistance plan makes use of federal income 
tax revenues. and. would be at the expense mainly of 
future federal income tax reductions. The partial tax 
credit plan would reduce future federal income tax 
revenues but encourage state income taxation.5 
CED Recommendations Applied to Oklahoma 
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The suggested reduction in local units has been underway in Oklahoma 
first by elimination of township units and secondly by consolidation of 
school districts. The latter move has been accomplishec;l thrc:mgh the 
legislature as a requirement for state aid. County modernization at-
tempts have been limited to the recent establishment of district attorneys 
and proposals in.the 1968 legislature to replace the jurisdiction of 
county scho.ol superintendents with supervision by the State Department 
5committee for Economic Development, A Fiscal Program for~ Balanced 
Fed,eralism,- A Statement by the Research -artd Policy Committee, June 1967, 
PP• 11-14. 
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of Education. The latter proposal grew out of the school district 
consolidation movement.and state.subsidy of county superintendent sala-
ries. These changes have probably been made because of necessity or 
other pressures rather than following guidelines established by CED, 
Other suggestions for solutions to local problems have apparently re-· 
ceived little attention state-wide. 
Oklahoma.seems to have met or is currently considering changes 
which are contained in the recommendations for improvement in state 
governments. The state has been at the top in direct welfare expendi-
tures. Grants-in-aid to education have been made for a number of years, 
and as·presented in Chapter IV, are above the average share of income 
contributed to this purpose. In welfare administration the state retains 
control, while the school districts are largely responsible for state 
aid.funds for local schools but under general supervision of.the state. 
The passage of Senate Bill 141 by the 1967 Legislature·may meet 
the recommendations contained in Items 2a and 2b. This bill provides 
for·the physical inspection a~d revaluation of all real property in 
Oklahoma.by January 1972 and reassessment every five years, This legis-
lation is expected to accomplish what previous attempts have failed to 
do--· obtain a more equitable valuation within and among counties with 
respect to market value. County assessors.could proceed after passage of. 
the bill in May of 1967 but are required to start revaluation by Janu-
ary 1, 1969. Item 2c dealing with limitations. on local .powers does not 
appear to be the problem in Oklahoma since most effort has been directed 
at getting more state control which may be the best way to correct the 
property tax problem. 
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Homestead exemption of the first .$1,·000 -valuation is a practice in 
Oklahoma.and it can be·argued that the state has compensated for this 
thrqugh educational and other grants-in-,,aid. Parcher and Dyke es.timated. 
that removal of homestead exemption would increase.tax revenue·by 26 pel'.'-
6 
cent in Payne County. If this is an average situation, local tax reve-
nues in the state could.be increased considerably by this one.action 
alone •. It is argued that repeal would throw a taxation burden on the 
small low-income homeowners. Parcher and Dyke.offer an alternate pro-
posal of taxing one-half the first $2,000, which would.increase tax 
7 
revenue by . 6 percent •. 
Property tax exemptions for special interest:- private groups have 
attracted little attention ;in Oklahoma, In some state1;1 officials have 
removed exemptions and are collecting revenues from these .sources. Byron 
E. Calame reported in The Wall Street Journal,. November 16, 1966, that 
cities and. 0th.er taxing units are trying to collect taxes on certaiu 
properties owned or operated by churches, colleges, fraternal orders and 
other tax exempt groups. Generally, the drive is to tax properties not 
specifically used for educational, religious or charitable purposes, but 
in some instances · exemption under . even .. these latter uses is being ques-
tioned. Many groups including churches, in .other states have voluntarily 
offered to pay for local services rendered. 
With the large amount of public owned property created in Oklahoma,. 
the recommendation that state·and national governments pay local units 
6L. A. Parcher and Paul T. D.yk.e, & Analysis of Real Property 
Assessments in PayneCounty; Oklahoma, Oklahoma StateUniversity 
Processed Series P-525 (Stillwater, 1966), p. 21. 
7Ibid., p. 22. 
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for services rendered is certainly applicable. Provisions are made for 
special paymertts in some instances involving federal lake projects, but 
generally, the removal of property.from.the tax rolls by such projects 
creates .a local revenue problem despite other benefits which might accrue. 
Iri the cas.e · of general retail sales tax exemptions, Oklahoma. could 
possibly gain. revenue by applying it to certain personal· ser,vices now 
exempt. The income tax.law has been strengthened as pointed out earlier, 
but this might be a further means of increasing state revenue. 
The fourth recommendation .and its sever~! parts are general in na-
ture and cannot be reviewed from one·state's standpoint alone. The va-
lidity of these are really a national issue but they appear to hav~ 
merit •. · This · is partic4larly true of the part which encompasses curren.t 
diacussions in congressional circles of revenue sharing. The .last point, 
relativ~ to income tax credit could work in Oklahoma but might not apply 
in states with no broad-based income tax. This will ,be ·discussed· further 
in a later section. 
The Problem in Oklahoma 
Both the need for revenue and th.e problem of raising the funds were 
set forth by Jim Young in The Daily Oklahoman, May 14, 1967, when he made 
the following statements: 
Where's the money coming from? 
This seems to be a standard question in Oklahoma government 
today as legislators strain to stretch available funds more 
and more. This seems to be·the question that plagues agencies 
dreaming of expanded prqgrams, educators faced with loss of 
faculty becau1;1e of low p.!;Ly, and·increasing demands by the 
federal government for states to.meet minimum program stan-
dards. The legislature this session ·is appropriating 
$177,214,449, which· represents approximately $18 million 
more than was available during the last fiscal year. But 
agencies :suQmitted proposed budgets calling for around 
$100 million more in spending than the state had on.hand, 
Governor Dewey Bartlett was elected on a platform of "no 
new taxes'' and .the legislature made no attempt to. push 
past this obstacle, 
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Young went on to say that certain state leaders maintain that a tax 
increase for Oklahoma in the future is inevitable. How much money is 
needed and the source of the funds.seems to be a big question. Some in-
dicated $30 million in n,ew money would give Oklahoma a.well roum;led pro.;, 
gram, while. others would go higher. Evid_ence from· requests tend, to 
support a higher figure for the state, However, this is on the assump-
tion that local governments will not increase their proportionate·share 
at a faster rate. · 
Sales tax,. gross prodt1ction tax, anci income tax were the sources. 
Young suggested as the most likely big money sources. An increase in 
state sales tax seeI11s to be out ·of the question in view of the use made 
by cities and towns of this source. One of Young's legislative sources 
predicted the sales tax would become more and more important in cities 
and towns, possibly eliminating this as a source of additional revenue 
for the state. Opposition to.an-increase in gross production taxes would 
certainly.come fro'!ll the. oil industry which.is faced with competition from 
foreign oil. This leaves the income tax as the most likely source of 
additional revenue. 
This article points up a paradox in state.political and tax revenue· 
issues.. In a past .gubernatorial campaign one, candidate had as part of• 
his program a one cent increase in the sales tax. Whether this is.sue 
caused his defeat is a matter of debate but at a later date the sales tax. 
increase was submitted to .the state voters and failed to carry. Another 
part of the contradictory situation is that th.e legislative body· seemed 
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to recognize the need for more .tax revenue in 1967 but were reluctant to 
challenge the Governor's apparent mandate from the people. 
However, as cited.in other sections, the 1965 legislature granted 
power to cities and toWI!,s to levy a 1 percent sales ·tax upon approval of 
the voters. In.each instance, up to January 1968, this tax.had been 
approved in those municipalities calling an election on the issue •. The 
question arises as to why the votere have implied opposition to .tax in-
creases in general, and specifically against the sales tax, only to 
approv.e this levy in. local elections. Apparently, the benefit principle 
is more easily recognized and accepted when the. money is to be spent 
close to home. An untested hypothesis is that local.property owners 
work harder for passage of ·the city tax to avoid an increase in property 
taxes. 
Although most of this section.has dealt with state revenues, the 
. problem is also serious at the county and local levels. Funds are not 
availa'qle to meet the .desires of the people for more public services at 
the .local level. The adoption of .the .sales .tax by. cities and towns may 
be a start toward a reversal of the·trend discussed at the beginning of 
this chapter. It could be only the close view of need and the benefits 
accruing to the voters that prompted the approval of the tax.· 
The lack of revenue at t~e local level. has contributed to the state 
problem since many local functions have depended on state raised revenue 
to keep them goin~ •. Roads. and schools are prime examples of this shift. 
To this extent an . increase in local revenue might reli·eve the strain. on · 
state funds. This, of course, depends on the extent of application and 
the.allocation of the funds at the local level. 
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The revenue problem in Oklahoma re1?ults largely from the income 
position of its citizens. ln 1962 the .state was ranked 39th in per cap-
ita incomel and income was 81 percent of .the national average. In 1966 
the per capita income of the.state was 84 percent of the national average. 
The relationship of .expenditures and personal income was presented.in 
Chapter IV. This does not mean that the revenue system is adequately 
meeting state needs.but points up the·fact that improved incomes would 
lessen the problems of public financing. Improving incomes may.take.a 
long time so public revenues may have to be gained by taking a higher 
percentage of present incomes or from further federal assistance. 
Alternative Solutions to.· the Problem 
Legislative events during 1968 should have· considerable influence 
on the. future financial problems of· state and local governments in Okla-
homa. The struggle to prevent new state ta::ices in the face of demands for 
more funds for education was prevalent at the opening of the 1968 Ses.sion. 
If no new revenue is found then the problem remains more acute than in 
1967 since there was less natural growth in revenue. If token measures 
are passed, the·relief will be only temporary and final solutions will 
have to await longer run.means such as property.revaluations or some 
action from subsequent legislative sessions. 
The federal-.state revenue sharing proposals may offer the best long-
run solution for state f:i,.nancia.l problems. One·of these, .the .Heller plan, 
was proposed iri 1964 but wa~ laid aside·due to the fiscal strains of the 
Vietnam crisis. · The plan has drawn many varied reactions from.congress-
men, governors; journalists~ and·economists. Broadly, the.revenue sharing 
proposal is that a given percentage of a federal tax aggregate such as 
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total; revenue from the income tax be put into a trust fund account. The 
funds in this account would then be distributed to state governments .on. 
the basis of .an automatic distribution formula. The formula would be 
applied after the fund was divided into two portions -- "eq:ualization", 
and "majo+"· The latter woulc;l go to all states by a specified formula 
while the other would go only to tl:}.e seventeen states with the lowest per. 
capita incomes; 
The size of the .portions as well as the total dolla,i;s diverted is a 
political-economic variable and the adoption of the distribution formulas 
is apt to be very controversial. .However, Plummer used proposed formulas 
for each portion with three assumed levels of the equalizati.on portion. 
He found that the pattern of·per capita r~ceipts o{ shared revenues 
flowing to. individual states varies greatly ·as. the relative size of the. 
8 
equalization portion increases. Whereas all grants-in-aid taken together· 
have no significant equalizing or diseq'l:lalizing impact, revenue·sharing 
would have significant equalizing impact. without.the equalization portion. 
The general courses of action .open to Oklahoma citizens in raising 
more revenue are about the same as faced by ci1;:izens of other stat.es. 
They·may choose to pa,y for added services by raising local revenue or 
seek'more assistance from higher levels of government. If this assist-
ance is desirable, it can be obtained by continuing the functional-grants-
in-aid from state and federal governments or through a revenue sharing 
plan. Some Oklahoma state taxes are shareq. with local governments btit 
on a conditional use for speci:Eic functions .• 
8 James L. Plummer, "Federal-State Revenue Sharing," The Southern, 
Economic Jourrtal, XXIII (1966), pp •. 120-126. 
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Within the framework of either of the general courses.of action 
presented above is the decision of whether to expand and improve public 
services or to curtail government activity. Of course, if the latter. 
choice is .the wish of the.voters, then the other choices become irrele-
vant sincethe impact under such a course would result in entir~ly dif-
ferent reactions. To curi;:ail government functions involves decisions as 
to which activities to. dispense with. Agreement on these would be diffi-
cult to achieve and result in some groups and areas being favored over 
others. 
For the moment, assume that Oklahoma citizens wish to strengthen the 
present system·of government fiscal relationships of local state and 
federal levels. In selecting alternativ~s the voters in each local unit 
must appraise its present position and potentia~. This amounts to com-
prehensive fiscal planning which must involve the relative position of 
the unit with other units as to equity of taxation. 
Equity could perhaps be the ·watchwqrd throughout any plan to improve 
the.structure of the Oklahoma·tax system. This study has indiGated cer~. 
tain inequities relative to income and assessed valuation of counties. 
A c~oser stm;ly of individual sit;uations would likely uncover more inequi-
ties. Th:i,.s raises the big question of just how equity is to be deter-
mined. This study has employed income and wealth as measures of.tax 
paying ability and implicit in these is the formula for equity. Taxes 
are levied generally according to the common notio~s of .justice -- abil-
ity to pay.or benefits ·received. The high proportion of local revenue 
coming from.property tax leaves.the equity principle in doubt at the 
local level .as non-property owners are not li~ely to pay much directly 
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to support local government. However, the rapid adoption of the sales 
tax by cities and towns will insure .some support from alL 
Specific suggested.alternatives for raising more revenue for state 
and local·functiqns can·be.made from this study. Generally, the outline· 
should cover the following: 
1. Endeavor to get an equitable assessment of .real property 
under the program provided by Senate Bill 141, 
2, Revise and redefine the eligibility lists of h:aternal. 
and other organization property exempt front tax levies. 
3. Repeal or modify the homes.tead exemp-tion law. 
4. Revise the state income tax law by increasing rates,· 
repealing certain deductions, ·or revising personal 
exemptions, Rates :could be more progressi:ve, 
5. Increase taxes on beer, liquor, cigarettes and t6bacco. 
6. Enact a new state serverance tax on natural gas, 
7, Broaden the base o:f; the state sales tax to cqver certain 
personal services not now subject to this levy.,. 
8. Collect fees on more uses at state parks and othei;-
public recreational facilities. 
9. St~ive ,to get a federal revenue-sharing plan enacted 
in congress. 
Some proposals that might improve the revenue system ~n -Oklahoma 
and result·in,meeting needs.more.adequately are: 
1. Cities and towns could divert some of the sales tax 
collectione;1 to reJ,.ieve the financial problems of 
public schools until a more permanent solution is 
developed. 
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2. Provision for appointment of tax assessors by joint 
agreement of county and state officials. 
3. · Consideration and study should be given to abandonment 
or revision of the personal property. tax, _particularly 
that on household f:urniture. 
4. Modify the present system of earmarking funds so that. 
legislators can have more leeway in determining 
budgetary·needs. 
5. Re~evaluate county allocation formulas for distribution 
of state funds to determine if distribution of benefits 
i~ equitable. 
The Effect of Changes 
Some of the alternativ~s lis.ted above are now under trial while 
some may have been attempted in some manner during the past. These are. 
possibil:J,ties from which to choose one or a,combination. The suggestions 
for raising mor·e revenue wi.11 fi,rst be discussed from the · standpoint of 
consequences likely from using a particular alternative. 
As previously .mentioned, Oklahoma is not the only state struggling 
with revaluation of real property. This general concern with assessment 
practices results not only from need for local revenue but also a desire 
to. correct the inequities in property taxes. Equity as used here is not 
the theoretical iss:ue of taxation but rather the practical application 
of a uniform,measuring standard. The variation in-property assessments 
are reflected by assessment ratio studies. The U. s. ~ureau of the 
Cens:us calculated that asse,ssmertt ratios varied by an average of 
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25.8 percent from the median ratios for each state. 9 These results were 
for nonfarm homes only. 
The assessment ratio studies for Oklahoma (Appendix Tables XI and 
XII) show a wide range of assessment ratios between counties of the state. 
In some counties there is a disproportionate assessment between rural and 
urban property with rural property assessed higher in some counties while 
urban is higher in others. The average ratio for the state was 20.72 in 
1961 and the application of 20 percent in adjusted assessed value would 
in effect lower taxes. But if all property was assessed at say 30 per-
cent then taxes could be increased without raising rates. 
Parcher and Dyke checked assessment ratios on both rural and urban 
properties in Payne County and found urban property assessed at a higher 
10 
ratio, The rural property sales which were studied showed an assess-
ment ratio of 13.5 while improved urban property was 20.6 and unimproved 
urban property 4.6. The Tax Commission survey showed Payne County urban 
and rural properties with similar ratios, 21.14 and 20.53. The fact that 
the former study covered a longer period with 2 later years probably 
accounts for most of the difference. Part of the difference can be ex-
plained by the elimination of certain speculative tracts from the analy-
sis in the Payne County study. The Tax Commission survey showed state-
wide average ratios of 21.42 for urban and 18.62 for rural property. 
In the Payne County study of uniform assessments it was found that 
a 2-point change in the assessment ratio with homestead exemption would 
raise revenue by $149,288 and by $201,191 without homestead exemption. 
9 U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census.£!.. Governments, 1962, Property 
Values, .!1., 1963. 
10 Parcher and Dyke, p. 25. 
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Property values assessed at 26 percent of market value would increase 
revenue by 51 percent over that actually obt1:!,ined under existing assess-
11 
ments. This would mean an increase of 35 percent in revenue from an 
average ratio of 26 compared to one of·20. 
If property.is assessed uniformly, taxes levied are likely to be 
higher·bu~ the burden would be more equitably distributed. The cost of 
the assessment procedure itself will necessitate more .taxes. When pro-
perty taxes are not un:i,formly applied allocative effects may easily in-
fluence market values. Those with high assessment ratios may demand a 
relatively lowerprice. Uniform assessments.may not eliminate allocative 
effects hut they will be more systematic in their impact. Since more 
taxes can.be·raised either by increased rates or by higher evaluations, 
taxes would not have to be raised to the limit of reassessment values 
but could be checked by applying a lower rate. Some object to raising 
values because this opens the door to increased taxes where the rates. 
levied are now at statutory limits. 
The second alternative listed above concerns the exemption of or.-
ganization property.and as mentioned earlier in this chapter is cur-
rently receiving nationwide attention. The exemptions.for the organi-
zations .themselves· seem to be as secure as ever. Calame reported in the 
article referred to earlier that the Supreme Court refused to review a 
Maryland court ruling which upheld that state's exemption of houses of 
worship from taxation. A sizeable amount of property is removed from 
tax rolls as the · holdings of .churches expand. Assessors . are attacking 
11rbid., p. 27. 
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many exemptions on the ground that property owned by churches is not 
being used for the purposes for which e~emption is allowed, 
The growing list of t~x exempt property results fi;om expansion of· 
the organizatioi:is and also from the.entry into such businesses as homes 
for retired people. S.ome church operated retirement homes have been put 
on the·tax rolls .after courts ruled that charging the residents a fee 
causes loss.of·exemption rights. The extent of such exemptions in 
Oklahoma is not known but the nati.oriwide concern· with the prob.lem merits 
attention by state officials and taxpayers. There is a need for a more 
clearly defined and possibly more narrow tax exemption rule for groups 
classified as "fraternal". 
Calame reported that Vanderbilt University is paying taxes on the 
chancellor's house, 18 fraternity houses owned by the school, a faculty 
club, and other properties. Fraternities under the group plan at Cornell 
have also been declared subject to tax with a considerable bill for back 
taxes. Indiana require~ annual application for exemption and each case 
is reviewed with about 70 percent of those.reviewed in i966 declared 
non-exempt. 
Under the present system of homestead exemption the. first $1,000 of 
assessed value is exemJ>t upon application of the owner if he occupies 
the home. As pointed out earlier, removal of this exemption could in-
crease local taxes by as much as-25 percent. However, it ·has been argued 
that this -would not be fair to homeowners with -houses of low value, as--
. I 
suming that.these owners also have low ·incomes.· Critics of homestead 
exemption have attacked the practice because there is a tendency for 
many homes to be.assessed near the $1,000 limit when proper assessment 
in relation to mar.ket value would be higher. If the .revaluation process 
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is carried out efficiently; this defect may be.corrected in which case 
there may be no need to repeal homestead exemption, After reassessments. 
are made; the.effect of homestea<;l exemption can be more accurately eval-
uated. 
The state ipcome tax laws have been strengthened, as pointed out in. 
other sections, ·but there are other suggested opportunities for obtaining 
more .revenue from this source, Restoring the one-third cut in.income 
taxes made ii;i 1947 would add an estimated $10 million in revenue •. Repeal 
of de4uctions for federal income taxes paid could mean $15 million to 
$20 million in additional revenue, · Some advocate abolishing the. $1,000 
personal exemption which would raise an estimated $8 milliqn. It. is not 
likely.that all of these would be applied, but any one or a combination 
O·f partial changes would add revenue. If these· are not made there is 
the possibility of,increased rates, particulai;-ily for higher income 
levels. 
Increasing taxes on items such.as tobacco and alcoholic beverages 
often raises a question as to the intent of the tax. If the chief pur-
pose is to regulate·consumption, then higher tax rates may decrease pur-
chases. If .raising more revenue is desired, .then higher rates could re-
duce consumption enough to defeat the objective, Some argue that worthy 
causes, such as public education, ·should not ·be dependent on.revenue de-
rived by taxing such sources since this tends to justify these activities. 
However, these taxes are lucrative sources of revenue and higher rates 
may be justified so that society can recoup the high socic:tl costs asso-
ciated with consumption of the products. 
A new severance tax of one cent per thousand .cubic feet on natural 
gas is advocated.by maI).y who wish to increase state revenues, Since an 
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es.timated 80 percent of the gae is sold out of. the state it is argued 
that little.of the estimated $6 million to $10 million revenue would be 
passed on to state residents. 
Farm leader's fought for years to get legislation exempting farm 
production items from sales tax. Yet certain services, such as haircuts, 
have been exempted since the tax was levied. The latter are more clearly 
consumption services ·.than· items on which farmers paid tax for years. 
Expenditures for personal services of all kinds have been growing faster 
than other consumer expenditures and this offers a new source of sales· 
tax revenue. 
Recently, considerable controversy has developed over charging fees 
at state parks and other public recreational areas, Those opposing such 
plans to charge fees to parks, argue .that they were built at public ex-
pense and should be free. Those favoring appl:j.cation of fees contend 
that the users should pay for be'Qefits received, Since these fees would 
only·supplement existing revenue for operating such facilitieE!, it seems 
logical that those who benefit should pay. Those opposing fees say that 
charges should be levied only to~ extent of the marginal cost of op-
erating these facilities. In other words, fees should only be.ch~rg~d 
for operation costs above costs of maintaining the facilities with no 
use and since-it .costs only a nominal amount to have more persons use 
the facility, use and enjoyment should not be discouraged with a fee that 
may not pay for its cost of collection. 
An increase of federal participation in financing state and local 
governments seems·imminent. Although opposed by those who favor states 
rights and local rule, some plan of federal revenue-sharing seems to 
offer the best means of equalizing the quality and quantity of public 
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services. The progressiveness of federal taxes tends to place more 
impact on those with ability to pay. If the distribution of federal aid 
was worked out on a basis of increasing benefits to those areas less·able 
to pay, then greater equity will result. Equality of education is diffi-
cult to attain in low income areas, and per capita incomes in Oklahoma 
are relatively low. 
Now, a brief review of the improvement suggestions is in order. 
Unless the sales tax levied by cities and towns is partially used to re-
lieve or supplement property tax burdens, state revenue problems of con-
tinuing state aid will become more difficult, As previously mentioned,· 
the city sales tax could result·in further inequities in tax burdens be-
tween rural and urban people in terms of benefits received. It does in-
crease the regressiveness of local taxes beyond that reported in this 
study. 
Assessors have not generally had an adequate staff to do an effi-
cient job of assessing property, Also, salaries have not been sufficient 
to attract trained personnel. The assessor is subject to a vote of the 
people every .two years and as a result .must. avoid arousing too many voters 
with assessment adjustments. Appointment of qualified assessors under 
the general supervision of the Tax Commission and adequate staffing should 
result in a more equitable tax system and also raise more revenue where 
needed and the ability to pay exists. 
The personal property tax is recognized as ineffective from the· 
standpoints of equity, assessments, and growth of revenue consistent with 
economic changes. In 1966 total personal property assessed locally in 
Oklahoma amounted to $595 million compared to $716 million for public 
service assessments made by the State Board of Equalization. Locally 
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assessed personal property equaled nearly 20 percent of total.net 
assessed value in the state in 1966. Therefore, discarding personal 
property taxes without provision for replace111ent revenue would have quite 
an impact. Since it is the real property owners who pay most of .the 
personal property tax it could possibly be absorbed by improvements dis-
cuss.ed above. Much of the personal property is never placed on the roles. 
Personal property taxes in North Dakota were subjected to an·ex-
haustiv~ study by Ostenson and Loftsgard who found that there was a 
growing effort to.single out personal property for property.tax relief, 
This interest was based on the feeling that industry, business, and 
farming are unfairly and unevenly treated under this tax. 12 Property tax 
relief requires finding replac1;3ment revenue from nonproperty tax sources 
and as pointed out earlier the sales tax could partially do this~ 
The question of earmarking was discussed at length in Chapter III, 
but reports from legislators in early 1968 indicated that· this practice 
might be reviewed if not .modified. 
The shifting of population from rural areas of Oklahoma may mean 
that road systems need to be re-evaluated so that funds can be more· 
efficiently used. All.ocating county highway funds on such revised plans 
could result in improved road systems where most needed. Widespread 
withholding of state allocated county road funds is not politically ex-
pedient and perhaps unjustified from the basis of benefits.' But an up-
dating of road mileage in the allocation formula might be in order. 
12 Thomas K. Ostenson and Laurel. D. Loftsgard, An Appraisal. of Per--
sonal Property Taxes in North.Dakota, North Dakota Experiment Station 
Bu~letin No. 467 (Fargo, 1966), .PP• 18-19. 
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Although not listed as an alternative, raising the general income· 
level in Oklahoma relative to the national average is an ideal though 
for now an impractical solution to. obtaining more ·revenue. Data in this 
study reveal very clearly·that low incomes are associated with inadequate 
revenue problems. The counties with low per capita incomes are those 
with low tax bases and low expenditures but they contribute a.higher per-
centage of their income for these services. This may be primarily due 
to governmental units that are too small for efficient operation rather 
than the fault of the tax system. Enlarging government units involves 
political and social problems.' 
In summary it should be stated that perhaps no one.alternative to 
public revenue' problems seems adequate. Despite strong arguments-for 
more federal aid the final solution lies in a better informed public 
that will come to grips with their problems and seek·the best solutions~ 
The solutions adopted should not be at the expense of disadvantaged areas 
but should aid residents of such.areas in contributing more to social 
and economic growth of the country. How well these work will depend on 
the formulas used.and their application by legislators and administrators. 
Ultimate decisions on taxes and revenues are the domain of the pub-
lic through.their elected representatives. We rely on the political 
process to determine the optimum level of taxes and expenditures, and 
to resolve problems of equity in the distribution of benefits and costs •. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was prompted by.the continuing pressure for more revenue 
for state s~rvices and institutions.in Oklahoma, and reactions to similar 
conditions in other states,· A number of recent studies on a natiot).al· 
basis and some for individual states .had focused attention on.the issues 
of public revenues and expenditures, In some states, educational programs 
on these, issues have.been conducted through·public discussion groups by 
Extension Services, A search for informatiot). on the situation in Okla-
homa revealed that no recent studies. had· been conducted except by va'r:tous 
state agencies concel;'ned with their individual problems,. 
The objectives of the study were to obtain a more precise knowledge 
of state and local taxes as they relate .to the incomes a.nd needs of·state 
citizens, and to measure.these taxes in terms of principles and perfor-
mance. Income and wealth ,were selected as the best measures of perfor-
mance, and,.lacking data for person to person comparisons, per capita 
estimates were used for the seve,nty"'."seven counties in the state .. 
Oklahoma applies about the same general types .of taxes as other 
states, but .the study.revealed that the revenue raising mix is consider-
ably different. Taxes in this state have generally been selected on the 
basis of performing .the main functi.on of providing revenue, but some of 
these are designed to regulate certain businesses as well. This study 
was concerned with examining the effectiveness of the taxes in meeting 
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the cost-benefit and ability-to-pay principles as.well as determining the 
degree of progression of the.taxes. 
An.understanding of the role·of government ·and the.political process 
is essential to public comprehension of revenue needs and how they.should 
be met. There is a complexity of state, ·local and federal governments 
involved in the total process and quite often attention is centered on 
one level without consideration of the interaction taking place. Aware-
ness of the importance of this interaction is often lacl<;ing in a majority 
of citizens. 
Revenue 
The general sales tax yields the largest revenue of any single tax 
in Oklahoma. Now used in cities and·towns, this tax has become popular 
in a majority of the .states because it meets the tax canons of easy ad-
minis.tration .and certainty of collections. Anqther feature. of the sales 
tax is flexibility. Bu.t it violates the ability-to-pay principle since 
it takes a higher percentage of income from the poor. 
Gasoline taxes y;ield the.next lal'.'gest.aD;1.ount of state revenue in 
Oklahoma and is followed closely by the state income tax. The gross 
production tax yields the fourth largest amount of .revenue in the state. 
A w:i,de variety of·. taxes and other sources provide the · rest of the state 
revenue. The Oklahoma Tax Commission collects the bulk of the tax reve-
nues .. and allocates thetn to appropi;-iate funds. 
The various revenues of the state are allocated to nine main types 
of·funds with a number·of .sub-categories. The general revenue fund is 
one .of the nine and receives less than 25 percent of:the total.revenue •. 
The assistance fund is the largest with slightly more than 25 percent 
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of the total. Highway funds are third largest and are followed by special 
revenue apportionments which are largely for counties. 
The per capita general revenue raised in Oklahoma for state and 
local government is slightly under the national average. The state raises 
less of its revenue from taxes and much less from property taxes than the 
average for the nation, The state receives more than the average federal. 
assistance per capita. More revenue is also raised from nonproperty taxes 
and non-tax sources in this state than the national per capita averages. 
Loc:al school districts .receive half of the. revenue made available 
to the counties of Oklahoma, Only about one-half of the school revenue 
is from local sources, with an increasing proportion coming from state 
and federal aid in recent years. 
Earmarking or dedicating revenues was applied to about 75 percent 
of total state revenues in fiscal 1965. While these include transfer 
revenues such as federal grants-in-aid for highways and public assistance 
which must be used for designated purposes, legislative appropriations 
are less than 50 percent of state riased revenue.· Re~irement and pension 
funds, bond retirement funds, and other special funds probably should be 
earmarked to insure continuity. Highway funds generally meet the cost-
of~benefit principle to justify earmarking, but designation of a portion 
of these funds for counties was challenged in early 1968 on grounds of 
constitutionality. Tµe future of earmarking revenues in Oklahoma depends 
on a court decision to be rendered prior to the 1967 legislative session 
and the subsequent ac.tion of the legislature, 
Recent tax developments consist of recodification of tax laws, per-
mission for cities and towns to levy a sales tax of 1 cent, passage of 
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an unclaimed property act, a bill designed to improve assessments of real 
property, and a 5 cent per pack increase in cigarette taxes. 
Public employees per 10,000 people in Oklahoma number about tbe same 
as the natioQ.al average, but the salary scale is lower than average. 
Trends in Taxes 
Collections by the.Tax Commission nearly doubled fr9ffi 1955 to 1967. 
Large gains included a.threefold increase in state income taxes and estate 
and inheritance taxes were about four times larger by the end of this 
period. Gross production .taxes showed a slow rate of growth. Projections 
of individual state taxes from 1962 to 1970 show estimated gains of 40 to 
70 percent for taxes connected with income and economic gr9wth. Local 
revenues grew at a faster rate than state revenues until 1962, but have 
just about kept pace with total reveQ.ue growth since that time. Tax 
revenues have not grown as fast as other sources of local revenue, .but 
the use of the sales tax by cities may change this relationship. 
Expenditures 
One reason for lack of public und.erstanding of governmeQ.t expendi-
tures is the.widespread publicity given to legislative consideration of. 
the Oklahoma state.· budget which is primarily limited to dividing the 
general fund. InformatioQ. usually publicized does not reveal total state 
;,expenditures and leaves many misconc;.eptions in the minds·of the public. 
The budget considered by the legislature shows·a much higher percentage 
for education than is actually allocated for this function from the total 
statebudget. Likewise, the impression is left that the legislative 
appropriations represent total state expenditures for education when this 
is not the case. Additional state funds are earmarked for common .schools. 
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Education expendit.ures are slightly .over 30 percent of the total 
state budget and have generally been about equally divided between common 
schools and· higher education. Howeve.r, more appropriated funds go to 
common schools while tuition fees and .revenue from other sources are in-
cluded in higher education expenditures. The rate of increase in state 
appropriated expenditures-going to common schools has been much greater 
than that for higher educatio~ since 1962. 
Public welfare expenditures which are earmarked constitute the 
largest· state expenditure category. This department is receiving an in-
creasing number of functions each session of the legislature, 
Oklahoma compared favorably with bordering states on educational 
expenditures when measured by percentage of personal income devoted. to 
this purpose. Performance of state and local combined support.is about 
the national average in this respect and only two adjoining states excel! 
Oklahoma. However, analysis showed that this state is contributing a 
smaller percentage of local support to education than the adjoining 
states~ 
Higher education expenditures in Oklahoma from state appropriated 
funds has shown _the slowest rate of growth among all fifty states since 
1960. However, at that time Oklahoma contributed .. the highest percentage 
of personal income in state support'for this purpose among the seven 
states in this area. State effort in terms of percentage of personal 
income for 1965-66 was. above the national average but fifth among the. 
seven states of this area. 
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Regression Analys~s 
Local taxes by counties as reported 1,y the Censu,s of Governments 
were us,ed and state and federal taxes were estima:i:,ea by counties frpm. 
state totals. These separate taxes and also the.grand total for each 
county were subjected to statistical tests with regressi~n models using 
personal income and wealth as ·independent variables. Per capita amounts 
were used for all variables. 
Local taxes were definitely regressive to both income and wealth, 
which means that counties with a low pel;' capita income pay a higher p'er-
centage of that income to defray local goverti.ment costs. State t11xes 
per capita paid by counties showed to 9e about neutral or proportional 
in relation to income. These taxes indicated. a regress:J.ve tendency as 
to wealth. 
Federal taxes as estimated for each county, .showed a high degree of 
progression with respect to income. Federal and state taxes exhibited 
about. the s.ame degr.ee of regressiveness to wealth. 
Total taxes nir capita by counties showed a definite progressive 
tendency with resl;)ect to personal income.· This demonstrates that the 
high degre~ of progressiveness of federal taxes more than compensates 
for the regressiveness of state and local taxes.· Holeye;r~.total taxes 
are regressive with respect to wealth. 
Large differences between actu,;1.l taxes per capita in a county and 
the value predicted by the formulas are largely explained by extreme 
variations between per capita incomes and assessed valuations. Unique 
situations, such as military bases, were also contributing factors to the· 
I deviations~ 
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Alternatives 
A number of alternative solutions to public finance problems in 
Oklahoma.are available if the citizens desire to use them to improve and 
expand pt,iblic services. Nat:ional studies by the Committee of Economic 
Development suggest a number of proposals .for solving state and local 
government financial problems. These.include several tax and government 
reform measures ranging from reducing the number of local governmental 
units by 80 percent to the current topic of state sharing of federally 
collected taxes. 
When these proposals.are evaluated in terms of applicability to 
Oklahoma, evidence shows that the state is undertaking tax reform measures 
comparable to the recommendations. There is .also a tenqency toward some 
governmental reform, but it is moving very slowly. The consolidation of 
school districts has been accomplished through state requirements for 
aid to local.schools. The state has granted permission for ci.ties and 
towns. to levy a sales tax, and a concerted effort is ·underway to obtain 
more-equitable assessments of real property. 
Co'qsiderable opposition has· been. shown for removal of the homestead 
exemption in this state, but repeal is .one means of increasing local 
revenue. Another CED recommendation for taxing certain exempt properties 
has received·little attention in Okla,homa but is currently yielding added 
revenue for some localities in other states. 
Conclusions 
Results o.f this study support the -following c;.onclusions: 
1. State government revenue raised for state government 
support in Oklahoma represents a higher·percentage of 
personal income than the average for c;1ll states in the 
United States. 
2. · Oklahoma is contributing a higher percentage of personal 
ip.come to all educat:i.on than the average for all states 
and compares favorably with six surrounding states.· 
3. An-increasing percentage of total expenditures for local 
schools comes· from state ft;mds, while a decreasing pro-
portion of total higher education expenditures is from 
state appropriations in Oklahoma. 
4. The·proportion of total revenue used by-local schools 
which is contributed. by local governments is smaller 
in Oklahoma than in most of ·the surrounding states. 
5 •. A number of tax reforms including expanded sales tax, 
increased income tax, higher taxes on liquor and 
cigarettes, reassessment of property and repeal of 
homestead exemption are available for increasing 
revenue if Oklahomans desire to use.them. 
6. Certain improvements can be ~ade in state and local· 
revenue systems to ·mak_e them more efficient, such as 
less earmarking of funds, a revised system for selecting 
county assessors, and revisions in allocation of.state 
funds. 
7. Continued expansion of. the sales tax in Oklahoma-is 
adding to the regressiveness of state and local taxes. 
8. Low income counties generally have low property values 
and assessments must be a higher proportion of market 
value than in-areas of higher incomes in order to 
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maintain local government. Some system of state or 
federal aid probably offers the most acceptable solu-
tion to this problem. Sacrificing local control is 
likely to be .mote beneficial than.sacrificing human re-
sources through lower.stanclards of public service with 
local rule. 
9. Although education is using a high percentage of state 
appropriated revenue in Oklahoma it remains insufficient 
to meet the requirements. Education is essential for 
economic growth and development as well as social im-
provements. If state and local governments are unable 
to provide the funds, federal assistance will probably 
be increased. 
10. This study indicates that, even with tax refonns, state 
and local governments in Oklahoma·will be hard pressed 
to meet public needs unless personal incomes are sub-
stantially improved. Likewise, if incomes are improved 
without tax reforms, the governments, particularly at 
the local level, will have difficulty in providing 
adequate services. 
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APPENDIX 
Year. 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
APPENDIX, TABLE I 
TAX RECEIPTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF NET NATIONAL PRODUCT 
CALENDAR YEARS 1929-1965 
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Total. Federal State and Local 
10.8 3.9 6.9 
11. 8 3.6 8.2 
12.6 2.9 9.6 
15.8 3.2 12.5 
17.6 5.4 12.2 
16.6 6,0 10.6 
16.2 6.0 10.2 
16.1 6.6 9.5 
17.5 8.4 9 .1 
18. 3. 8.3 10.0 
17.5 8.0 9.5 
18.3 9.3 . 9. 0 
20.7 13.2 7.5 
21.4 15.4 6.0 
26.6 21.5 5 .. 0 
25.1 20.4 4.7 
25.9 21.0 4.9 
25.1 19.6 5.5 
25.4 19.6 5.8 
23.7 17.7 5.9 
22.7 16.1 6.6 
25.2 18.6 6.5 
27.0 20.8 6.3 
27.3 20.8 6.5 
27.3 20.6· 6.7 
25.9 18.9 7.1 
26.7 () 19.6 7.1 
27.6 20.1 7.5 
27.9 20.1 7.7 
27.3 19.2 8.1 
28.4 20.2 8.1 
29.6 20.9 8.7 
29.6 20.6 9.0 
29.8 20.8 9.1 
30.4 21.2 9.2 
29.2 19.8 9.3 
29.3 19.9 9 •. 4 
Source: Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics. 
APPENDIX, TABLE .II 
PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES FOR SELECTED STATE AND LOCAL 
FUNCTIONS ACTUAL AND PROJECTED, UNITED STATES 
FISCAL YEARS 1955-1975 
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Amount· Percent ·change 
Actual Projected 1955- 1965-
Function 1955 · 1965 1975 1965 1975 
Total, general. expenditures . $205 $387 $655 + 89 + 69 
Education 72 150 244 +108 + 63 
Highways 39 63. 76 + 62 + 21 
Public welfare 20 33 79 + 65 +139. 
Health and Hospitals 15 28 49 + 87 + 75 
Sanitation and seweragE;? 7 12 20 +. 71 + 67 
Police and fire 12 20 33 + 67 + 65 
Housing and.urban renewal 3 6 12 +100 +100 
General control 9 14 22 + 56 + 57 
Interest on debt 5 13 24 +160 + 85 
Other-general 23 48 100 + 50 +108 
Source: · Actual data from United States Department of Coillillerce, · 
Bureau of the Census. Computations . and proj e·ctions by Tax Foundation. 
APPENDIX, TABLE III 
DIRECT GENERAL EXPENDITURES OF STATE AND LOCAL.GOVERNMENTS 
FOR.INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION, UNITED STATES 
TOTAL AND SELECTED STATES, 1965-66 
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Expenditure Expenditure. Per.cent 
Amount Enrollment per state 
State ($ million) (number) Stud~nt Appropriated 
United States Total 7,207 3,609,503 $1,997 42.4 
Arkansas 59 31,000 1,903 48.7 
Colorado 136 60,036 2,265 32.4 
Kansas 108 66,982 1,612 45.0 
Missouri 140 83,364 1,679 44.4 
New Mexico 76 27,813 2,733 28.5 
Oklahoma 120 69,296 1,732 34,9 
Texas 349 221,880 1,573 47.3 
Source (Expenditures): Governme"Q.tal.Finance - G. F, 13, United 
States Departrnent of Commerce, Wasli.initon, D. C. 
. . 
Source (Enrollment): · Digest of Education (1966 edition) United 
States Department of Health, Ed4c~tion and Welfare, Office qf E4ucation, 
Source (State Appropriated):. Computed from data in Taple XXIII, 
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APPENDIX, TABLE IV 
TAX COLLECTIONS FROM PRINCIPAL .SOURCES. 
FROM 1954 TO 1966, OKLAHOMA 
Inheritance 
Fiscal Gross and 
Year Gasoline Production Franchise Estate 
1954-55 $46,742,282 $28,632,632 $3,355,943 $ 2,750,296 
1955-56 50,137,283 31,724,334 2,447,917 3,482,164 
1956-57 50,984,952 33,605,462 2,645,872 3,566,508 
1957-58 54,846,237 33,716,040 2,890,596 4,562,416 
1958-59 53,814,166 33,349,639 2,982,652 4,621,476 
1959-60 55,680,791· 32,400,303 3,154,778 5,752,256 
1960-61 56,824,241 33,374,253 3,322,831 6,538,389 
1961-62 59,142,246 33,856,312 3,447,141 6,723,867 
1962-63 61,537,995 34,998,939 3,665,486 6,496,388 
1963-64 63,307,715· 37,286,837 3,864,847 8,935,997 
1964-.65 65,839,607 37,794,416 4,125,685 8,815,449 
1965-66 69,133,068 39,213,525 4,477 ,839 11,391,331 
Percent increase 
1954-62 30 10 51 122 
Percent i"hcrease 
1962-66 17 16 30 69 
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APPENDIX, TABLE IV (Continued) 
Income Motor Motor· 
Fiscal· and Vehicle Vehicle 
Year Withholding License Sales. Excise 
1954-55 $19,005,567 $26,684,292 $44,415,570 $ 6,290,795. 
1955-56 21,921,723 2~,514,791 46,978,154. 6,961,910 
1956-57 23,020,642 30,349,430 47,393,565 6,365,154 
1957-58 24,337,935 31,314,954 48,273,282 6,437,638 
1958-59 26,241,300 32,928,792· 52,321,440 6,745,963 
19,59-60 28,945,488 35,009;409 53,641,921 7 ,227, 779 
1960-61 32,559,078 36,005,107 55, 131, 119 7,040,845 
1961-62 43,696,849 . 37,661,224 57,343,766 8,175,111 
1962-63 47,161,430 39,.701,975 60,078,110 9,552,417 
1963-64 47,448,612 42,282,663 63,545,356 10,489,339 
1964-65 46,690,585 44,440,643 66,181,222 11,277 ,445 
1965-66 57,570,286 47,524,875 74,081,624 12,840;643 
Percent increase 
1954-62 153 53 38 50 
Percent increase ... 
1962-66 31. 7 26 29 57 
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APPENDIX, TABLE IV (Cont~nued) 
Alcoholic · 
Fiscal Beverage· 
Year Cigarette Tobacco Beverage Tax 
1954-55 $ 9,842,420 $1,109,454 $6,334,885 
1955-56 10,266,960 1,049,392 6,330,542 
1956-57 10,590,546 1,007,306 6,194,571 
1957-58 11,082,468 1,142,619 6;180,971 
1958-59 11,878,964 1,270,957. 6,768,035 
19.59-60 12,570,426 1,361,485 6,444,969 $8,252,366 
1960-61 13,570,085 1,416,094· 6,343,215 5,408,240 
1961-62 18,386,046 2,097, 117 6,392,178 5, 942 ,611 
1962-63 18,917,294 2,014,209 6,626,189 6,172,589 
1963-64 18,904t552 2,344;124 7,038,090 6,375,723 
1964-65 19,434,870 2,365,968 6,993,998 ,7,241,211 
1965-66 22,538,893 2,248,893 7,280,238 6,865,260 
Percent increase 
1954-62 85 86 4 
Percent increase 
1962-66 23 7 14 15 
Source: Seventeenth Biennial Report, Oklahoma Tax Commission, 
Oklahoma.City, Oklahoma, p, 8. Percentages computed by author, 
APPENDIX, TABLE V 
SELECTED ITEMS FOR COMPARISON OF OKLAHOMA 
WITH OTHER STATES, 1962 
United 
Item States Oklahoma. 
REVENUE· ·OF STATE AND 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT~ , · 
FISCAL YEAR 1962 
Total Revenue (millions of . 
dollars) 69,492 829 
Tax Revenue· (millions of 
dollars) 41,554 458 
Per Capita General Revenue 
(dollars) from 
All Sources 313.48 307.55 
Federal Government. 42.36 66.16 
State and.Local Government 
Sources ·271.13 241. 39 . 
Taxes 223.62 187.15 
Property taxes 102.54 58.38 
Nonproperty taxes 121. 08 128.77 
Charges.· and m:i,scellaneous 
Sources 47.50 54.24 
General Revenue per $1,000 
of personal income.from 
All Sources $132.47 $161. 42 
Federal Government 17.90 34.73 
State.and Local Government 
Sources 114.57 126.70 
Taxes 94.49 98.23 
Pre>perty Taxes 43.33 30.64 
Nonproperty Taxes 51.16 67.59 
Charges ang miscellaneous 
So1,1rces 20.07 28.47 
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Ranking 
of 
Oklahoma 
26 
27 
29 
12 
35 
40 
36 
14 
18 
10 
10 
16 
22 
34 
7 
8 
Sou,rce; . 1962 Census of Governments, United States Department of·. 
Commerce. 
APPENDIX, TABLE VI· 
SELECTED ITEMS FOR COMPARISON OF OKLAHOMA 
WITH OTHER STATES 
Item 
AREA, POPULATION, 
AND INCOME· 
Land area (square miles) 
Population, 1962 (in thousands) 
Population dendty, 1962 
(Persons per square.mile 
of·land area) 
Personal income, 1962 
(millions of dollars) 
Per capita personal 
income, 1962 (dollars) 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, 1962 
Number of local 
governments 
Local governments per 
100,000 inhabitants . 
Number of county areas 
Local governments per 
county area 
Number-of public scQool 
systems 
Number of public schools 
Public School Enrollment, 
October, 1961 (in thousands) 
INDEBTEDNESS OF STATE AND 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AT END 
OF FISCAL YEAR 1962 
Total debt (millions of dollars) 
Per capita debt (dollars) 
Long-term 
Full faith and credit 
Nonguaranteed 
United. 
States · 
3,548,974 
185,822 
52.4 
439,661 
2,336 
91,186 
49.1 
3,124 
29,2 
37,019 
100,339 
37,806 
81,278 
437.40 
417.30 
260.04· 
157.26 
Oklahoina 
68,887 
2,448 
35.5 
4,664 
1;905 
1,959 
80 
77 
25.4 
1,225 
2,126 
540 
886 
361. 95 
361. 23 
205.23 
156.00 
175 
Ranking 
of 
Oklahoma 
19 
26. 5. 
35 
27 
39 
17 
15 
17 
26 · 
14 
23 
27 
25 
27 
24 
27 
18 
Source:· 1962 Census-of Governments, United States Department of. 
Commerce. 
APPENDIX, TABLE VII 
SELECTED ITEMS FOR COMPARISON OF OKLAHOMA 
WITH OTHER.STATES 
United 
Item States Oklahoma 
EXPENDITURE OF STATE AND 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, 
FISCAL YEAR 1962 
Total Expenditure (millions 
of dollars) '70,547 821 
General Expenditure (millions 
of dollars) 60;206 732 
Per Capita General Expenditure. 
(dollars) for 
All Functions- 324 .• 00 298.91 
Education 119.56 · 107.96 
Local Schools Only 95.46 79.55 
Highways 55.74 55.23 
Public Welfare 27.36 58.11 
Health and Hospitals. 23. 37 · 15;92 
General Expenditure Per $1,000 
of personal income for 
All Functions · $136.91- $156.89 
Education 50.52 56.66 
Local Schools Only 40.34 41. 75 
Highways 23.55 28.99 
Public Welfare ll .56 30.50 · 
Health and Hospitals 9.87 8.35 
176 
Ranking 
of 
Oklahoma 
27 
26 
32 
30 
38 
29 
1 
40 
17 
23 
27 
28 
2 
32 
Source: 1962 Census of Governments, United States Department of· 
Commerce. 
ADMINISTRATIV.E: 
APPENDIX, TABLE VIII 
PUBLIC WELFARE EXPENDITURES 
OKLAHOMA 1964-65 
Employment Security Commission 
Charities and Corrections 
Governor's Connnittee on the 
Employment of the Handicapped 
Human Rights Commission 
Retirement System State Employees 
Veterans Department 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE 
COMMISS-ION - PUBLIC WELFARE: 
Administration Fund 
Crippled-Children's Commission 
Disaqility ·Freeze, B.O.A. S. I. 
Commodity DistributiG>n ·· 
Child Welfare .. 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
Training School Repair Fund 
Taft.State Children's Home 
Whitaker State Children's Home 
Girls Town 
Helena State.School for Boys 
Boley State School for· .Boys 
Taft State School far G~rls 
Eni.d Sta_te School 
Pauls Valley State School 
Hissom Memorial Center 
Work E~perience Program 
Mentally .Retarded S?hoo.l Repair Fund 
TOTAL COMMISSION - PUBLIC WELFARE: 
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE: 
Oklahoma Emergency .and General Assistance Fund 
Aid to Dependent Children 
Aid to Dependent Children - Medical,Pooled Fund 
Combined Adult Category 
Medical A~sistance for the Aged 
Combined Adult Category - Medical Pooled Fund 
Cuban ·Refugees .· 
Oklahoma Employee, Retirement.-,,Members Reserve 
177 
$ 6,08~,763.13 
44,695.76 
21, 770. 93. 
14,383.07 
211,298.13 · 
560,987.34 
832.280.45 
$ 7,774,178.81, 
$ 9,994,580.53 
2,623,702.65. 
400,755.18 
526,549.39 
1,860,470.82 
400,000.00 · 
218,898,95 
391,140,06 
592,709.92 
340,192.59 
456,430.00 
227,027,·67. 
107,720,55 · 
2,400,147,76 
1,692,320.98 
2,258,400.76 
5,228.06 
6, 334. 96-
$24,502,610.83 
$ 267,780.00 
2 7, 394, 97 0. 66 · 
1,554,009.48 · 
92,960,866.00. 
1,984,762.76 
22,774,470,80 
12,155.86 
39.,503.86. 
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APPENDIX, TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Oklahoma·. Employees Retirement - Payment Rese.rve $ 
Oklahoma Employees Retirement - Accum4lation Reserve 
Oklahoma Employees Retirement - Investment Reser,ve 
TrainingAUowa,nce Payments 
97;912.83 
1,891. 93 · 
7,930,230.39 
648,999.00 · 
257,877.00 
39,192.71 
82 ,535. 00. 
Subsistence Allowance Payments 
Transportation Allowance Payments 
Retraining Subsistence 
Unemployment Benefits 
Veterans Compensation . 
Fed.eral Employee. Compensatiori 
TOTAL PUBLJ;C ASSISTANCE 
INSTITUTIONS : · 
Cerebral Palsy Institute · 
Veterans Home 
VeterE!,ns Hospital 
TOTAL INSTITUT!ONS 
TOTAL PUBLIC WELFARE · 
14,626,592.38. 
1,629,145.10 
.. . 626.00-
$172,303,521.76 
$ 213,152.66 
353,334.46 
592.047.19 
$ 1,158,534.31 · 
$205.738.845.71. 
Source:. , State of Oklahoma, Executive Department, Division of the 
Budget, Schedule III, 1965. 
1959 
U. S. Tot. 380,963 
Per Capita 2,161 
Mo. Tot. 8,945 
Per Capita 2,101 
Kansas Tot. 4,483. 
Per Capita 2,075 
Arkansas Tot. 2,418 
Per Capita 1,377 
Okla. -Tot. 4,131 
Per Capita 1,805 
Texas Tot. · 17,995 
Per Capita 1,913 
i 
New Mex. Tot. 1,762 
Per; Capita 1,917 
Colo. ·Tot. 3,755 
Per Capita 2,196 
APPENDIX, TABLE IX 
TOTAL AND PER CAPITA PERSONAL ;I:NCOME UNITED STATES 
AND SELECTED STATES 1959-66 
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 
(Total -- Mil. $ --:-- Per Capita -- $) 
398, 725 414, 411 440,192 463,053 493,408 522,147 
.2,215 2,264 2,368 2,455 2,579 2, 746. 
9,149 9;418 9,892 10,402 10,988 11,961 · 
2,115 2, 166 2,269 2,358 2,458 2,663 
4;712 4,-941 · 5,177 5,319 5,565 5,932 
2,161 2,251 2,343 2,398 2,488 2,639 
2,459 2,701 2,898 3,103 3,374 3,581 
1,372 1,487 1,546 1,627 1,740 1;845 
4,J50 4,551 4,688 4,880 5 ,196 5 ,603 · 
1,861 1, 910 1, 9.25 1,992 2,111 2,289 
18,535 19,551 20,518 21,589 22, 966 24,761· 
1,925 1,.984 2,026 2,105 2,208 2,338 
1,801 1,873 1,970 2,032 2,107 2,224 . 
1 ,&9'0 1,951 2,014 2,053 2,090 2,193 
4,022 4,299 4,566 4,750 4 ,967 5 ,282 · 
2,275 2,343 2,425 2,483 2,559 2, 710 
% of 
u .s. 
1966 1966 
575,895 
2, 940 . 100 
12,824 
2,845 97 
6,331 
2,814 96 
3, 938 · 
2,015 69 
6 ,038 · 
2,456 84 
27,003 
2 ,511 85 
2,361 
2~310 79 
5,678 
2,872 98 
Source:_ Survey of Current Business, United States Department of Commerce, April, 1967, Vol. 47, · 
Number 4, pp, 14-15. 
% In-
er-ease 
1959-66 
51.2 
43.4 
41.2 
62.9 
46.2 
50.1 
34.0 -
51.2 
I-' 
...... 
'° 
Counties 
Adair. 
Alfalfa 
Atoka 
Beaver 
Beckham 
Blaine 
Bryan 
Caddo 
Canadian. 
Carter. 
Cherokee 
Choctaw,, 
Cimarrc;m 
Cleveland 
Coal 
Comanche 
Cotton 
Craig 
Creek 
Custer 
Delaware 
Dewey 
Ellis 
Garfield 
Garvin 
Grady 
Grant 
Greer 
Harmon 
Harper 
Haskell 
Hughes 
Jackson 
Jefferson 
Johnston 
Kay 
Kingisher 
Kiowa 
Latimer 
Source: 
APPENDIX, TABLE X 
RETURNS PER SALES TAX DOLLAR 
BY COUNTIES - 1965-1966 
Sales Returns per Sales 
Tax Sales Tax Tax 
Collections Dollar Counties Collections 
($000) ($) ($000) 
151,429 20.06 LeFlore 426,838 
177,040 2 •. 60 Lincoln 312,425 
160,154 13.94 Logan 343,016· 
100,690 1.87 Love 77 ,323 
455,384 4.80 McClain 195,775 
276,960 3.90 McCurtain 379,418 
482,101 8.83 Mcintosh 218,468 
554,301 6. 41. Major 192,151 
569;663 2.43 Marshall 142,300 
1,132,312 3.76 Mayes 410,441 
302,989 9.33 Mu-rray 195,000 
233,024 17.37 Muskogee 1,434,461 
114,482 1.04 Noble. 230,529 
1,274,261 1.66 Nowata 144,788 
64,439. 16.66 Okfuskee 142,240 
1,835,150 1.67 Oklahoma 19,479,271 
124,275 5.82 Okmulgee 715,439 
294,753 5.60 Osage 436,949 
849,406 5.02 Ottawa 676,239 
675,383 2. 20 · Pawnee 196,521 
162,993. 17. 72 Payne 578,953 
1,18,534 3.78 Pittsburg 740,462 
lb6,184 2.82 Pontotoc 756,838 
2,040,825 1.18 Pott. 1,018,800 
716,122 4.50 Pushmataha 120,609 
665,208 4.73 Roger Mills · 55,333 
159,101 1.56 Rogers 393, 156 
177, 233 6.90 Seminole 623,842 
105, 141 7.37 Sequoyah 260,410 
115, 141 2.42 Stephens 1,042,844 
132,101 14.29 Texas 414,397 
227,434 11. 44 · Tillman 260,006 
609,733 3.42 · Tulsa 15,477,074 
105,504 12.88 Wagoner 204,896 
92,169 18.53 Washington 1,368,551 
1,404,318 1.78 Washita 230,987 
411,223 1.14 Woods 336 ,.282 
299, 773 5.15 Woodward 482,924 
121,874 11. 59 TOTAL $71i998,672 
180 
Returns per 
Sales Tax 
Dollar 
($) 
12.92 
6.79 
6.16 
10.75 
7.53 
14.89 
11. 78 
1.81 
8.69 
6.96 
9.68 
5.23 
3.48 
7.82 
14.37 
1.18 
7.07 
4.78 
4.08 
5.51 
2.09 
6. 27 ·. 
4.32 
4.30 
15.27 
8.82 
5.98 
6.25 
14.55 
3.18 
0.99 
5.81. 
1.10 
11.22 
1.06 
3.28 
1.86 
1.44 
$ 2.80 
Oklahoma Department of Public Welfare, Annual Report 1966. 
County 
Adair 
Alfalfa 
Atoka 
Beaver 
Beckham 
Blaine 
Bryan. 
Caddo -
Canac;lian 
. Carter -
Ch~rokee 
Cho.ct aw 
Cimarron 
Cleveland 
Coal·. 
Comanche· 
Cotton. 
Craig 
Cre~k 
Custer 
Delaware 
Dewey 
Ellis 
Garfield 
Garvin 
Grady 
Grant 
Greer 
Harmon 
Harper 
Haskell 
Hughes 
Jackson 
Jefferson 
Johnston 
Kay 
Kingfisher 
Kiowa 
Latimer 
Le}flore 
Lincoln 
Logan 
APPENDIX, TABLE XI·· 
ASSESSMENT RATIOS BY COUNTIE_S 
OKLAHOMA -1961 
Urban -ProEerty, Rural FroEerty 
' 
Number of Nu111ber of -· 
SaleE:! Ratio· Sales Ratio 
25 22. 72 75 22.16 
41 20.81 21 18. 41 . 
29 20.36 74 18 •. 81 
46 20.67 20 - 13.79 
144 19.69 53 19.15 
92 20.24 47 20. 70 -
67 18.13 75 18.95 
197 18. 52 · 118 20.43 
179 16.17 48 18.51 
215 21. 71 83 19.97 
58 22.58 137 19 ~.91 
30 19.78 - 53 18 • .78 
43 12.06 25 14 .12 
621 20.25 84 18.88 
21 28.53 44 20.38 
287 17-. 90 · 27 18.15 
35 15.25 31 14. 86 -
104 20.38 93 20 • .31 
183 22.2;3 58 20.36 
128 17.16 · 25 12.91 
33 
·-
19.6~ 112 21.19 · 
39 19.49 32 20.10 
37 23.66. 23 21.46 
470 20.48 69 18.02 
18.6 20 • .47 ~6 18. 47 
190 22.64 83 19,26 
31 22.03 16 17.38 
42 17. 03 - 20 19 ."92 . 
58 22 •. 66 25 15.43 
27 16.80 19 13.79 
36 26.27 27 17. 89 . 
77 20.38 77 24.11 · 
183 17.61 38 17.84 
53 22.62 35 18.59 
49 17.Q& 57 15.27 
410 17.1.5. 43 15.13 
55. 24.~2 36 18.50 
128 - 19.~0. 47 15_. 77 
36 25.59 42 18.93 
112 18. fi9 92 16. 66 -
78 20.97 58 19.97 
147 20.98 85 19.29 
181 . 
Total ProEerty, 
Number of 
Sales Ratio 
100 22. 31 · 
62 19.09 
103 19.27 
66 16.62 
197 19,54 
139. 20.46 
142 18.54 
315 19. 47 -
227 17.05 
298 21.34 
195 20.91 
83 19.04 
68 16.73 
706 20.13 
65 22.51 
314 17.91 
66 14. 96 
196 20.34 
241 - 21.91 
153 15.87 
145 20.79 
71 19.86 
60 22.42 
539 19.91 
272 19.86 
273 21_. 37 
47 18.49 
62 18.19 
83 18.88 
46 15.32 
63 22.09 
154 22. 01 · 
221 17.66 
88 20.21 
106 15.78 
453 16 .BJ 
91 20.45 
175 17.64 
78 _ 22.07 
204 17.68 
136 10.52 
232 20.23 
182 
APPENDIX, TABLE XI (Continued) 
Urban Pro:eertx .. ·· Rural Pro:eertx Total Pro:eertx. 
Numb~r·of. Number of Number of 
County Sales. Ratio Sales Ratio Sales Ratio 
LQve 15 17.82 24 15.69 39 16. 36 · 
McClain 78 19.92 · 74 20. 96 · 152 20.53 
McCurtain 27 18.13 57 17.48 84 17.65 
Mcintosh 45 19.07 56 18.57 101 18.82 
Major 39 . 24.07 37 17.59 76 19. 95 · 
Marshall 25 18. 91 · 21 16. 38 · 46 17 •. 39 
Mayes 113 17.09 78 15.79 19.1 . 16.58 
Murray 77 2L44 30 18.86 107 20.50 
Muskogee. 4~1 23.86 76 20.46 567 . 23.42 · 
Noble 83 21. 20 · 52 23. 29 · 135 22.26 
Nowata 64 26.02 49 21.61 113 24.04 
Okfuskee 26 21.04 49 22.01 75 21.68 
Oklahoma 1,071 21.38 13 26.04 1,084 21.43 · 
Okmulgee 116. 23.19 38 22.36 154 22.99 
Osage .. 93 23,89 18 17.73 111 21.99 
Ottawa 175 21.78 56 22.45 231 21.93 
Pawnee 60 20.61 35 19.15 95 20. 01 · 
Payne 193 21.14 · 33 20. 53 · 226 21.07 
.::ett.tsburg 241 21. 71 86 19.36 327 21.09 
Pontotoc 206 19.95 96 19,47 302 19.81 
Pottawatomie 233 17.92 69 18.60 302 18.04 
Pushmataha 13 32.94 40 19.88 53 21.99 
Roger Mills 19 15.32 26 19.79 45 18.90 
Rogers 117 24.21 82 19.75 199 21.82 
Seminole 169 18.82 87 19.67 256 19.09 
Sequoyah 44 16.91 49 17. 22 93 17.04 
Stephens 170 20.06 52 21.04 222 20.23 
Texas 104 20.20 13 14.64 117 19.17· 
Tillman 83 19. 73 · 16 15, 59 · 99 18.43 
Tulsa 1,157 25,66 38 21.65 1,195 25.56 
Wagoner 191 23.45 53 19.48 244 22.29 
Washington 249 23.12 25 18.67 '1J4 22.82 
Washita 40 16.13 42 15. 71 82 15.83 
Woods 92 18.81 16 13.01 108 16.88 
Woodward 132 21.18 22 17.17 154 20.36 
Grand Total U,073 21. 42. 3,922 18.62 14,995 20. 72 
Source: Oklahoma Tax Commission Survey. 
APPENDIX, TABLE XII 
1966 AVERA.GE OF THE OKLAHOMA ASSESSMENT-SALES RATIO STUDY 
ARITHMETIC :r,.mAN COMP_UTA'l'ION 
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Urban ProEert:y: · Rural ProEert:y: Total, ProEertl 
Number .of Number of Number of-
Coun1;:y Sales · Ratio Sales Ratio Sales Ratio 
Adair 15 20.67 28 26.20 43 24.27 
Alfal~a 43 · 24.46 13 11. 35 · 56 21.42 
Atoka 15 . 15,49 35 11.43 50 12.65 
Beaver 11 . 31.83 18 10.70 29 18. 72 
Beckham 64 22 • .11 27 12.60 91 19.29 
Blaine 55 20.69 21 11. 48 · 76 18.14 
Bryan 52 17.31 27 14.81 79 16.46 
Caddo 117 19.37 59 15.55 176 18.09 
Canadian 167 18.78 28 13.24 195 17. 99 · 
Carter 99 22.96 27 16.39 126 21.55 
Cherokee 39 20. 24 - 24 14.28 63 17.97 
Choctaw 28 18.85 31 10. 40. 59 14.41 
Cimarron 9 21.32 17 13,85 26 16, 44 · 
Cleveland 611 23,35 33 11.14 · 644 . 22, 72 
Coal 15 22.30 13 14,25 28 18,57 
Comanche 381 18.12 18 16;02 399 18.02 
Cotton 30 18.38 8 12.61 38 17 .17 · 
Craig · 33 18.37 
I 
28 14.36 61 16~53 
Creek 158 22.37 · 37 15.74 195 21.11 
Custer· 90 18.05 15 11. 87 105 17.16 
Delaware 33 16.22 36 14. 73 · 69 15, 44 · 
Dewey 13 23,42 11. 16.32 24 20.17 
Ellis 22 17.00 17 12,72 39. 15,13 
Garfield 451 17,65" 1~ 11.55 467 17,44 
Garvin 104 23,19 50. 15.12 · 154 20,57 
Grady 103 23.38 41 14.36 144 20.81 
Grant 14 26. 42 · 24 12.26 38 17.48 
Greer 35 22.74 22 14,47 57 19.55 
Harmon 14 18.~5 18 15.69 32 16.99 
Harper 31 20.49 12 13.89 43 18.65 
Haskell 18 24.64 18 17.66 36 21.15 
Hughes 38 23.15 34 16.20 72 19.87 
Jackson 94 16.90 19 l(!).10 · 113 15.76 
Jeff.erson 22 24.90 19 • 15.62 41 20.60 
Johnston 20 20.16 21 19,01 41 19.57 
Kay 226 20.73 29 14.15 255 19,98 
Kingfisher 70 23.36 34 13.21. 104 20.04 
Kiowa 36 20.77 18 12.80 54 18 .11 
Latimer 12 20.73 25 15.04 37 16.89 
LeFlore · .. 44 13 ._96 21 11.38 65 13 .13_ 
Lincoln 66 16.88 63 11.15 · 129 14. 08 · 
Logan 45 18.9Q 31 12~26 76 16 ._19 
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APPENDIX, TABLE XII (Continued) 
Urban ProEertx - Rural ProEertx- Total.ProEertx 
Number of, · Numbe.r of Number of 
County Sales Ratio Sales Ratio· Sales Ratio· 
Love.· 18 22. 94 · 18 16.23 36. 19.59 
McClain. 66 17.83 33 12,14 99 . 15.93 
McCurtain. 7 25.08 23 12. 93 · 30 15~76 
Mcintosh 19 15.41 18 11. 61 37 13.56 
Major 33 21.30 · 19 14.85 52 18.95 
Marshall 26 18.09 9 19.88 35 18.55 
Mayes 76 16.44 28 10.50 104 14.84 
Murray 35 22.07 16 19.40 51 21.23 
Muskogee . 169 23. 02 · 36 19.09 205 22.33 
Noble 50 19.20 28 14.46 78 17. 50 · 
Nowata 22 25.29 47 .17; 18 · 69 19.76 
Okfuskee 21 21.10 23 15.84 44 18.35 
Oklahoma. 1,173 22.39 · 21 · 13.78 1,194 22.24 
Okmuigee 129 21. 91 36 19.13 165 21.30 
Osage 70 23.42 18 13.40 88 . 21.37 
Ottawa 102 22.38 34 17.61 136 21.18 
Pawnee 43 16. 69 · 28 13.00 71 15.24 
Payne 146 20.09 37 11.80 183 18. 42 · 
Pittsburg 124 15.51 17 9.79 141 14.82 
Pontotoc 79 20.26 35 17.94 114 19.54 
Pottawatomie 110 16. 71 36 17.67 146 . 16. 95 
Pushmataha 3 20.03 11 21.12 14 20.88 
Roger Mil.ls 11 17.38 18 13.45 29 14,94 
Rogers 88 20.20 40 14.54 128 18,43 
Seminole 63 17.62 39 13.5 7 102 16.07 
Sequoyal,l 33 22.49 15 17,29 48 20.87 · 
Stephens 130 21.10 30 13.63 160 19,70 
Texas 47 21.07 31 10.64 78 16.93 
Tillman 37 22. 37 · 23 11.99 60 18.39 
Tulsa 1,050 . 28;32 30 23.27 1,080 . 28.18 
Wagoner 50 21. 9j 35 12.29 85 17.96 
Washington 235 22.85 20 15.59 255 22.28 
Washita 44 16.62 29 11. 73 73 14.68 
Woods 69 20.72 15 13.31. 84 19.39 
Woodward 84 22~01 14 11.14 · 98 20.46 
STATE OF OKLA, 8,005 21.74 1,996 14.44 10,001_ 20.28 
Source: Oklahoma Tax Commission Survey. 
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